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HYPERSONIC FLIGHT SIMULATION : AERODYNAMICS 
by 
3. Leith Potter 
von Karman Gas Dynamics Faci l i ty  
MO, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In t h i s  lecture en attempt i s  made t o  pa r t i a l ly  assess the current 
status and direction of laboratory simulation of the aerodynamics of 
full-scale,  hypersonic f l i gh t .  
establishing Satisfactory flow f ie lds  and the determination of the 
basic aerodynamic quantit ies consisting of pressures, forces, and 
moments, on scale models i n  these laboratory environments are dis- 
cussed. 
data t o  full-scale are noted. 
problems are the subjects of l a t e r  lecturers.  
Problems of simulation related t o  
Ih addition, some questions ar is ing i n  extending scale-model 
Other important hypersonic simulation 
The Role of Aerodynamic Simulation 
Inasmuch as the role  of simulation i n  hypersonic aerodynamics 
has always seemed rather clearly established, it was 8 temptation t o  
give that  aspect of the subject only l i t t l e  attention. After all, the 
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Wright brothers used a wind tunnel such as  the repl ica  shown in Fig. 
1. However, opinions recently have been voiced which imply tha t  
hypersonics as a research subject is rapidly losing its importance. 
A t  the  r i sk  of assuming excessive authority, the speaker w i l l  venture 
t o  place those remarks i n  which he believes t o  be the proper context. 
More specif ical ly ,  it does seem true tha t  many of the problems 
faced by designers of aerospace vehicles once again l i e  between the 
subsonic and low-supersonic speed regimes. Examples mey be found i n  
the  landing of l i f t i n g  bodies returning from space, drag reduction 
of supersonic transports, i n l e t  design for  air breathing engines, 
and transonic and supersonic aero-themo-elastic problems, t o  name 
only a few. There i s  now reasonably adequate understanding, though 
not necessarily a design solution or precise method of calculation, 
o f  most of the well-known hypersonic flow phenomena, e.g., low l i f t -  
to-drag r a t io s  and high heating rates .  This circumstance exists, i n  
par t ,  because of the degree of Mach number independence and the strcmg- 
shock simplifications i n  hypersonic flow, the  essent ia l ly  perfectr-gas 
behavior which m e y  be assumed i n  a large range of hypersonic aero- 
dynamic problems, and a formidable e f fo r t  involving sk i l led  manpower 
and experimental f a c i l i t i e s .  Thua it is not unreasonable t o  conclude, 
as others have done, t ha t  the unsolved problems i n  subsonic, tran- 
sonic, and supersonic flow regimes deserve renewed attention. 
more, simulation f a c i l i t i e s  for  these regimes a re  few i n  number and 
sometimes inadequate when tests of unusual new configurations are 
desired, e.g., V/STOL craft. 
I 
Further- 
On the contrary, if cne overlooks several 
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significant points, it may seem that  hypersonic wind tunnels pro- 
viding Mach numbers of 5 t o  25 are available i n  adequate numbers. The 
significant points alluded t o  i n  the last sentence refer t o  the rather  
general fa i lure  of these current hypersonic tunnels t o  provide real- 
gas simulation and the  full-scale free-flight range of highest and 
lowest Reynolds numbers. 
Clearly, it may be said t h a t  certain by-passed aerodynamic pro- 
blems related t o  lower-speed f l i gh t  indeed deserve renewed attention 
at the possible expense of e f fo r t  i n  hypersonic areas. Also, except 
for conditions of extreme Reynolds numbers, perfect-gas laboratory 
simulation f a c i l i t i e s  seem adequate. 
s t an t i a l ly  simulating real-gas effects  of super-orbital speeds and 
permitting collection of a l l  needed data represents a great diff icul ty ,  
and much remains t o  be done. Following from these statements, the need 
for construction of new hypersonic aerodynamic simulation f a c i l i t i e s  
appears diminished i n  the category of f a c i l i t i e s  which provide Mach 
number but not extreme Reynolds number or real-gas simulation. 
the other hand, the role  of newer f a c i l i t i e s  having the capability t o  
simulate less  well explored areas of hypersonic aerodynamics cannot 
beooverlooked when we know t ha t  the f i r s t  craf t  planned t o  return t o  
Earth from lunar and interplanetary f l i gh t s  must be very conservatively 
designed and ineff ic ient  owing t o  lack of precise aerodynamic data. 
For example the severe requirements pertaining t o  guidance accuracy 
fo r  shallow-angle entry and aerodynamic braking i n  planetary atmos- 
pheres may be relieved by further improvements i n  lift-to-drag r a t io s  
Development of f a c i l i t i e s  sub- 
On 
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of hypersonic bodies. 
s ca t t e r  i n  heat t ransfer  ra tes  measured a t  veloci t ies  above 20,000 fps. 
As i n  the  past ,  it is expected tha t  simulation, more opten only p a r t i a l  
simulation, i n  aerodynamic laboratories w i l l  provide a large share of 
the necessary knowledge 
Also, there  n w  exists roughly a f. 40 percent 
O f  course, it i s  obvious tha t  ground based laboratories alone can- 
not enable the  accomplishment of every investigation. 
composition and properties of planetary atmospheres are better estab- 
l ished by f l i gh t  of survey vehicles. 
are deficient i n  speed generated, or i n  simulation of any other im- 
portant paraneter, cer ta in  free-flight experiments are  needed. 
interest ing example i s  the we ofrecorded meteor luminosity and tra- 
jectory data t o  deduce heating rates as described by H. J. Allen in  
Ref. 1, pp. 1-41, 
For example, 
Also, as long as ground f a c i l i t i e s  
A most 
It may be assumed tha t  the foregoing statements too strongly re- 
f l e c t  one individual's personal bel iefs .  
being able t o  re fer  t o  a written account of a panel discussion which 
dealt largely with the ro le  of simulation f a c i l i t i e s  (Ref. 1, pp. 745- 
778). 
weak points of laboratory simulation vis-a-vis full-scale free-flight 
are  brought out ,  and the substant ia l  ro le  of aerodynamic simulation i n  
future developments i s  clear ly  indicated i n  the discussion which is  
reported i n  Ref. 1. 
The lecturer  is fortunate in  
Study of tha t  source is recommended. Some of the strong and 
No single  type of experimental f a c i l i t y  stands above a l l  others. 
Certain types of simulation devices have earned roles  tha t  w i l l  remain 
well established although t h e i r  further development seem of limited 
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importance. 
antly represented i n  the  family and which are needed t o  support hyper- 
sonic f l i gh t  of aerospace vehicle. 
Attention is here confined t o  f a c i l i t i e s  not now abund- 
FLOW FIELDS 
This section is  devoted t o  discussing some of the  problems of 
creating i n  a laboratory the types of flaw f i e lds  necessary for  
adequately simulating the aerodynamics of hypersonic f l igh t .  As a 
prelude t o  t h i s  task,  it i s  obvious tha t  the flaw-field conditions 
expected i n  full-scale free-flight must be established as acclirately 
as possible. In a f ine  display of foresight, the  organizers of t h i s  
Conference l a i d  the groundwork for  t h i s  year’s meeting, beginning 
w i t h  the 1961 Conference on Physics of the Solar System and Reentry 
Dynamics (Ref. 2 ) .  
* 
References 1-10 , including the work of many authors, represent 
a few of the more general o r  documentary sources of information on 
characterist ics of flow f ie lds  and aerodynamic problems relevant t o  
hypersonic f l igh t .  Many more references are l i s t e d  therein. Although 
not all of the  included papers pertain t o  flow f i e lds  under hypersorkc 
conditions, knowledge useful i n  regard t o  low-density aerodynamic 
simulation also may be found i n  Refs. 11-14, which concern the past 
* 
Here, as i n  other parts of these notes, no pretense of an ex- 
haustive reference list is  intended. 
publications are indicated. 
Where possible, only more recent 
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four Symposia on Rarefied G a s  Dynamics. 
The remainder of t h i s  section is  devoted t o  discussion of some 
selected problems which a r i se  i n  t rying t o  produce laboratory flow 
fields for  simulating real-gas and ei ther  high- or low-Reynolds number 
phenomena under hypersonic conditions. 
mente apply t o  general aerodynamic laboratory experimentation. 
cause so much has been written lately concerning simulation of real- 
gas e f fec ts ,  the  problems of eimulation related t o  extremes in Reynolds 
number, par t icular ly  low Reynolds number, will receive most attention. 
This arrangement recognizes not only the area8 of diecussion wherein 
the lecturer  i s  afforded an opportunity t o  mention his owll work, but 
Actually, many of the con- 
Be- 
also the close connection between real-gas phenomna and the topics 
of later lecturers .  References are  c i ted  for  more extensive and de- 
t a i l e d  information. 
Real-Gas Effects i n  Aerodynamic Simulation 
Although not proposed t o  be discussed at any length in  the present 
lecture ,  it is impossible t o  ignore real-gaa e f fec ts  which are  re la ted 
t o  other questions t o  be addressed at t h i s  time. Those not faudliar 
with the general subject of real-gas and nonequilibrium processes i n  
gas dynamics simulation w i l l  f ind numerous ea r l i e r  sources of infor- 
mation, e.g., the papers i n  the sections en t i t l ed  "Experimental Tech- 
niques" i n  Ref. 3 (par t icular ly  the paper by Hertzberg, e t  al.) or i n  
Refs - 1, 4 a 5 a and I-l-19. The paper by Lordi and Mates, l is ted but 
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not included i n  Ref. 16, i s  of much interest .  
as Ref. 20. 
erences. 
It has been published 
Subsequent lecturers w i l l ,  no doubt, add t o  these ref- 
Real-gas effects  often would not be such a problem t o  aerodynam- 
i c i s t s  i f  themo-chemical nonequilibrium of the gas medium were not 
encountered. Because the degree of nonequilibrium is  a function of 
the  number of coll isions allowed among gas par t ic les  i n  a flow f i e ld ,  
both density and scale are important. 
equilibrium forces us t o  consider duplicating free-flight flow f i e l d s  
t o  an extent not previously necessary. 
velocity regime of nonequilibrium chemical-kinetics fo r  conditions 
representative of a blunt-nose stagnation region i n  the Earth’s atmos- 
phere. 
flow. Then, t o  produce the free-fl ight flow f i e lds  fo r  cases f a l l i ng  
within the nonequilibrium regions, the laboratory f a c i l i t y  m u s t  es- 
sent ia l ly  duplicate not only the flow-field conditions but a lso the 
flow-field dimensions1 
sometimes permit relaxation of t h i s  extreme stand i n  regard t o  sim- 
ulation, the general s i tuat ion i s  as d i f f i cu l t  as the  previous state- 
ment implies. 
the map of isentropic stagnation pressures and temperatures oorrespond- 
ing t o  f l i gh t  i n  part  of the regimes covered in  Fig. 2. 
these figures leads t o  the immediate conclusion that  the conditions 
required for  duplicating the higher free-fl ight speeds become im- 
possible fo r  conventional wind tunnels wherein a high-pressure, high- 
temperature gas is expanded from a reservoir t o  hypersonic speeds. 
Thus, the possibi l i ty  of non- 
Figure 2 shows the  alt i tude- 
The lecturer knows of no complete scaling for nonequilibrium 
While it may be shown tha t  certain conditions 
Figure 3, prepared by C. I€. Lewis of ARO, Inc., shows 
Comparison of 
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This is demonstrated by Fig. 4,  which is representative of 
current technology insofar as one of the  major problems in  nind 
tunnel design is concerned. 
achieve the levels  of t o t a l  pressure and temperature desired. 
is one type of f a c i l i t y  tha t  can f a r  exceed others i n  this respect, 
namely the aero-ballistic range. However, d i f f icu l ty  of measure- 
ing loca l  flow quantities on the model or i n  i ts  flow f i e l d  greatly 
reduces t h e  u t i l i t y  of aero-ballistic ranges. 
of f a c i l i t y  should be included i n  t h i s  category; the  counterflow 
system wmere a gun f i r e s  a model upstream i n  the expanded flow of a 
shock tunnel has many of the  advantages and handicaps of an aero- 
b a l l i s t i c  range. Since none of these devices sa t i s fy  all requirements 
and each possesses cer ta in  advantages and disadvantages when compared 
with others, there  i s  need t o  use all types. 
dwell on the economic aspects of construction of large o r  long-run- 
ning wind tunnels capable of high pressures, temperatures, and Mach 
numbers simultaneously. 
Even the impulse-type tunnels cannot 
There 
Actually, another type 
It i s  not necessary t o  
Even i f  it is accepted t h a t  f u l l  matching of flow-field conditions 
i s  not now feasible  when the more extreme speeds are  of concern, much 
trouble remains in  producing wind tunnel conditions tha t  legitimately 
qualify as "hy-pervelocity." 
great enough t o  create  s ignif icant  real-gas e f fec ts ,  say dissociation 
i n  the shock layer of a model, it is l i ke ly  tha t  dissociation and vi- 
brational excitation m u s t  ex is t  i n  the se t t ing  section of the wind tunnel. 
Under such circumstances, it may often be found the recombination or 
If we consider that  tern t o  denote speeds 
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even the  speedier relaxation of vibration does not keep pace with the 
decrease in  translational and rotational temperatures as the  gas ex- 
pands down a hypersonic nozzle of reasonable length. 
When one t e s t s  under conditions wherein nonequilibrium may be a 
factor,  calibration of the nozzle flow i s  more d i f f i cu l t  and requires 
far more work by the  aerodynamicist. 
procedures used may be found i n  Refs. 16, 21  - 23. 
high Mach numbers further complicate the diagnosis of real-gas flows 
because they make certain measurements d i f f i cu l t .  
Some examples of calibration 
Low densit ies and 
High reservoir pressures are the best  medicine for  nonequilibrium 
Figure troubles i n  wind tunnel flows, but there are prac t ica l  limits. 
5 ,  available through the courtesy of J. D. Whitfield of ARO, Inc., shows 
how the required wind tunnel reservoir pressure increases with t e s t  
section velocity i f  nonequilibrium is avoided o r  minimized. 
assumed gas is a i r  and only oxygen dissociation is  considered. ufo 
represents the m a s s  fraction of oxygen dissociation. The method of 
calculation is tha t  of Bray (Ref. 24) and is based on the approximation 
of a sudden freezing process i n  the  noxxle. 
The 
A way was suggested in  Ref. 25 t o  account for the influence of 
ambient dissociation of a simple diatomic gas, as might ex i s t  i n  a 
wind tunnel using nitrogen as t h e  t e s t  medium. 
of subtracting the ambient degree of dissociation from the free-flight 
shock-layer dissociation under s i m i l a r  flow conditions. 
scheme advanced t o  help the experimenter i s  the binary-scaling method 
of Ref. 26. 
This method consists 
Another 
. .  . .  
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Analysis of nonequilibrium, high-enthalpy flows is complicated 
by the necessity t o  take in to  account simultaneously the many reaction 
processes and t h e i r  interdependence. 
tha t  a scaling law fo r  simulation of flows with coupled chemical 
reactions i s  represented by the produce p,L = const. 
const., i f  all chemical reactions occur through two-body, or binary, 
It has been suggested (Ref. 26) 
when U, = 
col l is ions,  I n  t h i s  case, L represents body scale  (e.g., nose radius), 
p, = freestream density, and U, = freestream velocity. 
i s  said t o  automatically scale  the corresponding inviscid, afterbody 
flows correctly a t  a given Mach number i f  e i ther  the latter are  frozen 
or  e l se  the three-body recombination remains unimportant. 
afterbody boundary-layer f l o w  i s  correctly scaled by the same process 
i f  atom diffusion dominates over recombination, correct surface con- 
ditions are maintained, and velocity and Mach number are duplicated. 
The foregoing examples show t h e  large par t  of the operating map 
This procedure 
Also,  t he  
of aerospace vehicles wherein nonequilibrium, real-gas influences 
may ex is t ,  and the d i f f icu l ty  of duplicating f l i gh t  conditions i n  
laboratory f a c i l i t i e s .  The next task is the evaluation of the  i m -  
portance of these matters i n  the determination of aerodynamic per- 
formance of full-scale free-flight vehicles on the basis  of lsboratory 
experiments, i . e . ,  i s  only pa r t i a l  simulation adequate? Fortunately, 
the answer t o  t h i s  question ofien is a qualified yes, par t icular ly  
i n  regard t o  raref ied flows, which receive the most a t tent ion i n  
t h i s  lecture. 
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SIMULATION OF RAREFIED FLOW FIELDS 
It is  the  purpose of t h i s  section t o  of fe r  some remarks on aero- 
dynamic simulation i n  the par t icular  case of low-density, hypersonic 
flows. 
assess the  val idi ty  of laboratory data  at t h i s  t i m e .  
we are on the verge of developments which could provide data i n  a- 
bundance. 
scale ,  free-flight resul ts  suitable for  c r i t i c a l  comparison with tunnel 
and range data, one should not anticipate any such sudden change i n  
circumstances. 
follow, but first the present interpretations of the terms "low-density'' 
and "hypersonic" require a few words. 
Considering the  scarci ty  of f l i g h t  data, one can only partially 
Quite possibly, 
But, i n  view of the continuing deficiency i n  detailed fill- 
Comments pertaining t o  some aspects of the  subject 
Here, and i n  other par ts  of t h i s  lecture ,  "hypersonic" is taken 
t o  mean freestream numbers, M, suff ic ient  i n  regard t o  any part icular  
problem t o  approximate closely the conditions of Mm> 20. 
known t h a t  t h i s  requirement may sometimes be met when M,s 4 and i n  
other cases it is necessaly tha t  M,> 20. 
tha t  a reasonable cr i ter ion f o r  "low-density" i s  
It is  well 
The lecturer  wishes t o  suggest 
1 : 1.49 MoD/(Re,/ in)  eo(0.02 in . ) .  
where 
A- = mean free path i n  freestream 
M, = Mach number 
R, = Reynolds number 
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Note t h a t  the Knudsen number, Xm/L @ Mm/Rem . 
Other definit ions,  including those not involving dimensions, mey be 
proposed. However, note t h a t  unless a dimension is w e d  i n  the de- 
f in i t i on ,  any wind tunnel may be called a low-density tunuel because 
of the evident possibi l i ty  of using very small models t o  achieve very 
l o w  Reynolds numbers regardless of test section conditions. 
To further examine the low-density c r i t e r ion  advanced here, note 
t h a t  Am = 0.02 in.  when the al t i tude i n  the E d h ' s  atmosphere is 
approximately 220,000 ft. 
f p s ,  then Rern= 20,00O/ft end M m / m s 0 . 1 4 .  Neither blunt nor 
sharp-nosed, full-scale bodies of typical size w i l l  experience pro- 
nounced second-order effects  of rarefied flow under these conditions, 
I f ,  at tha t  a l t i tude,  the velocity is 20,000 
but increasing a l t i t ude  w i l l  bring on rapidly growing effects.  
Unfortunately, the suggested cr i ter ion is  not really as precise 
The problem is much the same as t h a t  of defining as one would wish. 
hypersonic flow, because a low-density flow need only be as rarefied 
as the par t icular  experiment requires. 
standard, only the indivdiual experimenter can decide i f  h i s  i s  effective- 
l y  a low-density flow. 
It is  obvious t h a t ,  by t h i s  
One additional remark concerning the flow regimes should be made. 
Namely, because almost all cases of pract ical  i n t e re s t  are character- 
ized by the  "cold-wall" condition, it is very desirable t h a t  low- 
density wind tunnel t e s t s  simulate si tuations where w a l l  temperature 
i s  well below adiabatic recovery temperature. 
. . .  . ... 
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Real-Gas and Nonesuilibrium Effects i n  Rarefied Flow 
Thenno-chemical nonequilibrium more often becomes a factor  when 
low-density conditions exis t .  
connection is  t h a t  freezing of vibratory and dissociative energies 
occurs more readily at low densi t ies ,  making most of the rarefied- 
flow regimes also essent ia l ly  perfect-gas regims.  
case, much may be accomplished with wind tunnels and aerobal l i s t ic  
ranges producing approximate Mach and Reynolds number simulation 
without duplicating stagnation conditions or bo* dimensions. 
par t icular ,  pressures, forces, and moments, as well as heat t ransfer  
ra tes ,  i n  many cases are l i t t l e  affected by real-gas phenomena. 
s t a t e  of a f fa i r s  is more understandable when the factors determining 
heating ra tes  and pressures are  reviewed. 
But a compensating feature i n  t h i s  
I n  the latter 
In 
This 
Heat Transfer Rate - A very large percentage of the t o t a l  enthalpy 
may be represented by a few percent dissociation. 
are determined by the difference between the generalized recovery en- 
thalpy and the thermal enthalpy corresponding t o  surface temperature. 
To be more specif ic ,  consider the laminar, axisymmetric, stagnation- 
point, boundary-leyer flow discussed by Rosner i n  Ref. 27, among others. 
He shows tha t  the heat t ransfer  ra te  a t  the stagnation point is: 
Heat t ransfer  ra tes  
L S  0.763 (E)"" 
' [ (k f )  o'6 - '1 Ah chem, eq /Ah 
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The definitions of par t icu lar  importance at this point are 
9 = (ae - aw) /ae = Ah 
he = t o t a l  enthalpy at edge of boundary layer ,  
including chemical contributions 
h = chemically frozen enthalpy a t  the  w a l l ,  
f s w  i . e . ,  thermal enthalpy based on wall ’ 
A h  chem, eq 
temperature 
Ahchem = change i n  chemical energy content 
*hehem, eg 
across boundary layer  
= equilibrium value of Ahchem 
It follows tha t  the mafor influence of chemical processes on 6 is 
represented by 
1 -  
1 
= (he + hchem, e - hchem, eq,e 
(hf,w -+ hchem, w - hchem, eq, w 
and 
- 
Ahchem hchem, e hchem, w 
In otherwise equivalent cases, i f  recombination is  completed t o  the 
Same degree and i f  Ah is  equal, these resu l t s  imply that  & w i l l  be 
equal regardless of whether recombination occurs i n  the boundary 
layer or  on the wall. 
The importanceof surface ca ta ly l ic i ty  in  connection with as- 
sociated freestream flows should not be overlooked. Boundary layers ,  
even a t  stagnation points, are expected t o  be essent ia l ly  frozen 
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throughout pract ical ly  all of the lowdensity regime defined earlier 
i n  these remarks, cf Refs. 6 and 27-30, but surface recanbination may 
remain effective.  
iable  vibratory excitation or  dissociation behind shock waves, portions 
o r  a l l  of any energy content of the freestream related t o  vibration 
and dissociation may be transferred t o  the body surface. 
if such energies are  frozen i n  the expansion of flows from tunnel 
se t t l ing  chambers, Obey must be accounted f o r  in the  interpretat ion 
of t e s t  data. 
Thus, even i f  lox densit ies do not permit apprec- 
Therefore, 
An example of the  e f fec t  of frozen dissociation energy i n  the 
expanding nozzle flow may be of in te res t .  
ment, W. H. Carden and J. T. Miller, colleagues of the lecturer ,  have 
measured t h e  resu l t s  given i n  Table 1. These data represent heat 
t ransfer  rates t o  hemispherical noses of e l e c t r i c a l  cooper i n  a heated, 
s l igh t ly  dissociated nitrogen stream. Non-catalytic coatings of ortho- 
phosphoric acid were applied t o  the cooper model BS a viscous l iqu id  
and allowed t o  cure i n  the tunnel flow u n t i l  a th in ,  so l id  coating 
remained. 
paper. 
phere. 
Fay-Riddell theory (Ref. 32). 
As an exploratory.experi- 
This was s o f t  enough t o  be removable by wiping with emery 
The b measured is  the heat t ransfer  r a t e  for  the  e n t i r e  hemis- 
Lees' distribution ( re f .  31) is assumed i n  conjunction with 
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Table 1 
Heat Transfer Rates i n  DissociatQp Flow Experiment 
Qmeas., clean surface 
&Fey-Riddell, 100% recomb. 
%as., coated surface 
3 
icF8y-Riddell, 100% recomb. 
&Fay-Riddell, 0% recomb. 
O'Fay-Riddell, 100% recomb. 
3 
w w  
0.99 0.96 
0.67 0.63 
0.54 0.54 
To see i f  t h e  heating was reduced by mass t ransfer  from the  coat- 
ing rather  than reduced recombination, we conducted the  8- test at 
equal t o t a l  enthalpy, though somewhat lower impact pressure, i n  a 
flow known from our measurements t o  have essent ia l ly  no dissociation 
i n  the nozzle flow. 
on heat t ransfer .  
l i g i b l e  aPter the coating wa8 "cured." 
measurable variation of heat t ransfer  r a t e  with time. 
I n  tha t  case coating the nose had no influence 
Thus, we believe mass-transfer e f fec ts  were neg- 
Pr ior  t o  curing, there wag a 
We have data from calorimeters which provide the  value of t o t a l  
entalpy and can compute the active or  equilibrium enthalpy Prom 
known reservoir m d  nozzle throat conditions and the nitrogen Mollier 
chart. 
and no evidence of dissociated flow i n  the nozzle exis ts .  
Normally, the tunnel is operated at higher reservoir pressures 
Pressure - It is easily demonstrated that  nonequilibrium thermo- 
chemical processes w i l l  a f fect  pressures and, therefore,  forces and 
moments on aerodynamic bodies. 
t o  find i n  experimental data,  and it is interest ing t o  consider why 
t h i s  is so. 
However, evidence of t h i s  is hard 
F i rs t ,  regardless of optimistic predictions of performance, most 
hypersonic wind tunnels are essent ia l ly  perfect-gas tunnels. 
only a few percent dissociation ex is t s  i n  the flow over slender, sharp 
bodies i n  free-fl ight o r  tunnel flows. 
where one may find relat ively strong, aerodynamic evidence of dis- 
sociation is  greatly reduced. One such place would seem t o  be the  
Secondly, 
Therefore, the  nmber of places 
stagnation regions of blunt-nosed bodies i n  f l igh t  at high speeds 
and at al t i tudes low enough t o  permit dissociation t o  occur in  the 
shock layer. 
sonic speeds, pressures are mainly determined by the product p,U, , 
where p, = freestream density and U, = freestream velocity. 
presence o r  absence of dissociation i n  the shock layer w i l l  not great- 
l y  affect  th is  pressure. 
However, i n  the stagnation regions of bodies at hyper- 
2 
Thus, 
If the expansion around a blunt body withappreciable dissociation 
i n  the stagnation region i s  a frozen expansion, under sui table  conditions 
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pressures w i l l  d i f f e r  widely from those corresponding t o  an equilibrium 
expansion (cf Ref. 3 0 ) .  
t i g a t e  if one wants t o  see nonequilibrium effects  on pressures. 
It appears t h a t  t h i s  i s  the model t o  inves- 
How- 
ever, based on the definit ion of low-density flow given earlier, it 
is implied t h a t  blunt-nosed flows with appreciable dissociation i n  
the shock layer are not l ikely t o  be a prominent type of low-density 
flow because, except at the lover part  of the altitude range, densit ies 
may be too low t o  enable dissociation t o  occur i n  the shock layer. What 
does occur presumably w i l l  remain largely frozen thereaf ter  (cf Refs. 28 
and 33). 
From the foregoing, it appears t h a t  f l i gh t  under hypersonic, law- 
desnity conditions should be re lat ively free  of real-gas effects  because 
thermo-chemical processes w i l l  most often be frozen. 
perfect-gas tunnels simulating Mach and Reynolds numbers with cold- 
wall t e s t  conditions are suitable for most work. 
This means t h a t  
Aeroballistic ranges appear t o  have some u t i l i t y  for  investigation 
of real-gas influences because they o f fe r  a means of producing high 
speeds i n  low-density gases of known, controlled composition and the  
binary scaling rule  can be applied. 
from having no direct ,  data-transmitting connection t o  the model and 
diff icul ty  of launching complex models a t  high speed, of course, greatly 
reduces the advantage t h a t  would otherwise be gained by use of ranges 
f o r  study of real-gas effects.  
The obvious handicap result ing 
. .  . .. 
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Some '&pica1 Problems of Low-Density Flow 
The last section cer ta inly falls short of a complete analysis 
of nonequilibrim ef fec ts ,  and t h e  present section m u s t  be equally 
incomplete. 
is concerned, i f  one msmes  tha t  necessary molecular speed ra t ios  and 
Knudsen nmbers are achieved, there  remain questions such 88 those con- 
cerning molecular speed distribution, gas-surface interactions,  and the  
techniques of accurate measurements i n  high-speed, possibly non- 
continuum flows. 
be demonstrated i n  one example. 
is somewhat of t h i s  nature (see e.g., Ref 34). 
Insofar as val idi ty  of t e s t  data or  degree of simulation 
These topics are sometimes so re lated t h a t  they can 
The thermal transpiration phenomenon 
Thermomelecular Flow i n  Tubes - 
l i t t l e  attention i n  aeronautics. 
as t h e  measurement of very low pressures by means of a typical  setup 
whereby the or i f ice  at the point where knowledge of the  pressure is 
desired is connected t o  the  measuring instrument by a tube of small ' 
diameter. 
appreciable temperature gradient along the tube, the condition of zero 
mass flux along the tube does not correspond t o  equality of pressure 
along the tube. Thus, the measurement i s  i n  error.  The most recent 
research on t h i s  subject has been reported by Arney and Bailey (Ref. 
34) .  
i n  Fig. 6. 
This phenomenon has received relat ively 
It may become important i n  such tasks  
If Knudsen number is suff ic ient ly  large snd there i s  an 
A typical  example of the results o f  t h e i r  investigation is  given 
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Figure 6 represents a case where pressure at the cold end of a 
tube is  three-fourths the  pressure a t  the hot end when the Knudsen 
number is 10 and the temperatures differ by a factor  of 1.955. I n  
the course of these experiments, four weeks' time was allowed fo r  out- 
gassing the apparatus which w a s  maintained under vacuum at elevated 
temperature during th i s  period. Approximately 25 percent sca t te r  is 
indicated by t h e  data at higher Knudsen numbers, but it is noteworthy 
tha t  t h i s  experimental sca t te r  corresponds t o  only about 20.5 micron 
Hg. 
thermomolecular flow correction have been prepared (Ref. 33). 
Based on data such as these,  charts for  use i n  estimating the 
G& Surface Interaction - 
simulation and measurements i n  noncontinuum flows go deeper than the 
mere production of high-speed, very-low-density streams. 
questions related t o  surface cleanliness which affects  accommodation 
coefficients (Refs. 1 2  and 35). AL1 t e s t s  i n  wind tunnels thus far 
involved models wi th  "engineering surfaces" -- a t e rn  believed t o  have 
been coined by physicists t o  denote unclean surfaces. It may be added 
tha t  the or igin of the term is no more obscure than the specific de- 
f in i t i on  of such a surface. 
ex is t  between, say, heat t ransfer  rates t o  bodies cleansea of all 
foreign gases and other matter and the usual type of wind tunnel model 
i n  noncontinuum flows. 
with time of exposure of the surface t o  low-pressure environment. 
The lecturer  believes tha t  the problems of 
There are 
However, a considerable difference msy 
Obviously, accommodation coefficient may vary 
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Other pecul iar i t ies  of rarefied flow may be mentioned. For ex- 
ample, at suff ic ient ly  high speeds, the  recoi l  forces of ablating body 
material  may be significant.  Pressures along the exes of or i f ices  may 
be variable even i n  the absence of temperature gradients i n  the or i f ice  
w a l l s  i f  temperature gradients exis t  i n  the gas a t  the or i f ice  entrance. 
This l a t t e r  phenomenon i s  discussed i n  a recent paper (Ref. 36). 
Orifice Effect - A problem m a y  arise when it i s  attempted t o  measure 
pressures on a so l id  
volving an or i f ice  i n  the surface connected t o  a pressure transducer. 
The pressure at the surface and tha t  i n  the or i f ice  cavity w i l l  be 
equal, only i f  there i s  no heat or momentum transfer ,  o r  other net 
fluxes t o  o r  from the surface a t  the or i f ice .  By ut i l iz ing  a two- 
stream Maxwellian velocity rl istr ibution, a relat ion between measured 
pressure, p , t rue pressure on the surface, pio, and heat t ransfer  
ra te ,  6 ,  w a s  derived i n  Ref. 36 for  a case where only heat t ransfer  
w a s  considered t o  contribute t o  the or i f ice  effect .  The theoret ical  
analysis w a s  l imited t o  very large Knudsen numbers, i .e. ,  
surface i n  rarefied flow by the usus1 method in- 
i 
where 
hw = mean free path based on wall temperature 
d = Orifice d i e t e r  
An experiment w a s  devised t o  extend the  investigation t o  law Knudsen 
numbers, thereby enabling the drawing of curves t o  be used i n  correct- 
ing experimental data. 
i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Fig. 7. 
A typical  resul t  of applying the data of Ref. 36 
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Several points of in te res t  are  apparent i n  Fig. 7. Fi r s t ,  it 
may be observed tha t  measured s t a t i c  pressures increased roughly 30 
percent as or i f ice  s ize  increased i n  these examples. 
inferred tha t  much la rger  or i f ices  would be necessary t o  avoid the 
or i f ice  effect. Also, the predicted curves are i n  close agreement 
with the experimental data. 
Further, it i s  
Nozzle Design - Although it is not t h e  only design problem connected 
with low-density, hypersonic (LDH) wind tunnels, nozzle design is i m -  
portant and interest ing.  
should have heated flow, then there is not only the problem of cal- 
culating boundary-layer thicknesses but also tha t  of throat  heat trans- 
f e r  ra te .  
If we consider t h a t  the model LDH tunnel 
Some high-enthalpy wind tunnels, not necessarily LDIf type, in- 
corporate conical nozzles, which are cheaper t o  bui ld  and less 
sensi t ive t o  off-design operating conditions. 
normally have undesirable axial  gradients i n  flow properties through 
the test  section. 
nosed, short (bluff)  bodies are being tes ted ,  but appreciable errors 
may be incurred i f  slender bodies are tes ted ,  cf Ref. 37. 
taken from Ref. 37, shows an example of the e r ror  incurred. 
cently, C. H. L e w i s  of ARO, Inc., has calculated the pressure dis- 
t r ibut ion on cones i n  both para l le l  and diverging flow by the method 
of character is t ics .  The results of these more refined calculations 
a l so  indicate large errors  when long bodies are t e s t ed  i n  conical 
nozzle flows w i t h  ax ia l  gradients (Ref. 
However, conical nozzles 
Such gradients often are not prohibitive i f  blunt- 
Figure 8 
More re- 
The method used t o  design contoured nozzles for  the  arc-heated, 
0 
continuous type LDH Tunnel (L) in  the von Karman Facili ty combines 
an "inviscid core" calculated by the method of characterist ics and 
a boundary-layer correction whereby the  displacement thickness, 6* ,  
is  added t o  the  core r ad i i ,  rec, t o  yield nozzle w a l l  r ad i i .  Although 
it i s  somewhat surprising tha t  the simple addition of displacement 
thickness suffices when 6*> ret, excellent results have been obtained 
thus far. Nozzles for  Tunnel L look almost conical because of the  
large boundary-layer corrections, as i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  Fig. 9. Calib- 
ration resu l t s  fo r  the  nozzle of Fig. 9 have shown tha t  computed and 
measured displacement thicknesses are i n  very good agreement. There 
is  no axial  gradient i n  the t e s t  section of t h i s  nozzle, and rad ia l  
uniformity in  the inviscid core i s  a l so  excellent. 
Pumping Systems - 
pumping systems, although they are of utmost concern i n  connection 
wi th  larger LDH tunnels. Rather, the opportunity is taken t o  emphasize 
the important benefits of diffusers,  which were considered t o  of fe r  l i t t l e  
pressure recovery i n  low-density flow unt i l  it was shown (Ref. 3, pp. 
599 - 624 and Ref. 39) t ha t  suf f ic ien t  recovery could be attained t o  
enable large savings i n  pumping system cost t o  be realized. Figure 10 
i l l u s t  rat es  the variation of diffuser efficiency with Reynolds number. 
Coupling diffusers with use of overexpanded nozzles (Refs. 39 and 40) 
It is  not intended t o  discuss the engineering of 
* von Karman Gas Dynamics Facil i ty (VKF), Arnold Engineering Development 
Center (AEDC) , A i r  Force Systems Command (AFSC). 
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allows pressure at the entrance of the pumping system t o  be 15 t o  20 
times greater  than s t a t i c  pressure i n  the test section of the  nozzle. 
Dr. R a y  Ghuan of Celestial Research Corporation has privately ccnnm~n- 
icated t o  the lecturer  the information t h a t  cryopumping, i.e., boundary- 
layer freezing, i n  diffusers further enhances t h e i r  performance. 
Other problems which a r i se  i n  work with LDH f a c i l i t i e s  w i l l  be 
apparent i n  t h e  following section. 
s ize  and low aerodynamic loads i n  existing, p i l o t  f a c i l i t i e s .  
Some of these are due t o  small model 
Some Results from the AEDC - VKF Low-Density Hypersonic Tunnel 
To i l l u s t r a t e  some of the pract ical  reasons f o r  studying LDH 
flows, a few resul ts  are presented. 
Heat Transfer - 
been measured i n  Tunnel L (Ref. 41).  
Total heating rates  of various blunt-nosed shapes have 
Total heat f lux (Btu/sec) t o  the  
en t i re  nose w a s  measured and converted t o  average heat t ransfer  rate 
per unit  area by dividing the t o t a l  heat f lux by t h e  wetted area of 
the nose. Results for  the hemispherical shape are shown i n  Fig. 11. 
The data i n  Fig. 11 are normalized by dividing the  measured rates  by 
those calculated from a theory f o r  flows corresponding t o  higher Reynolds 
numbers. 
w a s  used t o  obtain heating ra te  a t  the stagnation point, and the theory 
of Lees (Ref. 31) was used t o  obtain the distribution of heating ra tes  
around the hemisphere. 
of reduced Reynolds numbers. 
I n  t h e  calculation, the theory of Fay and Riddell (Ref. 32) 
The data i n  Fig. 11 clear ly  show the e f fec ts  
"he resu l t s  of three theories (Refs. 42, 43, and 44) applicable 
for low Reynolds numbers are shown i n  Fig. 3.l for  comparison. 
t a t ive  agreement is evident, but some difference i n  actual values exists. 
It should be noted tha t  the theories only yield the stagnation-point 
heating rate.  Lees' distribution was assumed i n  converting these 
theoretical ,  stagnation-point values t o  average values. 
comparison is  possibly S l i g h t l y  quali tative for  tha t  reason. 
data fo r  low Reynolds numbers showing Lees' distribution t o  be close 
t o  the experimental. 
Qual i -  
Thus, t h e  
There are 
Drag - Both sharp- and blunt-nosed cones have been tes ted  t o  determine 
drag under low-desnity conditions. A water-cooled, sting-type balance 
capable of resolving drag forces on the order of 0.001 l b  was used. 
marked ef fec ts  of combined low Reynolds number and high Mach nuniber are 
i l l u s t r a t ed  by the data presented i n  Fig. 12. It m a y  be seen there t h a t  
the  drag coefficient a t  M w / T  = 0.3 i s  roughly three times the value 
when 
more slender body. 
of M w / K  = 0.3 would ex is t  at approximately 300,000-ft alt i tude.  
More slender bodies , such as de l ta  wings, tested in  Tunnel L have yielded 
drag coefficients nearly 20 times greater than the i r  essentially inviscid 
values. 
The 
MOD/- = 0 for  the more bluff body and E? times greater for  the 
For a 154% body a t  o rb i ta l  velocity, t h i s  oondition 
Through use of the low-density, hypersonic wind tunnel of the von 
Karman Gas Dynamics Fac i l i ty ,  drag of spheres has been measured under 
hypersonic, cold-wall, support-free conditions in a nonreacting f l o w  
i n  which molecular vibration was frozen (Ref. 45). Data were obtained 
. . .  . . .  . . _ .  
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for  a nominal freestream Mach number of ll and for  Reynolds numbers 
from 1 t o  10 based on conditions immediately downstream of an assumed 
Rankine-Hugoniot type of normal shock and sphere diameter. 
graphs were taken of the tracks of s m a l l  spheres f a l l i ng  through the  
test section of Tunnel L and being deflected by the drag force, which 
w a s  calculated by knowledge of the mass of the sphere, time interval,  
and distance between the images on the photo. 
plemented by measurements at a nominal Mach number of 10 where a 
conventional balance was used, and Reynolds numbers downstream of 
the shock as high as 10 
Photo- 
These data were sup- 
4 were investigated i n  the cold-wall condition. 
The experimental results have been analyzed both from the  point 
of view of continuum flow with second-order viscous e f fec ts  and from 
the standpoint of a noncontinuum concept, taking account of first col- 
l i s ions  between re-emitted and freestream molecules. Results are shown 
i n  Fig. 13. 
Shock Waves - An experimental investigation has been made t o  determine 
the pressure distribution , shock shape, detachment distance, and wave 
thickness for  spheres, and the l a t t e r  three characterist ics for  flat- 
bodies i n  heated argon where Mach number was from 4 t o  1 4 ,  stagnation 
temperature w a s  from 1900 t o  41OO0K, and Reynolds number downstream of 
t h e  normal shock waves w a s  25 t o  225 based on radius (Ref. 46). The 
purposes of t h i s  investigation were t o  determine the  va l id i ty  of the 
various theories available for predicting the above properties i n  the 
low- 
numbers. 
flow regime and t o  extend available data t o  lower Reynolds 
. .  
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When argon is  used as the working gas, at the nozzle exi t  and 
some distance downstream there is a clearly v is ib le ,  light-blue jet 
surrounded i n  most cases by a pink glow. 
t o  be caused by radiation from relaxing metastable atoms, enabled t h i s  
study of the shock properties i n  front of spheres and flat-faced 
bodies t o  be made by simply photographing the f low f i e l d ,  wherein t h e  
brightness w a s  proportional t o  the  number density of radiating atoms. 
This natural  glow, thought 
Photographs of the shocks generated by the spheres and flat- 
faced bodies were analyzed Kith a photo-densitometer t o  determine the 
shock shape, detachment distance, and wave thickness. 
In  Fig. 14 the resul ts  of the measurement of shock detachment 
distance f o r  spheres at different wall-to-stagnation temperature ra t ios  
i s  shown. It will be noted t h a t  the shock detachment distance i s  a 
function of Mach number, Reynolds number, w a l l  temperature, and body 
shape. 
thicknesses indicates tha t  i n  these t e s t s  these layers were incipiently 
A study of the magnitude of the  shock-wave and boundary-layer 
or fu l ly  merged. 
ment distance increases t o  values more than double the  "inviscid" 
values. Also, for  the bodies where the wall-to-stagnation temperature 
r a t i o  i s  0.1, there is evidence t o  confirm the decrease i n  8hock"de- 
tachment distance t o  a value less  than the inviscid value, as predicted 
by Ho and Probstein (Ref. 47), before the increase 88 mentioned above 
for  the lower Reynolds numbers. 
As the Reynolds number decreases, the shock detach- 
Three-Component Measurements - The effect of rarefied flow on drag of 
representative bodies has been i l lus t ra ted  in  Figs. 12 and 13. Other 
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aerodynamic forces and moments also are  affected, and it is desirable 
t o  determine these on the basis of experiments because the  theoret ical  
computation i s  not yet  suff ic ient ly  re l iable .  
Figure 15 re la tes  the viscous interaction parameter, 
M , d x  , t o  vehicle s i ze  and a l t i tude  above Earth for  a typical  
gliding atmospheric entry t ra jectory from o rb i t a l  o r  lunar excursions. 
A t  a l t i tudes of roughly 300,000 f t ,  forces mey be roughly 1/50 their 
values at 200,000 ft, but considerations of s t ab i l i t y  and lift-to-drag 
ra t ios  are none the less important i n  some cases. 
signers have need for  aerodynamic data of the type forthFoming f r o m  
more common wind tunnel tests. To explore the problem and with the 
hope of gaining a capability for  measuring lift, drag, and pitching 
moment, colleagues of the author have developed the balance described 
Therefore, de- 
i n  R e f .  48. 
16, and a sample of data obtained from a short ,  blunt conical model 
i s  shown i n  Fig. 17. 
probe or Earth s a t e l l i t e .  
more indicative of the balance performance, Fig. 17 gives those data 
instead of the usual coefficients. 
ing Reynolds numbers, n 
hypersonic, cold-wall conditions. 
A photograph of t h i s  remarkable device is shown i n  Fig, 
This model is of in te res t  as a possible Mars 
Because the forces and moment measured are 
In  t h i s  experiment, baaed on match- 
a l t i tude  of 316,000 ft. was simulated under 
Viscous Interaction - The hotshot and shock tunnel, impulse-type wind 
tunnels, and the continuous-type, LDH Tunnel L have been used t o  in- 
vestigate pressure dis t r ibut ion on sharp-edged f lat  plates  under 
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conditions of pronounced viscous interaction. 
the  VKF hotshot and LDH tunnels, as well as data from other sources 
soon w i l l  be published by J. D. Whitfield and H. E. Deskins, ARO, Inc. 
A preliminary example is shown in Fig. 18. It may be noted tha t  these 
data, which extend i n t o  the region of appreciable s l i p  flow, did not 
display such relat ively good Bgreement unt i l  the method of Ref. 36 
waa applied t o  correct for  or i f ice  effect .  
discrepancies of up t o  45 percent i n  pressure coefficients. 
Examples of data from 
This correction removed 
SIMULATING CONDITIONS OF HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBERS 
Much less is included i n  t h i s  section than i n  the preceding ones 
which concerned phenomena and simulation problems related t o  low 
Reynolds numbers. 
numbers under hypersonic conditions seem t o  have taken second place, 
i n  most laboratories,  t o  e f for t s  toward higher Mach numbers and ve- 
loc i t ies .  
providing high Reynolds numbers have seen manifest. 
impulse-type tunnels recently have been arranged 80 tha t  high Mach 
number i s  sacr i f iced i n  return for  higher Reynolds number. 
the higher Reynolds numbers have been achieved with 'j<Mm<15, so t h e  
Mach numbers are comparable t o  large continuous-type tunnels where 
Mm<_O and typical  m a x i m u m  Rem/in.= 2 x lo5. 
attempt t o  summarize the current Reynolds and Mach number relationship 
with regard t o  hypersonic wind tunnels wing  sir or nitrogen gases. 
The tunnel described by Perry (Ref. 16, pp. 395-422) is sa id  t o  be 
Really serious effor ts  t o  produce large Reynolds 
Lately some indications of renewed in te res t  i n  f a c i l i t i e s  
Special t e s t s  i n  
However, 
Figure 19 represents an 
. .  . . ' . '  . f . -  . . . . . . .  . 
. . .  . . .  
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5 capable of Rem/in. = 1.5 x 10 
perhaps ten milliseconds. 
have produced Re,/in. = 0.85 x lo5  at Mm819. 
a t  M, = 18 for run t h e s  of two t o  
On rare  occasions hotshot-type tunnels 
Viewing Fig. 20 and comparing the typical  t ra jector ies  shown in 
Fig. 2, it i s  evident that  very high Reynolds numbers msy characterize 
flows on re lat ively low-drag, heavy bodies during important portions 
of t h e i r  descent. For example, a body moving at 18,000 f p s  at 100,000 
f t  a l t i tude has a freestream unit  Reynolds number of 1.6 x 10 per in. 
Corresponding, Mach and Reynolds numbers attained at the edge of the 
boundary layer on a lO-deg half-angle cone would be approximately 9.2 
and 3.6 x 10 per in. ,  respectively. 
dit ions are not impossible t o  simulate i n  present laboratory f a c i l i t i e s  
but it i s  necessary t o  examine the  other requirements for  natural  bound- 
ary-layer t ransi t ion end turbulent flow under the influence of factors 
present i n  high-speed f l i gh t .  
t o  adiabatic recovery temperature , Tw/Taw, usually is considered a sig- 
nificant parameter i n  such studies,  and, i n  the free-fl ight example 
ci ted,  it would be approximately 0.1. However, by f a r  the largest  
5 
5 These two cone surface flow con- 
For example, the r a t i o  of w a l l  temperature 
obstacle t o  creating these conditions i n  a wind tunnel exis ts  because 
of the tendency for  Reynolds number of boundary-layer t ransi t ion,  Re t ,  
t o  increase markedly as Mach number increases, whether Tw<<Taw o r  not. 
For the case Tw f Taw, t h i s  i s  shown by Fig. 21, which is taken from 
Ref. 50. Supporting data from various sources may be seen i n  Ref. 51. 
Actually, comparisons of th i s  type are highly qual i ta t ive,  fo r  reasons 
too numerous t o  discuss here (see,  e.g., Refs. 52 and 53), but Fig. 21 
serves present purposes. 
but Ref. 51 provides an indication tha t  the r a t i o  Tw/Taw may not be an 
extremely important factor when loca l  Mach amber  exceeds, say 5 or 6. 
In the absence of more p len t i fu l  data for  the hypersonic case, the  
l a t t e r  may be regarded as a conservative assumption i n  the  present 
context, i.e., Ret for  a cooled wall normelly exceeds Ret for an a- 
diabatic w a l l .  Then, returning t o  Fig. 21 and assuming Ret. t o  re- 
present the "end" of t rans i t ion ,  one would estimate tha t  Ret;5 x 10 
under conditions described earlier fo r  the sharp cone. 
5 -1 t h e  value of unit Reynolds number of 3.6 x 10 in .  
the apex of the cone t o  the end of t rans i t ion ,  i .e . ,  fu l ly  developed 
turbulent boundary-layer flow would be a t  l ea s t  140 in .  or nearly 12 
f t .  
large model, 
one-seventh of t h i s  length or  a l i t t l e  less  than 2 fi from the nose of 
t h e  cone. 
i t i ona l  boundary layer. 
hypersonic flows and it adds t o  the experimenter's woes. 
understand some of the reasons why it is  d i f f i cu l t  t o  bui ld  wind 
tunnels which simultaneously produce high Mach and Reynolds number 
Data, for  the case Tw<<Taw are  l e s s  p len t i fu l ,  
7 
# 
Therefore, using 
, the  distance from 
Few hypersonic wind tunnels are large enough t o  accept such a 
From Fig 21, note tha t  t rans i t ion  would begin a t  about 
Thus, nearly the en t i re  cone would be covered by a trans- 
As pointed out i n  Ref. 54, t h i s  is typica l  of 
To quickly 
conditions, a few of the problems are br ie f ly  
* In Refs. 50 and 54 it i s  shown tha t  Ret on 
out l i n  ea. 
a sharp cone at Mmg 3 i s  
more nearly 3 times the value of Ret on a f l a t  p la te  or hollow cylinder. 
However, t h i s  factor  has not been considered here, par t ly  because its 
omission i s  consistent wi th  the estimate of a lower possible value of 
Ret and par t ly  because it is  not cer ta in  tha t  it applies under the 
conditions being discussed. 
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Mach and Reynolda numbers i n  the nozzle of a tunnel are related 
t o  reservoir pressure, po, and temperature, To, such tha t ,  for  fixed 
reservoir conditions, increasing M, lowers Rem. 
increasing To lowers ReDo N o w  the minimum To is established by the  
need t o  avoid liquefaction of the gas medium when it expands t o  law 
Fox fixed po and Mm, 
temperature and high M,. 
M, is 
For a perfect gas, the s t a t i c  temperature at 
2 
T- = T 0 / [1 + (~-1) Mm /21 
where 
Thus, when M w > > l ,  T, Q, To/M:, and it is evident t h a t  high Mm'requires 
high To i f  T, is not t o  fall  below the liquefaction line. Recently 
there seems t o  be growing acceptance of the f eas ib i l i t y  of allowing 
T, t o  be well below the conventional l i m i t ,  as indicated i n  Fig. 22 
y5 r a t i o  of specif ic  heats 
from Ref. 16, p. 335. I n  other words, the liquefaction rate seems slow 
enough t o  effect ively displace the change-of-phase boundary i n  hyper- 
sonic nozzle flows. 
presents an obstacle t o  the combining of high reservoir pressures wi th  
low reservoir temperatures t o  achieve a higher Reynolds number a t  a 
given Mach number. 
heat t ransfer  problem influences the relat ion between po and To, and 
the lack of adequate data on viscosity and other properties of air at 
low temperatures discourages acceptance of very law T, for  aerodynamic 
work. 
Nevertheless, the requirenent t o  avoid liquefaction 
Of course, it also should be noted tha t  the throat  
The hypersonic wind tunnel using helium as the  working f lu id  has 
-VI-33- 
been developed because the low liquefaction temperature of helium 
largely remove the liquefaction bar r ie r  just discussed. 
the paper by Henderson in  Ref. 1, pp. 163-1510.) 
properties are considerably different  from air, making it questionable 
i f  inviscid and viscous f lu id  flow effects  can be simulated simul- 
taneously when using helium t o  t e s t  configurations with complicated 
flow f ie lds  involving strong shocks, separated flows, and shock- 
boundary layer interference. 
drag on slender, sharp-nosed bodies may be carried out with a i r  closely 
simulated. 
(See, e.&, 
However, the f lu id  
Simpler measurements of, s a y ,  f r ic t ion  
Aeroballistic ranges wherein a model may be launched a t  very high 
velocity into relat ively dense a i r  offer  poss ib i l i t i es  for  study of 
boundary-layer t rans i t ion  under hypersonic, cold-wall conditions. (See, 
e.g., the  paper by Charters and C u r t i s  i n  Ref. 1, pp. 371-404, and Refs. 
55 and 56). The range is  a t t rac t ive  because of high attainable Reynolds 
numbers (see Fig. 19), luw ambient a i r  turbulence, the possibi l i ty  t o  
achieve high Mach numbers, and the cold-wall condition of the model. 
Disadvantages are rather obvious, e.g., the model may pitch and yaw, 
opt ical  methods must be re l ied  on for  t ransi t ion detection, under some 
conditions the model may ablate, and it i s  d i f f i cu l t  t o  launch and 
separate sabots from complex models. The range is almost essent ia l  for  
studies of wakes f a r  downstream of bodies, regardless of Reynolds 
numbers of in te res t .  
Counterflow, range-plus-tunnel, f a c i l i t i e s  offer  some of the same 
advantages as ranges, but they also suffer  m o s t  of the same disad- 
vantages as the  range in  addition t o  those pertaining t o  impulse-type 
-vI-34- 
tunnels. 
6 unit  Reynolds numbers up t o  5 x 10 i n  -' at 35,000 Pps are attainable 
according t o  Ref. 57. SeifP, i n  Ref. 57, suggests that relat ive ve- 
l oc i t i e s  as high as 50,000 t o  60,000 fps may be reached i n  the next 
f ive years. 
counterflow f a c i l i t i e s  ere intersting. 
Very high relat ive velocit ies have been proved feasible and 
This performance is  an indication of the reaeon why 
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
Because of contemplated exploration of other planets,  aerodynamic 
simulation of the atmospheres of these planets has become a concern of the 
aerodynamicist. 
accomplished, e.g., Refs. 58-60. In Ref. 58, a blunt-nosed, axi- 
symmetric cylinder with a f lared afterbody i s  shown t o  yield different 
s ta t ic-s tabi l i ty  derivatives i n  different ,  unmixed gases, t he  s t a t i c  
s t a b i l i t y  increasing as r a t i o  of specific heats, y ,  increases. 
infers  from these data t h a t  y is the dominent variable, because it 
Some studies of lift, drag, and s t a b i l i t y  have been 
One 
appears that  the resul ts  were the same i n  argon and helium. 
Reference 60 reports tesys of two blunt,  conical bodies in  air  and 
i n  gases composed of varying amounts of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, 
mixed to. simulate atmospheres of Mars and Venus. 
cone of LO-deg half-angle and a moderately blunt(nose radius = 0.5 
base radius) cone of 15-deg half-angle were tested. It was concluded 
tha t  drag coefficients of these bodies were not perceptibly affected, 
even when comparing data where N '97% with data where CO '78%. The 
very bluff body experienced a slight decrease i n  s t a b i l i t y  i n  the 
Both a very blunt 
2 2 
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mdium with the percentage of C02 large (-'85$), i .e. ,  the  trend was 
i n  quali tative agreement with results of Ref. 58 described above. 
However, the moderately blunt cone appeared t o  become s l igh t ly  more 
s table  i n  the case where C02 was the major constituent (>78%). Sta- 
b i l i t y  of both model8 seemed l i t t l e  different when C02 n 141 and N2 * 
86% and when N,>97% or when the gas was air .  
has suggested tha t  configurations which generate embedded flow f i e lds  
(i.e., f ie lds  containing secondary shock waves) are more sensit ive t o  
gas composition. 
Seiff  (Ref. 4, p. 29)  
CLOSING REMARKS 
Although not intending t o  undertake t o  catalog a l l  known mean8 
fo r  hypersonic aerodynamic simulation, the lecturer wishes t o  close 
t h i s  discussion with a few remarks on certain particularly relevant 
types of f a c i l i t i e s .  
VKF complex. 
I n  doing th i s ,  examples are drawn from the AEDC- 
Continuous - or  Intermittent-Type Wind Tunnel 
The continuous-or intermittent-type hypersonic tunnel employing 
a resistance-type e l ec t r i c  heater or a storage heater and capable of 
8<MDo< 1 4  must be accorded a full  share of the credit  forour present 
knowledge of hypersonic aerodynamics. A good representative of t h i s  
class i s  AEDC-VKF Tunnel C ,  shown i n  Fig. 23. 
( l a t e r  12) and having a 50-in.-diam. test section, t h i s  tunnel has 
Capable of M, = 10 
. - . .  : . . , I  - . _ .  . , . -  . . .  , . .  . .  . .  . .  , .  . .  . . .  . .  
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been used in  the development of almost every aerospace system involving 
hypersonic aerodynamics. One of the noteworthy features of t h i s  tunnel 
is i ts  "bomb bay" doors opening *om the test section t o  a cabin below. 
The model support system withdraws the model i n to  t h i s  cabin for  cool- 
ing and/or adjustments while the tunnel compressor plant continues t o  
run. 
the  tunnel flow. 
ments of heating ra tes ,  data being obtained more rapidly and economically. 
Further description may be found i n  R e f .  61. 
A t  the  chosen time, the model and i t s  supports are injected in to  
This method has proved very advantageous for  measure- 
Impulse-me , High-Enthalpy Wind Tunnel 
The large,  impulse-type tunnel of e i ther  the shock tunnel or hot- 
shot variety a lso has provided a major share of the support of hyper- 
sonic fl ight.  
temperatures which place them in  the border region of perfect-gas and 
real-gas regimes. iiotshot-type Tunnel F of the AEDC is  shmn i n  Fig. 
24 as a representative of t h i s  class. 
ducted i n  connection with the  development of aerospace vehicles and 
a l so  research on f lu id  mechanics. 
and Jackson i n  Ref. 3, pp. 473-5ll, and Ref .  1, pp. 323-356, give 
further information on the hotshot type of wind tunnel. 
time, studies of advanced shock tunnel designs are being conducted be- 
cause of the apparent potent ia l  for  improved performance offered by 
the shock-heating process. Consideration is being glven t o  the aug- 
mentation of the shock tunnel driver by magnetogasdynamic acceleration. 
"ypically these are operated with M,' 20 and with t o t a l  
Numerous tests have been con- 
Papers by Lukasiewicz, Whitfield, 
A t  the  present 
~ . .  . .  
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Low-Density , Hyp ersonic (LDH) Wind !hnnel 
A major par t  of this lecture  is devoted t o  descriptions of low- 
density flow research. While the wind tunnel used f o r  t h i s  work can- 
not be cal led typical,  it is ,  none the less, mentioned here because of 
its prominent role  i n  aerodynamic studies of LDE flows. The present 
AEDC Tunnel L, now four years old,  i s  quite s m a l l .  
usable, uniform core of flow i n  the test section i s  1- t o  241 .  dim. 
However, experience with t h i s  l i t t l e ,  prototype f a c i l i t y  a c e  again 
teaches u8 how much can be learned from such a modest monetary in- 
vestment. 
Typically, the 
Because t h i s  type of tunnel i s  not yet widely represented i n  the 
world's laboratories but is beginning t o  appear i n  increasing numbers, 
a sketch showing the main features of an idealized, typical  LDH tunnel 
i s  included as Fig. 25. 
heated tunnels were used for  heating studies preceding 
the  LDH-type "aerodynamic" wind tunnel. 
procedures were not of so much concern i n  these ear l ie r  f a c i l i t i e s ,  
but high enthalpy was the  main concern. 
potent ia l  of the arc  heater for  high enthalpy has been subord ina te t to  
achieve more steady, uniform flow of lower t o t a l  enthalpy closer t o  
thermochemical equilibrium. 
"unnel L. 
combining magnetogasdynamic acceleration with arc-heated tunnels i s  
receiving serious consideration at several laboratories. 
It should be pointed out that  various arc- 
the advent of 
Flow quality and calibration 
For aerodynamic work, t h e  
Figure 26 is  a photograph of AEDC-VKF 
More de ta i l s  may be found i n  Ref. 62. The poss ib i l i ty  of 
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Aeroballistic Range and Counterflow Facil i ty 
These two types of experimental f a c i l i t i e s  are related t o  such an 
extent t h a t  both are combined i n  t h e  few remarks made here. To bet ter  
i l l u s t r a t e  each type, Fig. 27 is included. 
these f a c i l i t i e s  makes it d i f f i cu l t  t o  obtain photographs clearly 
showing t h e i r  main features. 
The very great length of 
Figure 27 is divided i n t o  three parts,  
t he  top part  showing a shock tube, the middle showing nozzle, t e s t  
section and dump tanks, and the lower part  showing a launcher or gun. 
Combining the top two components of Fig. 27 gives a shock tunnel. Com- 
bining the bottom component with the middle part ,  excluding the nozzle, 
gives an aerobal l is t ic  range. Putting a l l  together, of course, yields  
the counterflow fac i l i t y .  
Although very high muzzle velocit ies may be produced by modern 
6 aerobal l is t ic  launchers, the peak launch accelerations (up t o  10 - 
10 g's)  are so great t ha t  model and sabot st ructural  problems arise. 
In f ac t ,  i f  it were not fo r  t h i s  obstacle, we might be telemetering 
aerodynamic data from models i n  f l i gh t .  
summary of the  current ab i l i t y  t o  launch models i n  ranges. Areas t o  
the lower l e f t  of the three boundaries represenz achieved launches. 
One can see why the aerobal l is t ic  range or the canbined shock tunnel 
and gun is at t ract ive t o  aerodynamicists seeking closer simulation o f  
orb i t a l  and super-orbital f l ight .  Pract ical  problems of great diff-  
icul ty  a lso are apparent, but further development seems t o  be worth- 
while. 
the p i l o t  counterflow f a c i l i t y  a t  AEDC-V". 
7 
Figure 28 is offered aa a 
Figures 29a and 29b show gun and shock tunnel CoWonent? Of 
References pertaining t o  
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these devices have been mentioned ear l ie r ,  e.g., Refs. 1, 15, 16, 
56, and 57. One may also f ind more information on guns i n  Refs. 
63-65. 
Various, less-well-developed but interest ing types of f a c i l i t i e s  
could be mentioned, e.g., expansion tubes, high intensi ty  molecular 
beams, and any of several devices wherein acceleration of ionized 
gases plays a key role.  However, these latter are s t i l l  i n  develop- 
mental stages and have not yet played important parts i n  aerodynamic 
simulation work. Free-flight research using rocket booster models 
may  be regarded &B simulation i n  a broader sense, but it is  beyond 
the scope of t h i s  discussion. 
w i l l  deal with t h i s  subject.  
It is understood tha t  a l a t e r  lecture  
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CONVECTIVE AND RADIATIVE HEAT TRAnSFER DURING REENTRY 
AND ADVANCED TECHmIQUES FOR THEIR SIMULATION 
bY 
Thomas N. Canning 
INTRODUCPI ON 
Experimental engineering research has been largely devoted t o  
simulation, i n  the laboratory, of phenomena and systems which are diffi- 
cu l t ,  fo r  one reason or another, t o  reproduce in  full-scale tests. The 
success of these e f for t s  a t  simulation i n  guaranteeing the  f i n a l  system 
performance has been i n  direct  proportion t o  the success in choosing 
the proper parameters t o  be matched and t o  the exactness of scaling l a m  
derived for use i n  projecting t o  full-scale behavior. 
a l l  possible worlds one could always make h i s  t e s t e  at the design condi- 
t ions using the  complete system under consideration. 
suff ice  t o  show why t h i s  generally cannot be done. 
In the  best  of 
One example will 
The Apollo ccanmand module w i l l  enter  the ear th 's  atmosphere a t  about 
11 km/sec and w i l l  have on board three people, whose value has been en- 
hanced by recent experiences. If all of the b i t s  and pieces as well as 
the subsystems necessary fo r  the mission have not been checked thoroughly 
i n  the  laboratory, the chances of the  complete system operating are  n i l .  
, .  . .  
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One b i t  of t h i s  system which - thanks t o  hundreds of f a i r l y  cheap 
laboratory t e s t s  and scores of careful theoret ical  s tudies  - assumes a 
lessening threat t o  success is the  heat-protection system. 
this narrow part  of the vast complex of technologies t h a t  t he  present 
discussion of simulation is devoted. Since Brooks h a  discussed the 
study of material response, the present paper i s  further res t r ic ted  t o  
evaluation of expected heat loads. 
It i s  t o  
1 
These heat loads are  conveniently divided in to  two ccmponents which 
can usually be t reated separately, convection and radiation from the  gas 
within the shock layer t o  the vehicle surface. 
CONVECTIVE HEATING 
The etagnation-point convective heat load on blunt hypmeloc i ty  
bodies has been t reated exbensively by many investigators, for  example, 
Lees and Fay and Riddell i n  the speed range up t o  10 km/sec. Lees 2 3 
has d s o  re lated the heating elsewhere on simple bodies t o  tha t  a t  the 
stagnation point. Star t ing u i th  the former problem ue see, i n  Figure 1, 
tha t  the  heating r a t e  normalized u i t h  respect t o  the body s i z e  and p i to t  
pressure is nearly a l inear  function of the driving potent ia l ,  tha t  is, 
the difference between stagnation and w a l l  enthalpy. 
increases above about 9 km/sec, the temperatures beccme high enough tha t  
pa r t i a l  ionization occurs. 
- 
As t h e  f l i gh t  speed 
The influence of ionization on convective 
heating has been argued widely: 
who have used the transport properties predicted by Hansen fo r  hot air 
is tha t  the influence is f a i r l y  s m a l l ;  the  controversy ie essent ia l ly  
se t t l ed  by resu l t s  of actual  measurements of heating rates i n  txo types 
the consensus of those theoreticians 
4 
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of modern laboratory equipment. Figure 2 shows the experimentally deter- 
mined heating and indicates t ha t  there  is, at leest, fair agreement among 
the  experimenters. 
Most of the data shovn in Figure 2 uere obtained by use of shock tubes; 
the  remainder were collected from aerobal l is t ic  tests. The shock tube 
consists of a t u b e  containing a sample of t e s t  gas, say,  air, and a driver 
f i l l e d  with gas a t  high pressure (Fig. 3). When the  diaphragm uhich separates 
the chambers is ruptured, a shock moves through the test gas simulating the 
detached bow shock of a f lying body. 
t e s t  area t o  study the  physical and chemical changes wrought by the  shock 
compression. 
aerodynamic models t o  be mounted within the tube t o  simulate the hypervelocity 
flow f ie ld .  
posited on the  models so tha t  the history of surface temperature, and hence 
heating r a t e ,  can be deter~nined.~ '  6n 
The tu0 m a t  popular shock-tube configurations in use todey are i l l u s t r a t ed  
i n  Figure 4. 
hind the incident uave as the airstream. T b i s  par t  o f t h e  gas f lou  is very 
hot so t ha t ,  even though i ta  speed may be high, its Mach number 5.6 lou and 
the aerodynamics of t he  t ea t  f lou must be analyzed accordingly. This dis- 
advantage is not serious when only the stagnation poiat heat t ranafer  is 
being measured or when the de ta i l s  of the flow f i e ld  are vel1 knom. 
other configuration8 xi11 be discussed la te r .  
convective-heating data (obtained in simple shock tubes] are shown in Figure 
2. 
unacceptably at the higher enthalpy, that  is, velocLty, levels. Most but 
not a l l  of the apparent discrepancies are a t  least partially understood. 
Instruments may be placed around the 
The pertinent setup for  the study of convection requires small 
Thin-film resistance gages o r  thicker  calorimeter gages are de- 
The simplest form (in the upper sketch) use8 the flow jus t  be- 
The 
O n l y  a fract ion of available 
X u  with moat rapidly developing experimental techniques, the data sca t t e r  
-VII-4- 
If the  researchers using shock tubes had been content t o  use only 
the  simpleet designs, the description of the research done by them d g h t  
be made more nearly complete; bccauee these people have been inventive, 
the  emphasis is necessarily put on descriptions of other shock-tube 
designs. 
Variants on Simple Shock Tubes 
The fac t  t h a t  the Mach number in the  flm behind the incident wave 
is lou, even when the  Nave speed is very high, M prompted investigators 
t o  employ simple expansion nozzles t o  cool the aFr adiabatically as w e l l  
a8 increase its speed. 
already short t e s t  times, a feu milliseconds at best ,  are  f'urther eroded 
hy s ta r t ing  and stopping transients.  As the  shock and its follouing gas 
sample s t a r t s  i n t o  the expanding tube, the expansion and canpression uaves 
necessary t o  make the alr adJust t o  the new flow geometry develop. 
the f l m  has become steady, t e s t  resul ts  are  of doubtful value. 
Both of these effects  are desirable, but the  
Until 
The net effect  of t h i s  loss of tes t ing  time bas been great ly  reduced 
by introduction of the reflected-shock hypersonic-nozzle configuration i n  
uide use today (see Fig. 4). 
In  this f a c i l i t y  f u l l  advantage may be taken of the  f a c t  that upon 
ref lect ion of t h e  i n i t i a l  wave from the shock-tube end wall (the convergent 
par t  of the  nozzle), the  hot gas i s  brought t o  rest and heated further.  
This gas i n  the stagnation chamber advances slowly towards the  nozzle and 
is used at l e s s  than one-tenth of the r a t e  it w o u l d  be used were there no 
constriction. The small nozzle throat also makes feasible  the construction 
of moderate-sized hyprsonic  nozzles having very large expansion r a t i o s  
4 1 - 5 -  
(greater than 1000) t o  accelerate the flow t o  high speed and law static 
temperatures (hence high Mach number). 
The thermodynamic state i n  the test region is somewhat less perfectly 
understood than that i n  the stagnation chamber because of possible non- 
isentropic f law through the nozzle. This disadvantage Le offse t  by the 
great gain in  steady flow duration. The tes t ing  done i n  these reflected- 
shock-tube hypersonic tunnels may be made more representative of r ea l  f l i g h t  
because the Mach number, and hence inviscid flow phenomena, may be more 
adequately imitated than i n  the simple, straight tube. The importance of 
this simulation has been demonstrated in  references 8 and 9, where it was 
shom tha t  the strong bow wave of a blunt-nosed slender body, such as that 
shoun i n  Figure 5, may seriously impair t h e  s tab i l iza t ion  afforded by flares 
and f ins .  
pressure dis t r ibut ions;  the correspondence between pressure and heat load 
shown by Lees leads one t o  expect similar complications here. It is safe 
t o  say that  i f  we a re  t o  simulate the heat-load dis t r ibut ion,  ve must 
simulate pressure dis t r ibut ion.  
hypersonic tunnel i s  ve l1  recognized for  this reason. 
This ef fec t  arises from severe changes i n  s t a t i c  and dynamic 
The u t i l i t y  of the reflected-shock, 
A new entry t o  t h e  f ie ld  is the so-called expansion tube.” I n  t h i e  
device the steady expansion through the nozzle of the shock-tube wind 
tunnel i s  replaced by an unsteady expansion in to  a nearly cmple te ly  
evacuated tube. 
that of the  nozzle-type f ac i l i t y .  
the unsteady expansion, on the other hand, is far shorter. 
exploitation of this concept is j u s t  s ta r t ing ,  it is difficult t o  predict 
its success. It i a  anticipated that simple wtensiona of shock-tube tech- 
nology will make it very useful. 
The stream velocity capability is approximately double 
The steady flow duration ju s t  ahead of 
Since the  
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Bal l i s t ic  Fac i l i t i es  
The course of imitation t&en i n  shock-tube tes t ing,  that is provid- 
ing a f a s t a v i n g  hot or  cold airstream, is a natural extension of older 
conventional wind-tunnel technology. A completely different  approach bas 
arieen from Fecent evolution of ball ist ic-range techniques. Development 
of guns capable of f i r i ng  t e s t  bodies at speeb up t o  10 W s e c  provides 
us uith the opportunity of observing actusl  flying bodies i n  the laboratory. 
By sui table  adjustment in t e s t  parameters it is possible t o  simulate i n  
varying degree most of the important governing phenomena. These hyper- 
velocity projectors are called light-gas guns because they commonly use 
hot compressed hydrogen 88 a propellant. 
ex is t ,  but the schematic i n  Figure 6 show the  essentials of the  best guns. 
A small charge of  gun powder i s  used t o  propel a heavy piston through 
the  pump tube, thereby canpressing the hydrogen it contained t o  peek pres- 
sures estimated t o  exceed 20,000 atm.  
1,000 atm, a thick s t e e l  diaphragm separating the pump tube from the launch 
tube ruptures end opens in four petals; and the  hydrogen propels the model 
at accelerations exceeding a mill ion g's t o  veloci t ies  exceeding 10 km/sec. 
The piston is arrested i n  the conical t rans i t ion  between the two tubes. 
Theee gune can launchwell-designed models of remarkable complexity with- 
out dsmage, as w i l l  be discussed la te r .  
Differences i n  d e t a i l  inevitably 
AB the  pressure r i s e s  past about 
The principal uses i n  defining the convective-heating environment 
expected in hypervelocity flight have been by detection of the onset of 
ablation of metal models as a measure of loca l  maximum t o t a l  heating rate, 
by calorimeter measurements of the t o t a l  heat transferred t o  models which 
do and do not ablate, and by measurement of the surface-temperature his tor ies  
of the models with on-board thermocouple c i rcui ts .  
These techniques have been described i n  references 3.l and 12 but 
will be outlined herein for completeness. 
shadowgraph pictures taken of the model during i ts  f l igh t  are studied t o  
determine the time a t  which melting of the surfsce first commenced (see 
Fig. 7). This  melting permits material t o  flow i n t o  the wake, vhere it 
can cast a shadow in  the  pictures. 
finding the theoret ical  prediction of heating rate which predicts the 
observed phenomena. 
t ransfer  measurements i n  shock tubes and other f a c i l i t i e s  and found t o  
be rel iable .  Subsequently, tests have been performed at f l i gh t  speeds 
above 11 km/sec (Fig. 2). 
In the first method the  many 
The analysis of the data consists of 
This method has been checked direct ly  ageinst heat- 
A t  launch speeds below about 6 km/sec the  small models used i n  these 
etudies do not begin t o  melt, but simply absorb the  heat. The second 
metbod method of mea~urement uses a c d o r h e t e r ,  i n to  vfcich the model 
drops, t o  measure this heat input. The apparatus used i s  sbom in 
Figures 8 and 9. 
along the b a l l i s t i c  range until it decelerates t o  lou speed and ia caught 
in the laminated pape rmde l  catcher. 
uhere the heat increment i s  measured. 
The model, after leaving the light-gas gun, fl ies 
It then drops i n to  a calorimeter, 
By combining meseurcments made 
at a variety of muzzle veloci t ies  t h e  variation of t o t a l  heating u i t h  
speed is deduced. 
The t h i r d  method of convective-heat-tranafer measurement is the use 
of telemetered signals from the model t o  antennae along the  f l i gh t  path. 
Active M telemetry has been developed for  thia w r k ,  but has not been 
usable i n  the  speed range of in te res t  because the acceleration loads 
are too great. A passive system has been developed using the principles 
indicated in Figures 10 and 11. 
plete  thermocouple c i r c u i t ,  including a four-turn coil, is f i r e d  at high 
speed. 
magnetic f ie ld .  !this dipole f ie ld ,  passing through the pickup coi ls ,  
produces signde uhich can be analyzed t o  determine the  temperature his- 
In this case a model containing a con- 
The surface junction is  heated and the  resul t ing emf produces a 
tory of the  surface and hence heating rate. 
t o  measure stagnation-point and afterbody-heating ra tes  on blunt bodies at 
speeds up t o  5.6 h / s e c .  
This technique has been used 
RADIATIVE €TEATINO 
As mentioned e a r l i e r ,  the heating environment a l so  includes radiative 
transport  of energy from the hot shock layer t o  the surface. 
consequences of radiation are  proportionately more severe than convec- 
t ion,  i n  terms of material removal from the heat shield,  it is necessary 
tha t  we measure this source f a i r l y  well f o r  high-speed f l ight .  The 
radiation is a consequence of excitation of internal  degree of freedom 
of the gas molecules and atoms; i f  de-excitation occurs spontaneously, 
rather than by vir tue of coll isions with other par t ic les ,  radiation is 
emitted. A t  high speeds t h i s  radiation becomes an important, perhaps, 
dominant, heat load on large bodies. 
Since the 
The emission and absorption spectra of thermally excited gases have 
been studied intensively in recent years. 
thermal radiation frm air 13, 14’ l5 agree acceptably in the  speed range 
where radiative heating is s m a l l .  
acceptable when considering f l igh t  at 15 h / s e c .  
resul ts  from some of the experimental and theoret ical  work based on 
Several. papers specializing i n  
These same discrepancies become un- 
Figure 12  summarizes 
shock-tube and b a l l i s t i c  tests. 
f l i & t  of a bluff bow, 1 meter i n  radius, at 10 kmjsec a t  60 km al t i tude,  
shows BD expected radiative heat load of about 200 ust ts /aq cm. This is 
probably not too serious, but the precipitous increases w i t h  increasing 
speed impels UB t o  pin darn the answera more precisely. The chief 
A simple application of these data t o  
experimental tools fo r  this vork are shock tubes and b a l l i s t i c  ranges. 
This i s  not t o  say that no other f ac i l i t y  can supply a hot-gas sample fo r  
study; t he  chief jus t i f ica t ion  advanced here i s  t h a t  the thermodynamic 
s t a t e  of the gaa i n  these two types of test i s  quite precisely known and 
relatable  t o  full-ecale f l igh t ;  since the mode of heat addition t o  the 
gas i s  ident ica l  t o  that  i n  f l i g h t ,  ue have even more confidence. For 
these t e s t s  the shock tube was h is tor ica l ly  first and i n  some aspects the 
more versa t i le  f ac i l i t y .  
Returning t o  the shock tube, Figure 13, we see tha t ,  as the incident 
wive passes through the t e s t  section, it usually duplicates the n o d  
shock ahead of a hypervelocity blunt body. 
from the gas behind the wave front can be determined from groups of 
radiometers placed t o  look through the t e s t  volume. 
possible t o  survey with suff ic ient  spa t ia l  resolution t o  unravel some of 
the chemScal changes within the reaction zone behindtha wave front. Aa 
these net reactions cease, on reaching equilibrium, the radianeter measure- 
ments yield the type of data on which Figure 3.2 is based. 
zone i t s e l f  has a t t racted much in te res t  as well because the  higher-than- 
equilibrium temperatures resul t  in  radiation i n  excess of that which 
would have been emitted had equilibrium been achieved instantaneously. 
The.absolute spectral  emiseion 
It has been found 
The reaction 
The chief advantages of the shock tube l i e  i n  the near-perfect 
duplication of the  essent ia l ly  one-dimensional flaw along the stagnation 
-=I-lo- 
streamline near the  shock. 
w a l l s  in te r fe re  direct@ with the  f low near the  middle of the  tube. On 
t h e  other hand, all measurements of radiation a re  dis tor ted by emission 
apd absorption in the turbulent,  nonuniform contaminated shock-tube 
boundary layer. 
acceptable levels  in maay studies. 
Only at very l o w  air densities do t he  tube 
It has proven very d i f f i cu l t  t o  keep contamination at 
Much of the fundsmental research on absolute emissive power of 
par t icular  radiating species and the reaction ra tes  i n  the  flaw jua t  
behind wave fronts has been done u i th  shocktubes. Recently precise 
techniques have been devised for  these studies i n  b a l l i s t i c  ranges. 
Radiation from caaplete three-dimensional flow f ie lds  is also measurable 
in these tests. 
Essentially the  hypervelocity b a l l i s t i c  t e s t  gives ua a small object; 
of known shape flying at known speed through a gas of selected properties. 
Within qui te  broad l imi t s  it is possible t o  simulate the  physical, chemical, 
and themidynamic properties of flows about Ail l -ecde vaiclea.16 The 
thermal radiation from these f l a t s  has been studied for  several  years at 
Ames Research Center. 
power is measured with radiaueters mounted near the  f l i @  path of the 
- 
In these studies the absolute spectral emitted 
model. The bandpssses of these devices are  made narrow enough t o  make 
meauI4B;PtJ. engineering measurements of heating ra tes  but too vide t o  
i d e n t i e  radiating species. 
t ic-missi le  speeds, taken from reference 17, I s  shown In Figure 14. 
general ver i f icat ion o i t h e  predictions at short wavelengths is clear ;  
the dependence of the  infrared on model material I s  seen t o  b strong. 
T h i s  l a t t e r  point is a whole f i e l d  of Study in i t s e l f  and beyond the scope 
of t h i s  paper. 
be seen. 
An example of such data fo r  f l i gh t  at ballie- 
The 
The implications in the  f ie lds  of radiat ive transport  may 
These measurements were made with assorted photanul t ipl ier-f i l ter  
combinations and are  used t o  deduce the radiation per un i t  volume a t  the 
gas-cap stagnation conditions. 
by point xi thin the calculated shock layers of the full-scale body t o  
estimate complete radiat ive heat loads. 
These figures may then be applied point 
Recently, as implied above, Reis has used the hot-stagnation-region 
gas on b a l l i s t i c  models as a radiation source and unusual measuring tech- 
niques t o  obtain the  absolute band-system strengths of several molecular 
species.18 The spectral  resolution is suff ic ient  i n  these tests t o  make 
accurate independent measurements of the t rans i t ion  probabi l i t ies ,  one of 
the fundamental properties necessary for rigorous prediction of absolute 
spectral  emissive pouer a t  conditions different  from those of the par- 
t i cu l a r  test. 
It has proven t o  be possible t o  calculate theoret ical ly  the  spectral  
dis t r ibut ion of re la t ive  in tens i ty  of ranarkably complex band systems of 
molecular radiators. Recourse must be had t o  experiment i f  the  absolute 
strengths are  t o  be known. 
agreement between theory and experiment i s  found. 
the form of a t rans i t ion  probability or f-number. 
In practice the factor  necessary t o  achieve 
This factor  may take 
The required spectra were obtained photoelectrically by means of a 
time-of-flight scanning spectraneter. This device i s  shown schematically 
i n  Figure 15. AB the  model f l i e s  by i n  the focal  plane of the collecting 
mirror, the luminous gas cap ac ts  as a moving entrance slit, sweeping out 
the spectrum of the shock-heated gas on the ex i t  slit. 
cap is  the only source of radiation i n  the fluw f i e l d  and is indeed slit- 
l i k e  i n  form is  shown i n  a typical  image-converter photograph of a p la s t i c  
model, Fig. 16.1 The energy passing through the exi t  s l i t  of the  scanning 
(That the  gaa 
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spectranet'er is divided; 95 percent passes through a s p l i t t e r  p l a t e  and 
on t o  the cathode of an RCA 1p28 multiplier phototube, The output of 
this multiplier phototube is recorded on an oscilloscope and yields  a 
continuously recorded spectrum over a wavelength range dictated mainly 
by the geometry of the  system. 
the wavelength range was as  a rule fram 0.290 t o  0.430~. 
For the t e s t s  reported in reference 18, 
Figure 17 8hws 
a typical  oscillogram. The remaining 5 percent of the energy passes 
through a narrov-band interference f i l ter  (100 1 xide between the 50-percent 
response points) and onto a Dumont 6935 mult ipl ier  phototube. 
of this phototube is displayed on an oscilloscope which has been triggered 
so as t o  start sweeping simulataneously with the oscilloscope which re- 
cords the spectrum. 
wavelength t o  be transposed t o  the oscillogram displaying the spectrum. 
Such wavelength transposition w a s  found t o  be repeatable from shot t o  shot 
The output 
The auxiliary oscillogramthus allows a specif ic  
t o  2.0 9. 
The time-of-flight scanning spectrometer waa constructed by modifying 
a Farrand'uv-vis f13.5 grating monochromator. 
the monochromator housing i n  the  region of the intended entrence slit 
end the standard collecting mirror was replaced by a spherical mirror 
which focused a t  the center of the test chamber. 
ing mirror was masked down t o  a rectangular s l o t  t o  improve depth of f i e l d  
and t o  insure uniform illumination of the  grating. The r i s e  time of the 
complete system w a s  25 nanoseconds and was dictated by the oscilloscope. 
Another instrument was devised in  order t o  measure the spa t i a l  dis- 
A large opening was cut in 
Further, the new collect- 
t r ibut ion of radiation over the faces of bluff models, These measurements 
were needed i n  order t o  substantiate calculations used in analyzing the 
above t e s t  results and a lso  t o  describe more completelythe real distribution. 
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The instrument in  point required tha t  a near head-on view of the  model be 
imaged on a plate  having t iny  or i f ices  opening onto a phototube (Fig. 18). 
The system effect ively regis ters  any l igh t  radiated fran area sources along 
t h e  opt ical  axis. 
shock layer occurs. 
model the  scan occurred. In  t h i s  manner the actual  dis t r ibut ion of radi- 
a t ive heat load can be measured. More recently head-on photographs (Fig. 
19) have been taken successfully using image-converter and Kerr-cell- 
shut ter  cameras. 
As t he  model f l i e s  by the  opt ical  axis ,  a scan of the 
Auxiliary equipment is used t o  determine where on the 
These photographs have been analyzed, using step-wedge f i l t e r s  for  
film calibration and microdensitometers for  exposure measurements, t o  
y ie ld  similar heat-load distributions. The agreement between the two 
systems is  good. 
fewer experimental s teps;  the advantage of the photograghic system is 
tha t  is permits complete determination of the dis t r ibut ion rather  than 
a few scans. 
The advantage of the dissector is tha t  it involves 
VELOCITY AUGMENTXl'ION 
Since t e s t s  at speeds above 7 or  8 km/sec are  d i f f i cu l t  i n  purely 
b a l l i s t i c  f a c i l i t i e s ,  we have superposed a countercurrent airstream which 
can move as f a s t  as 5 km/sec. 
hypersonic-wind-tunnel t e s t  section and the models a re  f i r ed  upstream 
(Fig. 20). 
above 13 km/sec.19 The most re l iab le  of these data, where the f lov  f i e lds  
were h a m  t o  be i n  equilibrium, extend above 12 km/sec (Fig. 12). 
This airstream i s  i n  a reflected-shock, 
Some data have been obtained in  t h i s  manner at f l i gh t  speeds 
The chief advantages of t h i s  t e s t  f ac i l i t y  l i e  i n  excellent simulation 
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of velocity, Mach number, Reynolds nuniber, ccmpfete flow configuration, 
and degree of equilibration of a l l  binary-ecaled chemical and physical 
changes. 
In still-air tests, it has proven possible t o  reduce contamination 
t o  negligible levels ;  also no stream boundary layer is present t o  d is tor t  
the results. 
t o  acceptable levels .  
much ef for t  is required t o  advance the instruments and test  techniques. 
In d r - o n  tests it appears simple t o  reduce contamination 
The drawbacks are t h a t  data extraction is not simple; 
The duration of observations is typical ly  about a microsecond and the 
a t t i tude  and condition of the model m u s t  be accurately regis tered because 
it cannot be predicted. 
streamlines can be quite nicely duplicated, but it hasbs ye t  been imprac- 
t i c a l  t o  study individual stream tubes as has effect ively been done in 
shock-tube flows. 
The thermodynamic simulation of the flow along 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The Use of shock tubes, b a l l i s t i c  ranges, and combinations thereof 
in simulation of convective and radiat ive heat loads has been described. 
The complementary nature and the highly independent techniques used in  
these f a c i l i t i e s  lend great strength t o  the research results *ere they 
agree. 
both should be applied t o  important problems. When all-out perfonnance 
i s  required, the  combination of t h e  two can c lear ly  provide advantages. 
The shortcomings of these f a c i l i t i e s  are such t h a t ,  if possible, 
That these advantages are  becoming more uidely recombed is demonstrated 
by the construction of new f a c i l i t i e s  at Arnold Engineering Developnent 
Center and Boeing Company, Seattle, similar t o  those in service at Ames 
Research Center since the late 1950's. 
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Figure 3. Simple shock tube. 
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Figure b .  Popular modifications of simple shock tube. 
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Figure 8. Ballintic range arrmgeaent for calorimetry fl ights.  
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Figure  9. Calorimeter section. 
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Figure 11. Ball ist ic  range arrangement and antenna fot  thermocouple model flights. 
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EVALUATION OF MATERIALS I N  ENTRY HEATING SIMULATION 
by 
U i l l i a m  A. Brooks, Jr. 
NASA - Langley Research Center 
INTRODUCl I O N  
The basic objective i n  designing thermal protection systems i s  the 
provision of su f f i c i en t  material  t o  protect t he  vehicle s t ruc ture  and 
cargo from the  severe heating encountered during entry i n t o  a planetary 
atmosphere. 
t i v e  should be avoided. 
ful entry should be provided. 
adhering t o  t h i s  philosophy is en t i r e ly  dependent upon our knowledge of 
the entry environment and the  manner i n  which the  various materials re- 
spond t o  t h e  environment. 
Conservative designs t h a t  may compromise the  mission objec- 
Idea l ly  j u s t  enough material t o  ensure success- 
The degree of success t h a t  is achieved by 
The importance of avoiding excessive heat sh ie ld  weight can be under- 
O f  course, t h e  bas ic  problem of scored by reference t o  f igure  1 (ref. 1). 
reentry i s  the  d iss ipa t ion  of a vehicle's energy i n  a controlled and accept- 
able fashion. 
influence of thermal protection weight upon t h e  useful payload capabili ty.  
The ordinate is  energy i n  Btullb and the  abscissa is velocity,  cover- 
This figure was prepared t o  qua l i ta t ive ly  demonstrate t he  
ing  the  range of concern fo r  manned vehicles and planetary probes. 
s o l i d  l i n e  i s  the k ine t ic  energy per pound of vehicle which must be 
The 
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dissipated at each velocity. 
by t h e  atmosphere which envelops the  entering vehicle. 
few percent of t he  k ine t ic  energy is  transferred t o  the  vehicle i n  t h e  form 
of heat. 
pound of vehicle. The lower edge of the  band corresponds t o  less than 1 
percent and is typ ica l  of the heat load f o r  a b a l l i s t i c  reentry. 
upper edge i s  about 3 percent of t he  k ine t ic  energy which i s  typ ica l  f o r  
l i f t i n g  entry vehicles. 
from the  hot gas cap becomes s igni f icant  and increases with velocity,  re- 
su l t ing  i n  large increases i n  heat load. The cross-hatched horizontal  
band represents the  energy absorbing capabili ty of thermal protection 
materials and ranges from 2,000 t o  20,000 Btu/lb. 
Fortunately, most of t h e  energy i s  absorbed 
A t  m06t ,  only a 
The lower cross-hatched band represents t h e  t o t a l  heat load per 
The 
A t  the  higher ve loc i t ies ,  radiative heat t r ans fe r  
Now if t he  vehicle heat load is  equal t o  the  heat sh ie ld  energy absorb- 
ing capabili ty,  t ha t  is ,  the  two bands coincide, then the  vehicle m u s t  be 
constructed en t i r e ly  of thermal protection material i n  order t o  survive the  
heating. 
amount of vehicle weight which can be devoted t o  functions other than 
thermal protection. A s  velocity increases , the  useful payload capabi l i ty  
becomes smaller, and the  matter of excessive heat sh i e ld  weight becomes 
more c r i t i c a l .  
Therefore, t h e  difference between the two bands indicates t h e  
REQUIREMENTS FOR DUPLICATING TIIE ENTRY ENVIRONMENT 
If it were possible t o  duplicate the  reentry environment i n  ground facil-  
i t i e s ,  t he  manner i n  which thermal protection materials respond could be more 
precisely determined and be t t e r  heat sh ie ld  designs would result. Howevertbixs 
is not generally the  case and usually one must resor t  t o  a p a r t f a l  simulatfon. 
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Figure 2 shows the f l i gh t  regions of immediate concern i n  an alt i tude- 
velocity plane (ref .  2). 
and Dynasoar. 
region Which is  typical  of hypersonic gliders. 
at ion vehicles w i l l  resul t  i n  a region whose lower bound may be as 
50,000 f ee t  below the Apollo region near escape velocity, extending off- 
scale t o  the right.  
Regions are shown for  Apollo, ICBM's, Mercury, 
A s l i gh t  broadening of the Dynasoar band will result i n  a 
Future planetary explor- 
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show some of the wind-tunnel characterist ics t ha t  
would be required t o  produce exact flow duplication (ref. 2).  
sider the chamber pressure required ( f ig .  3) .  
superposed on the f l i gh t  regions shown in figure 2. 
building pressure vessels of the s i ze  required by a wind tunnel and pmps 
probably provides a pressure l imitation solnewhere between 10' and 10 psi. 
In any event, the l imitation is  remotely removed from the point of maximum 
Fi r s t  con- 
Pressure curves have been 
The technology of 
5 
heating for  Apollo which i s  about 32,000 f p s .  
Figure 4 shows the m a s s  flow r a t e  that  would be required per square foot 
of t e s t  section. 
function of entry velocity but is influenced by the simulated alt i tude.  
The small and moderate flow ra t e  curves pass through the Apollo region. 
ever, a very substantial  flow ra t e  i s  required for  the ICBM region. 
It can be seen t h a t  the  required flow rate i s  not a strong 
How- 
Figure 5 shows the heat energy required per square foot of t e s t  section 
t o  provide a duplication of enthalpy. 
energy i n  the air and that  the energy supply m u s t  be 2 t o  3 times as great 
because of the losses incurred during t ransfer  t o  the air. 
al t i tudes where s m a l l  and moderate m a s s  flow rates  are adequate, th.e energy 
requirment can be met without diff icul ty .  
which require large m a s s  flow rates, the power requirement is  prohibitive. 
It is t o  be noted t h a t  t h i s  is the  
A t  t he  higher 
However at the lower al t i tudes 
A t  the NASA Langley Research Center with the existing power distribution 
system, it is possible t o  draw a maximum of 100 megawatts. 
50 percent efficiency, a device with 1 square foot of test section could 
be powered at an energy level  that  would approximately coincide with the 
lower bound of the Apollo region. 
Assuming about 
Exact duplication of the stagnation flow condition is out of the question, 
mainly because of the pressure requirements. 
FACILITIES FOR SIMULATING CONVECTIVE HEATING 
The type of f a c i l i t y  most commonly used t o  evaluate thermal protection 
materials i s  that  which u t i l i ze s  an e lec t r i c  arc  for  adding energy t o  the 
gas stream. 
being used. 
plotted i n  terms of arc chamber pressure end enthalpy, the two most important 
parameters i n  an arc-heated wind tunnel (ref. 3) .  
Figure 6 shows the capabili t ies of arc f a c i l i t i e s  presently 
I n  t h i s  figure, the limitations of present f a c i l i t i e s  have been 
One of the principal factors t ha t  limits the capabili t ies of present 
f a c i l i t i e s  i s  the energy losses which result  from thermal radiation from 
hot ,  high-pressure gases t o  the walls of the arc  chamber. 
has not yet been well researched. 
i s  the inabi l i ty  t o  sustain an arc i n  a movfxq gas stream at high pressures. 
This problem area 
Perhaps a more fundamental d i f f i cu l ty  
Another problem area results from the cooling requirements fo r  the 
nozzles. 
approximately corresponds t o  nozzle heating of 10,000 Btu/ft -8ec. 
The dashed l i n e  is an estimate of a practical  l imitation and 
2 
The stringent requirements of exact duplication of high-velocity entry 
i s  indicated for  the al t i tude range o f  100,000 t o  300,000 feet and quite 
obviously w i l l  not be achieved with present techniques. If one is wuling 
. -. . .--. . 
t o  relax the Mach number requirement and s e t t l e  for  a p a r t i a l  simulation, the 
indicated shaded area resul ts .  
tude f l i gh t  cannot presently be achieved for  high-entry-velocity si tuations.  
This point can be made more directly by superposing the exact and 
p a r t i a l  simulation capabili t ies of present f a c i l i t i e s  on the Plight regions 
as sham by figure 7. 
cover only a small portion of the f l ight  regions. 
Even t h i s  p a r t i a l  simulation of a low-alti- 
Our attempts t o  simulate all the  quantit ies of i n t e re s t  
Ae yet no mention has been made of s i ze  and it is pertinent t o  point out 
t ha t  certain of the entry effects  such as heating rate, aerodynamic shear, 
e tc . ,  are  dependent on the s i ze  and geometry of the specimen. 
plications resul t  because the mass flow characterist ic of presently available 
f a c i l i t i e s  greatly limits t h e  size of the specimens. 
Further com- 
So one is confronted Kith p a r t i a l  simulation of a few of the entry heat- 
ing parameters i n  a given t e s t ,  a scaled-down specimen, but generally with 
full-scale heat shield materials. 
ent material because of the dissimilari ty of material response i n  a given 
environment. 
because a given heating environment requires a given thickness regardless of 
the specimen size.  
It i s  not possible t o  model with a differ-  
The heat shield material thickness is generally not scaled 
The usual technique is t o  conduct a ser ies  of t e s t s  i n  each of which 
a few parameters are simulated. 
employed t o  indicate the degree that  the interaction between the  parametere 
influences material response. 
Then analysis o r  other test resul ts  are 
Figure 8 shows the t e s t  stream configurations commonly employed for  
materials tes t ing with arc a i r  heaters ( ref .  4). 
the  atmosphere, are used i n  both subsonic and supersonic arrangements. 
pressure at the model i s  atmospheric pressure or greater. 
Free j e t s ,  which ex i t  t o  
The 
The splash 
I .  . . . . .  . ”  . .  
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technique is  the simplest and one of t h e  more commonly used techniques. 
heated stream and the specimen are sized so t ha t  the stream impinges on the 
specimen rather than enveloping it. This condition affords a simulation of 
stagnation-point heating conditions. Some attention m u s t  be devoted t o  
preventing heat flow into the sides of the specimen i f  stagnation-point 
heating is t o  be r ea l i s t i ca l ly  simulated. 
i n  material screening and evaluation programs and i n  instrumentation studies. 
The 
The splash technique is  u t i l i zed  
The arc tunnel arrangement is ut i l ized f o r  the consideration of locat- 
ions other than the stagnation point. 
into an evacuated plenum chamber. 
capability of enveloping rather large specimens with a hot gas stream. The 
pressure a t  the specimen can be l e s s  than atmospheric, thus simulating high 
alt i tudes.  
The stream is expanded and discharged 
Expansion of the stream resu l t s  i n  the 
The technique of shrouding the t e s t  model i e  ut i l ized t o  produce subsonic 
flow ahead of the model. 
be brought into contact with the specimen. 
flow si tuat ion larger  specimens can be tested. 
t o  study the effects of pressure gradients and other phenomena associated 
with two-and three-dimensional stagnation areas. 
With a given m a s s  flow, more of the hot gases can 
The result i s  that  for  a given 
This technique i s  employed 
The pipe flow technique consists of u t i l i z ing  the test specimen in the 
form of a simple or internally contoured pipe through which the gas stream 
flows. 
of flow on the test material. 
can be selected so that  turbulent flow results. Thus the interaction between 
an ablation material and turbulent flow can be investigated. 
This method of tes t ing materials has been used t o  determine the effects 
The shape of the pipe and the flow parameters 
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FACILITIES FOR' SIMULATING COMBINED RADIATIVE AElD CONVECTIVE HEATING 
Up u n t i l  the present time, entry velocit ies have generally been suffi-  
ciently l o w  that  entry heating has been essentially a convection process. 
For entry near earth satellite speed, the radiative canponent is negligible - 
except for  the ICBM's which plunge deep into the atmosphere. 
velocit ies become greater,  the  air i n  the bow shock layer becomes excited t o  
the point where it becomes a powerful source of radiative heating. 
cape velocity, radiative heat t ransfer  i s  a significant pa r t  of the heating. 
For planetary exploration vehicles t ha t  reenter the earth 's  atmosphere at 
very high speeds -well above escape velocity - radiative heating can be- 
come the dominant mode. 
As the  entry 
A t  es- 
A t  present, most of the experimental .research on themal  protection mate- 
rials i s  carried out i n  f a c i l i t i e s  that  provide only convective heating. 
image furnaces are used t o  provide radiative heating only. 
accepted view tha t  even i n  those cases where radiative heating is the dominant 
mode some convection at the heated surface i s  required fo r  proper simulation. 
Only i n  a few instances have there been attempts t o  provide combined convec- 
t i ve  and radiative heating. 
Arc 
It is  a generally 
The next few figures show known existing devices for  providing combined 
A resistance heat. 
heated graphite sleeve was placed i n  tandem with the output from an arc je t ,  
providing radiative inputs t o  the specimen up t o  200 Btu/ft2-sec. 
device is unsatisfactory hecause the Je t  stream consumes the p a p b i t e  heater 
result ing i n  frequent replacement. 
large amounts o f  carbon in  the stream, the chemistry a t  the surface of the 
Figure 11 show a device used at Langley (ref.  5 ) .  
This 
I n  addition, because of the presence of 
* 
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ablating specimen is not correct. 
not high enough. 
Las t ly ,  the  radiative rates  available are 
The Ames Research Center is using a device (ref.  6 )  which couples an 
arc image furnace t o  a smal l  arc j e t ,  producing the radiative rate  Shawn in 
figure 12. 
means of mirrors with the output being controlled by a shutter,  screen, and 
f i l t e r  arrangement. 
radiative end convective heating are independently controlled. However, the 
radiative ra te  shown represents about the maximum that can be achieved with 
arc image furnaces. 
The output frons the carbon arc is refocused on the specimen by 
An advantage of t h i s  type of arrangement is that  the 
Another device is shown i n  figure 13. This device is emplayed by the  
General Electric Company and is essentially a long constricted arc (ref.  7). 
The t e s t  gas is heated by the arc and expelled into the plenum chamber and 
through the nozzle. The model is positioned so tha t  it receives radiative 
heating from the arc and the  plenum chamber gases. The maximum radiative 
ra te  is obtained when the specimen completely blocks the flow and the by- 
pass port is used t o  discharge the heated air. 
of the specimen and adjustment of the  bypass port, various canbinations of 
convective and radiative heating are obtained. The technique involves t h e  
use of the same arc t o  provide both radiative end convective heating. The 
disadvantages are the relatively low radiative ra te  and the coupled control 
of convective and radiative heating. 
By selective positioning 
Figure 1 4  shows a device which reportedly affords a very high radiative 
heating rate.  
tha t  confines the arc vhich radiates directly t o  the test material. 
radiative rates are calculated t o  be 88 ahown. 
In  this device the material specimen serves as the  chamber 
The 
iiouever, the only gases 
involved are those generated d e n  the test material decauposes. These gases 
. .  
3 .  
. . .  I 
. I  
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exi t  around the electrodes as shown and reportedly produce a Stagnation 
area type of flow at the center of the specimen. 
convective heating and the surface chemistry are not correct. 
It is evident that the 
In another version o f  the technique of using the test material t o  con- 
fine the arc,  the arc and test  gases are passed through a cylinder of test  
material which confines the arc and the gas flow. 
constitutes a portion of the constrictor. 
The test material thus 
There are shock tunnels both existing and praposed, modified in varioua 
ways, that  produce good simulation of the high-speed thermal environment. 
However, tes t ing is rest r ic ted t o  very small models and t o  test times 
measured in microseconds. 
extremely valuable in research on the physics and chemisttry of air, they 
are of l i t t l e  value for  tes t ing materials. 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory's Nave Superheater. 
u t i l i ze s  a sequential firing of many shock tubes provides good simulation 
up t o  about M = 14 w i t h  t e s t  times BB great as 15 seconds. 
Thus, although the shock tube f a c i l i t i e s  are 
The one known exception is the 
The superheater uhich 
RESPONSE OF AELATIVE MATERIALS TO SIMULATED ENTRY ENVIRONMENTS 
Research has shown that  two of t h e  important characterist ics of a good 
heat shield material are the ab i l i t y  t o  sustain high surface temperatures so 
88 t o  re ject  heat by reradiation and good insulative properties so as t o  de- 
lay heat penetration t o  t h e  i n t e r io r  of the vehicle. 
Charring Ablators 
A class of materials which has been shown t o  have these characterist ics 
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are the so-called charring ablators. 
complex manner. 
Charring ablators function i n  a very 
In  addition t o  being related t o  each other, the basic proc- 
esses and mechanism which are brought into play are intimately related t o  
the sero-thermsl environment. 
fluences the material response. 
Therefore the type of test simulation in- 
Some of the details of a charring ablator are shown i n  figure 1 5  (frm 
gef. 8). 
such (y1 phenolic, epoxy, and sil icone - f i l l e d  with organic o r  inorganic mate- 
r i a l s  in the form of powder, f ibers ,  or cloth. 
layers which resul t  during ablation. 
strate t o  which the virgin composite is bonded, 
is the  pyrolysis zone at which, due t o  the influence of heat,  t he  virgin 
material decomposes i n t o  gases and a carbonaceous residue. 
position proceeds, the carbonaceous layer,  or  char, reinforced by the f i l ler  
materials builds up t o  an appreciable thickness. 
The charring composites, in general, consist of p las t i c  resins - 
On the lef t  are typical 
A t  the bottom is  the s t ructural  sub- 
Above the virgin material 
As t he  decom- 
Finally, i f  glassy f i l l e r  
materials are used, a melt layer may exist. 
On the right are some of the processes which take place duringablation. 
Thus the potential  Pyrolysis takes place at the relat ively lou temperature. 
for  heat conduction is  not very large and if the diffusivity of the virgin 
material is  suff ic ient ly  l o w  the temperature response of t he  structure is 
slow. 
sink. 
amount of heat that must be accommodated overall  by the ablator. The 
pyrolysis gases percolate, or transpire,  through the char picking up heat 
i n  the process. 
between t h e  gases and the chars o r  between the various gaseous species. 
Within the char, conduction of heat toward the pyrolysis zone is partly 
When pyrolysis takes place the degradation process serves as  a heat 
However the heat of degradation is generally smaU compared t o  the 
There is also a possibil i ty t ha t  reactions m a y  take place 
. . . _  . . .  
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canceled by action of the transpiring gaSeE. The gases are then injected 
into the boundary layer, thereby blocking convective heat transfer t o  the 
surface. Ae the char layer becomes thicker the surface temperature rises 
and a large amount of heat is rejected by reradiation t o  space. 
is then eroded by thermal, chemical, or mechanical means such a8 sub- 
limation, oxidation, or removal by aerodynamic shear. 
The char 
Basic equations governing the response of charring ablators are shown 
i n  figure 16. 
i s  given. 
the blocking effect  of the transpiring gases. 
radiative heating which is absorbed. 
most of the radiative heating because the r e f l ec t iv i ty  of the charred surface 
it? low. The next term is  the heat input which resul ts  from the oxidation 
A t  the top, the surface energy balance, or  boundary condition, 
The convective heating is reduced by the hot wall correction and 
Next i s  tha t  portion of the 
For present materials, this i s  usually 
of the char. 
pyrolysis gases undergo a homogeneous combustion reaction i n  the boundary 
layer. On the right side is the reradiative term which is very important 
for  charring ablators, conduction into the in t e r io r  of the heat shield,  and 
a term t o  allow for  the sublimation of the char which may take place i f  t he  
temperature is sufficiently low. 
shear are not shown here -mainly because there i s  very l i t t l e  experimental 
evidence t o  indicate how these mechanisms m u s t  be treated. 
are usually treated with auxiliary equations uhich specify a m a x i m u m  char 
thickness. 
There might a lso be another term here which results when the 
The effects of pressure and aerodynemic 
A t  present, they 
An energy balance on the degrading material produces the  very general 
Except for  the term which accounts for heat disposed equation shown here. 
of by convective transport, the  equation is s i m i l a r  t o  the diffusion equation. 
This equation probably overly simplifies the mathematical formulation of the 
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prohlem a’msny auxiliary equations are required t o  account for  sll of the 
mechanisms. 
Instrumentation of Ahlators 
One of the primary diff icul t ies  that is experienced with the experimental 
evaluation of charring ablators is that several effects take place simultane- 
ously snd what one sees uhen the tea t  is completed is the  combined, or  over- 
all, effect. 
usually obacured by the pyrolysis gases or the air stream and therefore 
motion pictures do not yield much quantitative information. 
D u r i n g  the  course of the t e s t ,  the receding char surface is 
In the past, the principal type of instrumentation ut i l ized i n  ablation 
Hmever, even when thermocouples are used the 
Figure 17 
t e s t s  has been thermocouples. 
u t i l i t y  of the data is limited a d ,  i n  fact ,  sometimes erroneow. 
h a  been prepared t o  i l lus t ra te  the l a t t e r  point. 
t e s t  specimen uhich uas instrumentedwith canplete disregard for  the basic 
rules of thermometry. 
the wire in  the direction of the f lov  of heat. 
be t te r  conductors than the virgin plastic ILB is  evidenced by the degradation 
of material along the wire. There can be not doubt that erroneous temper- 
ature readings uere obtained i n  this tes t .  
There shown a sectioned 
The thermocouples vere positioned with the axes of 
The thtxmocwples are much 
Figure 18 show quantitatively the effect  of thermocouple configuration. 
Configuration (1) consists of a grooved plug w i t h  a wire running down each 
side. 
the end of the plug, the bare wires are joined at the center. 
e ters  of the wires are perpendicular t o  the heat f lm direction t o  minimize 
The wire insulation is removed and replaced with ceramic tubing. A t  
Several diam- 
the conduct effecte. Configuration (2) consists of a thermocouple potted 
i n  a hole whose axis is paral le l  t o  the heat flaw. In t h i s  caee, the wire 
insulation is  replaced with two-tube ceramic tubing. Configuration (3)'  
i s  shilar t o  configuration (2) with the  exception that  the.reain-glas8 
I .  
insulation is lef t  on the thermocouple w i r e .  The difference between the 
response of sensors (1) and (2) shove the effect  of thermocouple config- 
uration with the temperature difference being as much as 
difference between the responsee of sensor8 (2) and (3) results *an the  
difference between the conductivities of the win insulation end the cersmic 
tubing. 
1500° F. The 
Even the use of correct thermocouple technique does not yield 88 much 
information on the  performance o f  charring ablators as is desired. Among 
the item one would l i ke  t o  see recorded during a test are the surface 
recession and t h e  char thickness. The Instrument Research Division a t  
Langley has been studying instrumentation fo r  ablators and has devised 
some rather promising sensors using simple techniques. 
Figure 19 shows a make-wire gage. Makerire gage techniques have been 
ut i l ized before but with ,rather limited success. T h i s  version, which is 
intended t o  sense the interface between the virgin material and the char, 
shows considerable promise. T e n d 1  platinum wires are positioned as shown 
in a s p l i t  plug of the p l a s t i c  material. 
the formation of conductive oxides. 
the ends of the wires t o  make good contact with the char. As the  front 
of material degradation passes the ends of the wire the e l ec t r i ca l  con- 
Noble metal is used t o  prevent 
It has been found essent ia l  t o  peen 
- 1  
. ' ,  
4 .  . 
, ductivity of the material i n  contact with the ends increases end the,Aircuit  
i s  completed through the char. Conditioning circui t ry  is used t o  provide 
a constant voltage s t ep  indicating the event. 
A gage for  sensing the surface recession is s h m  i n  figure 20. A 
tungsten wire is attached t o  one leaf of a spring-loaded microswitch. 
wire i s  threaded through a molybdenum tube and knotted i n  such a fashion 
tha t  the switch is  open. 
sensor the temperature increases t o  the point where the tungsten melts and 
the switch i s  closed by the spring, giving a voltage indication of the event. 
The 
As t he  surface recedes toward the end of the 
Tungsten melts at about 4700° F so t h i s  i s  actually a temperature indicator. 
However, t he  temperature gradients are very steep near the surface and 
therefore, the b7QOo F isotherm corresponds very closely t o  the surface 
location. 
sure the surface being reached but of smal l  enough mass so that  -it would 
melt immediately upon exposure at the surface. 
I n  principle, one would make the wire refractory enough t o  en- 
Another type of surface sensor is shown by figure 21. This is a l i g h t  
pipe sensor which consists of a sappire l i gh t  pipe, an infrared f i l ter ,  and 
a photo-resistive diode. The diode decreases i n  resistance Kith increasing 
l ight .  
more capable of a sharp output. 
The infrared f i l t e r  is used t o  make the gage less sensit ive and 
A t  1000° F there i s  essent ia l ly  no out- 
put from t h i s  gage. 
due t o  the rapidly increasing temperature an output results.  
As the end of the l i gh t  pipe approaches the  surface 
Figure 22 shows the determination of char thickness with these gages. 
Recession of the char interface was sensed by the make-wire gage and reces- 
sion of the surface by the l i gh t  pipe sensor. 
two readings gives the  char thickness 86 a function of time. 
and steady-state char thickness were verified by measurements of char thick- 
ness on sectioned specimens tes ted fo r  10, 20, and 30 seconds. 
The difference between the 
The magnitude 
In addition t o  sensors such as these, research i s  being performed by 
The several organizations on sensors which u t i l i z e  radioactive elements. 
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change i n  measured radioactivity is used as a means of locating the  surface 
and the  char interface.  
The most careful simulation of entry heating on a charring ablator 
w i l l  not yield the  detailed information regarding the  ablation processes 
unless su i tab le  ablation sensors a re  developed. 
Effect of Radiative Heating 
Unfortunately there  i s  a dearth of useful experimental data fran com- 
bined convective and radiative t e s t s  - principally because of t he  lack of 
adequate f a c i l i t i e s .  
the  resistance-heated graphite radiator previously described ( re f .  5). The 
e f f ic ienc ies  of t h ree  materials - Teflon, Fluorogreen, and phenolic-nylon - 
are  given as a function of t he  t o t a l  cold-wall heating rate. Efficiency o r  
effectiveness w i l l  be used i n  succeeding figures and is defined as the  t o t a l  
cold-wall heat input which can be accanmodated by a pound of material before 
reaching a specified back-surface temperature - which was 300' F i n  t h i s  
case. 
and combined convective and radiative heating. 
periences radiative heating alone o r  combined radiative and convective heat- 
ing its efficiency drops considerably f romthe  l eve l  t h a t  would have been 
obtained with convective heating only. This is a t t r ibu ted  t o  the  t h e m a l  
transparency of te f lon .  Fluorogreen is essent ia l ly  Teflon w i t h  additives 
tha t  increase the  opaqueness t o  thermal radiation. 
convective heating alone is t h e  same as fo r  Teflon, rad ia t ive  heating produces 
much less decrease i n  efficiency. 
Figure 23 shows some r e su l t s  obtained by Langley using 
Data are  shown f o r  radiative heating alone, convective heating alone, 
Briefly,  when te f lon  ex- 
Although t h e  result with 
Finally,  f o r  t h e  phenolic-nylon material, it is seen t h a t  over the  t e s t  
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range of heating rates  about the same efficiency is  obtained regardless of 
the type of heating, 
of what would happen i n  a f l i gh t  situation. I n  these tests the enthalpy was 
quite low and therefore the ablation blocking mechanism was not very signif-  
icant. 
radiative heating, the simulation w e s  not adequate. 
However these r e m l t a  are  not believed t o  be indicative 
Inasmuch aa it is t h i s  blocking mechanism tha t  is  moat affected by 
Figure 24 shows some calculated results (ref .  11) which probably provide 
The ordinate is dimen- a clearer picture of the effect  of radiative heating. 
sionless heat of ablation, which is a gage of material performance, and is 
defined by the equation where 
a nonablating body and % i s  the radiative heating. The abscissa i s  
the dimensionless enthalpy difference. 
the net radiative heating - t h a t  is ,  the radiative input minus reradiation - 
t o  the hot wall convective rate .  The curve marked for  the zero value of 
the r a t i o  i s  for  convective heating only. 
of ablation decreases by a substantial  amount. 
qo is  hot-wall convective heating rate  t o  
The quantity + qo i s  the r a t i o  of / 
As the  r a t i o  increases, the heat 
This results becauee the 
gases tha t  the ablating surface injects  into the boundary layer generally 
do not block radiative heating. More mass is injected into the boundary 
layer than would be the case if all the heating were convective. 
values of the r a t i o  result when t h e  reradiative rates  are higher than the 
radiative input. 
Negative 
In t h i s  instance, there is an increase in  heat of ablation. 
Thus it can be seen that  the effect of radiative heating depends c r i t i c a l l y  
upon the relat ive magnitudes of the radiative and convective heating and the 
enthalpy difference. 
Another aspect of t h i s  problem is the  effect  of radiative heating i n  a 
situation where char oxidation is  significant 88 it may be for  charring abla- 
tor .  A t  the higher temperatures, oxidation is a function of the rate  of 
. - .  . , .  . .  
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diffusion of oxygen t o  the surface. In  turn, the diffusion of oqgen is 
related t o  convective heating. Just  88 m a s s  injection blocks convective 
heating, it also interferes with the diffusion of oxygen t o  the ablator 
surface. 
component of heating w i l l  lessen the char oxidation. 
and convective heating should result i n  less severe oxidation than an equal 
amount of convective heating only. 
Therefore, the mass injection which results from the radiative 
Combined radiative 
Effect of Convective Heating 
Heat shield efficiency changes greatly with variation of t he  entry 
environment and the various materials respond differently t o  these varia- 
t ions as shown by figure 25. 
thermal efficiency of two good heat shield materials is  plotted 88 a 
function of changes i n  an important environmental; for  example, an increase 
in  velocity, or  enthalpy, from orb i t a l  t o  escape speed, such as going fran 
the Mercury t o  the Apollo mission. 
ing r a t e ,  surface oxidation, and shear. 
I n  each of the four graphs, the change in  
Also considered are changes i n  the heat- 
Figure 26 show qualitatively the effect of oxidation on char erosion. 
The sectioned specimens shown here were tes ted i n  an arc Je t  condition that  
was nut energetic enough t o  remove char by means of pressure or  shear forces. 
In addition, the surface temperatures experienced by these specimens were 
not high enough t o  resul t  i n  the sublimation of char. 
of char erosion was oxidation. 
The principal means 
The speoimens were made of the same material and were of the same shape 
and size. They were subjected t o  the same heating conditions for  the same 
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period of time. 
ages of the stream. 
purposes. 
The only differences in the tests were the oxygen percent- 
The original specimen outlines are shown for  reference 
The specimen on the lef t  w a s  tes ted i n  a 100-percent nitrogen stream. 
This specimen, which shows a small change in  s i ze  and pract ical ly  no change 
in  shape, l o s t  about 47 percent of the or iginal  mass. 
size  is believed 'to have resulted from shrinkage which occurs when t h i s  
material pyrolyzes; 
content by weight w a s  90-percent nitrogen and 10-percent oxygen. 
i n  s ize  i s  more substantial  and there is a significant change in  shape. 
t o t a l  mass loss i n  t h i s  test w a s  about 56 percent. 
on the right was tes ted L- air. 
shape. 
a lso reveals that  the char thickness is inversely related t o  the oxygen con- 
tent with t h e  thickest  char being developed i n  the nitrogen stream. 
The small change in  
The specimen in  the middle w a s  tes ted in  a stream whose 
The change 
The 
Finally, t he  specimen 
Eere there i s  a drastic change i n  s i ze  and 
The m a s s  loss for  t h i s  case was  68 percent. A closer examination 
Effects such as these have a marked influence on the efficiency of a 
material as can be seen in  figure 27. Thermal effectiveness of a phenolic- 
nylon material is plotted as a function of cold-wall heating r a t e  for  tests 
in  streams of four different compositions. 
ness is about 6000 Btu/lb and is a very weak function of heating rate. For 
t e s t s  i n  nitrogen, the effectiveness i s  from 2 t o  3 times as great 85 obtained 
i n  the tests i n  a i r  for  the range of heating rates  shown and is strongly 
influenced by heating rate .  
For tests i n  a i r ,  the effective- 
Figure 28 shows a comparison of calculated and experimental oxidation 
effects .  
of stream oxygen content for  a single heating rate. Calculated data are 
sham for enthalpies ranging from 3,000 t o  25,000 Btu/lb - corresponding 
I n  this case, the material effectiveness is plotted as a function 
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t o  a l a w  enthalpy test  condition and the enthalpy associatedxi th  entry a t  
escape velocity. 
agreement between experiment and theory. More important, however, is the 
conclusion tha t  the major oxidation effects occur at the lower enthalpies. 
Experimental data taken a t  3,000 Btu/lb indicated fair 
I f  high enthalpy char oxidation is  t o  be simulated in a l ow enthslpy 
f a c i l i t y ,  the stream oxygen content must be reduced. 
indicate a more deleterious effect  than would be obtained i n  f l ight .  
Tests i n  air would 
This 
also emphasiaes the attention which must be given t o  producing the proper 
surface chemistry uhen simulating heating. 
The oxidation effect  just shown for  phenolic nylon might not appear 
when dealing with another material. 
similar series of tests on a si l icone resin with glass f i l l e r s .  
effectiveness i s  plotted as a function of heating rate. 
t o  note here is  that  the stream composition generally speaking has a rather 
negligible effect  on the performance of the material. 
ial does show a heating r a t e  effect .  
layer is  formed at the surface. 
Figure29 shows the results of a 
Again 
The f irst  thing 
However t h i s  mater- 
When t h i s  material ablates,  a glassy 
As the heating rate ,  and i n  tu rn  the sur- 
face temperature, increases, the glasdy layer becomes less viscous and i s  
rapidly removed by aerodynamic forces. 
a t  about 150 Btu/ft2-sec. 
The maximum efficiency i s  produced 
I f  one were considering t h i s  material and the previously discussed 
phenolic-nylon material for  a f l i gh t  application and made screening t e s t s  
i n  a i r  t o  determine which material w a s  best ,  he might erroneouely conclude 
that  the si l icone material was much be t t e r  than the phenolic-nylon material. 
Actually, i f  proper consideration i s  given to the fact  t ha t  the t e s t  of 
phenolic nylon i n  air is more severe then would be experienced in f l ight ,  
one concludes that  up t o  a heating rate of 150 Btu/ft*-sec the efficiencies 
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would be about the same. 
Figure 30 shows a comparison of calculated and experimental heating rate 
effects  for  the si l icone material. The experimental data curve is the average 
of data taken a t  3,000 Btullb. 
3,000 and 25,000 Btullb. The test specimens on which t h e  experimental data 
were taken had calorimeters on the back surfaces. 
here do not include the effect  of the calorimeter. However since this figure 
was made, the effect of t he  calorimeter has been included and the calculated 
curve for  3,000 Btu/lb shif ted s l ight ly  t o  the  right and s l igh t ly  above the 
data curve shonn here. The significant feature of t h i s  figure is the indi- 
cation tha t  it is possible t o  analytically predict the heating rate effect .  
If one can predict t e s t  resul ts ,  one can extrapolate t o  conditions more 
severe than the t e s t  environment with much greater confidence. 
Calculations are  sham fo r  two enthalpies. 
The calculations show 
Mechanical Erosion of Char 
The next item t o  be discussed i s  the erosion of char by aerodynamic shear. 
This is a phenomenon that i s  not presently w e l l  understood but which can be 
demonstrated t o  be very significant.  Manned vehicles experience long heat- 
ing periods and i n  order t o  improve ablation material insulative qual i t ies  
so as t o  provide protection fo r  long heating times, there has been a trend 
toward decreasing material density. This has been shown t o  increase the 
effectiveness of the materials. However the chars which are produced by 
the  low-density materials m a y  be quite f ragi le .  
shear forces experienced i n  a manned entry mey result in substantial  erosion 
of the char and a drast ic  decrease i n  the material efficiency. 
Even the l o w  t o  moderate 
.- . : f 
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Figure 31 shows sectioned test specimens subjected t o  different shear 
levels. 
forced epoxy resin. 
3 w a s  about 32 l b / f t  . 
is indicated here. 
purposes. A t  the  low shear level ,  the phenolic material experienced no 
diff icul ty ,  whereas the  epoxy material experienced siLplificant erosion. 
the high shear level ,  the difference i n  performance is greatly magnified - 
particularly when one notes tha t  the phenolic material was exposed about 
four t i m e s  as long. 
Two materials were tested,  a molded phenolic-nylon and a glass rein- 
3 The phenolic material w a s  36 l b / f t  and the epoxy material 
However there was a vast difference i n  char strength as 
The original specimen prof i les  are shown f o r  reference 
A t  
The reason for pointing out these ahear t e s t s  is t h a t ,  i n  the past ,  
experimenters have been obsessed with producing high enthalpy test devices. 
I n  many instances, the high enthalpy devices u t i l i z e  very low maas flows 
and produce negligible shear on specimens. Phenomena such as shown here 
can be completely overlooked i n  such cases. 
AEI a matter of f ac t ,  some thought is  now being devoted t o  the considera- 
t i on  of duplication i n  terms of what the ablating surface feels rather than 
devoting so much attention t o  the simulation of free-stream parameters. 
ure 32 shows some of the inputs t o  the surface of the material. 
are thermal, chemical, and mechanical. The thermal inputs shown here are 
the absorbed radiative heating and the net convective heating. 
input i s  the rate  of diffusion of oxygen. 
pressure and the shear. 
Fig- 
The inputs 
The chemical 
The mechanical inputs are the 
First-order approximations show that  the inputs are related as shown. 
The denominators are the enthalpy, concentration, and velocity differences 
across the boundary layer. 
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Some preliminary tes t ing has been done ut i l iz ing t h i s  approach. The 
results are shown i n  figure 33. 
which produced the t e s t  conditions shown here. 
l y  instal led and control equipment i s  presently lacking, the oxygen concen- 
t r a t ion  was high. 
were as shown. Calculations w e r e  made t o  determine what the t e s t  condi- 
t ions,  other than enthalpy, should be i n  order t o  produce similar results. 
A specimen tes ted under the calculated conditions in  the law enthalpy 
f ac i l i t y  produced the l i s t e d  resul ts  which ere quite similar t o  the high 
enthalpy results.  
A test was made in  a high enthalpy f a c i l i t y  
Because the f a c i l i t y  is new- 
The test results obtained on a phenolic-nylon specimen 
Figure 34 shows the sectioned test specimens t o  further demonstrate 
the similari ty.  
that  more attention should be devoted t o  t h i s  approach t o  simulation. 
i s  quite possible that  present f a c i l i t i e s ,  limited as they are ,  can produce 
more meaningful t e s t  data. 
Admittedly these are preliminary data, but it is believed 
It 
F'LIGHT TESTS OF ABLATIVE MATERIALS 
Up t o  now, ground tests have been discussed exclusively. In s p i t e  o f ,  
the vast number of ground tests, they are ,  at best, p a r t i a  simulations of 
many effects.  
analytical  prediction, or a simulation technique, m u s t  be accomplished by 
f l ight  tes ts .  
u t i l izat ion of ground t e s t  results. 
The f i n a l  verification of a heat shield design, o r  of an 
Flight tests provide the necessary confidence factor  for  the 
An exemple of the type of test of interest  is the pending test of 
charring ablator i n  a high enthalpy reentry environment which cannot presently 
be simulated on the ground. The booster t ha t  i s  t o  be u t i l i zed  i n  this test 
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i s  the fou r s t age  Scout booster. 
rocket, i s  added t o  the payload. 
load upward t o  the desired position and the remaining three rockets drive 
the payload in to  the ear th 's  atmosphere a t  a velocity of about 28,000 fps .  
t y =-7.50, -- * -165 psf.) 
A f i f t h  stage,  i n  the form of a spherical 
Two rockets are f i r ed  t o  propel the pay- 
GOA 
Figure 35 is a picture of the payload with the components separated. 
The 18-inch-diameter aft end of the payload is at the l e f t  of t he  photo- 
graph where interstage structure can be seen attached t o  the  spherical motor. 
These components are separated before reentry. 
t o  the right of the spherical motor. 
ing. 
of magnesium covered with Teflon for  thermal protection. 
i s  the payload battery pack. 
extreme right is the primary experiment. 
i s  bonded t o  a s t e e l  shel l .  The ablator i s  well  instrumented with thermo- 
couples and the previously described ablation sensors. 
The instrumentation deck is  
Next is the instrumentation deck hous- 
The white truncated cone i s  the payload afterbody which i s  constructed 
The next component 
The Il-inch-diameter payload nose cap at t he  
A low-density charring ablator 
Considerable ground t e s t  data for  the material were generated. In some 
of the t e s t s ,  excessive char erosion w a s  apparent. 
ure mechanism could not be determined. 
organizations made predictions of how the material would perfirm i n  the 
flight t e s t .  
shield material remaining i s  plotted against time, measured from the begin- 
ning of heating. 
shaded band shows the range of predictions. A t  the top edge of the band 
where success is predicted, the prediction procedure w a s  almost ent i re ly  
empirical t o  the extent of employing an unreal is t ic  ablation model with 
empirically determined characterist ics.  
However, the actual fail- 
Using available data, several 
"he resul ts  were as shown i n  figure 36. The amount of heat 
The heating pulse i s  shoxn f o r  reference purposes. The 
A t  the  bottom edge of the band, 
the heat shield is  predicted t o  fa i l  before peek heating. 
more reasonable ablation model w a s  u t i l ized v l th  correlated test data t o  
prescribe char removal. 
different from the entry environment. 
tween these two extremes but most of them predicted failure near the end 
of heating. 
In  this case, a 
The data however were taken at conditions somevhat 
Several other predictions f e l l  be- 
This is a very graphic example of the wide variation i n  results t h a t  
are obtained when t e s t  data are extrapolated considerably beyond the range 
of parameters of the tests i n  which the data are taken. 
be pointed out that  the performance of th i s  material could not be character- 
ized t o  the desired extent before the predictions were made. 
However, it should 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The effects of several environmental parameters on the behavior of abla- 
t ion materials have been examined. 
e ters  such as enthalpy, pressure, heating rate ,  aerodynamic shear, and so 
forth,  affect  material performance. 
depends t o  a large extent upon the type of material. 
ly possible t o  simulate several environment effects simultaneously, the 
primary inputs m u s t  be determined and the test simulation m u s t  account for  
the effects of these inputs. 
characterized by t e s t  and analysis t o  determine which of the m y  environ- 
mental inputs are the most significant. 
Practically all the  entry heating param- 
However, the significance o f t h e  effects  
Inasmuch as it is rare- 
The particular materials of concern must be 
It must also be evident t ha t  extrapolation of experimental data t o  an 
environment considerably more severe than the t e s t  environment can lead t o  
erroneous conclusions. A d m i t t e d l y  at the present time, extrapolation must 
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generally’be resorted t o  for the most advanced entry missions. However, by 
combining careful characterization of materials in less severe environments 
with analytical predictions o f  behavior in the flight environment, one mey  
develop procedures that can result in adequate heat shield designs. 
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DETECTION OF, AND COMMUNICATION WITH SPACE 
VEHICLES DURING ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY; PROBLEMS 
IN SIMULATION 
by 
S. C. Lin 
* 
Avco-Everett Research Laboratory 
INTRODUCTION 
In considering the problem of communicating with outer space and de- 
tection of spacecraft from the ground, one usually has t o  worry about only 
the propagation characterist ics of eLectromagnetic waves of vacuum wave- 
length f a l l i ng  within ei ther  one of the two w e l l  known "atmospheric win- 
dows," namely; (1) the "optical window" extending fran about 0.3 microns 
t o  a few microns, and (2) the "RF window" extending from a few milfirnetem 
t o  about 30 meters i n  the wavelength scale. However, during entry (or  re- 
entry) of a spacecraft into the earth 's  atmosphere, there exis ts  two phy- 
s i c a l  phenomena which tend t o  complicate the canmunication problem on the 
one hand, and t o  simplify the detection problem on the other hand. 
To explain these phenomena, l e t  us take a look a t  the hypersonlc 
flow f i e l d  around a typical vehicle depicted i n  Figure 1. 
drawing is reproduced from a paper published by Professor Lester Lees 
of California Ins t i t u t e  of Technology i n  1962 (Ref. 1). 
sphere is used here 8s an example for  the sake of simplicity, the 
This schematic 
Even thowh a 
* Now Professor of Engineering Physics, University of California, a t  
San Fiego, La Jolla, California. 
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general features of the f l o w  f i e l d  are quite characterist ic of those 
of the hypersonic flow around a r e a l i s t i c  Spacecraft, such as the Mercury 
capsule and the planned Apollo re-entry vehicle. 
Lees, one of the most s t r iking features of the flow f i e l d  around such 
a blunt object at hypersonic speed is the bar shock wave. This shock 
wave, nearly parabolic i n  shape, is first formed i n  front of the re- 
entering spacecraft at a l t i tudes of the order of 300,000 t o  hO0,OOO 
f%, depending on the  size of the spacecraft. 
the strong, nearly normal portion of the bow shock wave, i s  compressed 
and heated irreversibly by the shock, and forms an outer wake behind the 
body. The temperature and density of the gas behind the  apex of the bow 
shock wave, where the gas is practically stagnant, is i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  
Fig. 2. This figure is reconstructed frm 8 paper by B. Kivel, dsted 
1959.2 The temperature and density shown here as functions of f l ight  
velocity and a l t i t ude  were based on a local equilibrium adiabatic shock 
compression process. 
a l t i tude relationships for  two typical  spacecraft8 during re-entry; 
namely, a Mars probe and a near-orbit earth satellite. It is  Been that  
the gas temperature i n  the stagnation region, t h a t  is, the  region behind 
the apex of the bow shock wave, is typically of the order of 6,000 t o  
15,000'K. After the shock compression, the gas %-expands as it accel- 
erates around the s ide of the spacecraft so that the  temperature i n  the 
other part  of the flow f i e l d  may be expected t o  be sanewhat lower. 
ever, even after isentropic expansion back t o  ambient pressure, which 
occur 
the gas temperature would st i l l  remain at about h500'K at s a t e l l i t e  ve- 
l oc i ty  and at about 7000'K at the Mars probe velocity. 
AB noted by Professor 
The gas t h a t  traverses 
The dotted l ines  i l l u s t r a t ed  sane typical  velocity- 
How- 
i n  a distance of about 50 t o  100 diemeters behind the spacecraft, 
At these high 
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temperatures, air, which i s  normally transparent through the  v i s ib l e  
par t  of t he  spectrum, becomes highly dissociated, ionized and opt ica l ly  
active. T h i s  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Fig. 3 and 4, which depict t he  chemical 
composition of air behind the  nozznal shock wave up t o  s a t e l l i t e  velocity, 
and the  spontaneous emission in tens i ty  up t o  18,OOO”K temperature under 
the  condition of thermodynamic equilibrium. 
which amounts t o  many kilowatts or even megawatts per l i t e r  of t he  high 
temperature a i r ,  i s  given out mostly i n  the  v i s ib l e  part of t he  spectrum, 
it becomes a bothersome background noise when one tries t o  communicate 
wi th  a spacecraft through the  “optical  window” of the atmosphere. On 
the  other hand, t h i s  strong radiation a l so  serves as a na tura l  beacon 
announcing t h e  a r r iva l  of the  spacecraft 86 it enters t he  earth’s atmo- 
sphere. An example of t h i s  phenomenon is i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Fig. 5 ,  which 
Since t h i s  emitted radiation, 
shows a b a l l i s t i c  camera t r ace  of a missile nose cone as recorded by 
the Avco hrere t t  Research Laboratory over the  south A t l a n t i ~ . ~  This 
photograph waa taken with an open shut te r  camera i n  much the  same way 
as i n  the  recording of luminous meteor trails. 
The second physical phenomenon which complicates t he  communication 
problem of hypersonic flight is  the ionization phenomenon. A t  satellite 
velocity,  the  degree of ionization behind a normal shock under t h e  con- 
dit ions of thermodynamic equilibrium is about 0.1%. 
the degree of ionization is  correspondingly higher (see Fig. 6 and Ref. 
5). Even at the  degree of ionization of 0.16, t h e  high temperature air 
i s  already a be t t e r  conductor of e l ec t r i c i ty  than sea water by a fac tor  
of about 100. 
ionization corresponds t o  5 x 1013 electrons per cubic centimeter be- 
hind a bow shock a t  an a l t i t ude  of 40 miles. This i s  about 10 times 
A t  higher ve loc i t ies ,  
I n  terms of number of f ree  e b c t r o n s  present, a 0.1% 
8 
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greater .than the maximum electron density found i n  the ionosphere. Thus, 
a re-entering s a t e l l i t e  would soon find itself engulfed i n  a plasma sheet 
which is practically impenetrable t o  radio frequency electromagnetic 
radiation. This gives r i s e  t o  the so-called “comuuication black-out” 
phenomenon, which normally occupies the essential  par t  of the re-entry 
period, 
Even though the thermal ionization phenomenon j u s t  mentioned does 
not make the gas emit strongly i n  the radio frequency part of the elec- 
tromagnetic spectrum, it nevertheless manifests itself i n  the detection 
problem in  another way; namely, as the ionized gas expands around the 
side of the spacecraft into the wake, the electrons that  are  produced 
by the bow shock wave do not disappear immediately. Instead, they re- 
combine at a f i n i t e  r a t e  and hence pers is t  over considerable distances 
behind the spacecraft. For spacecrafts of suff ic ient ly  large sizes,  the 
wake f low often becomes turbulent even at relatively high al t i tudes (see 
Refs. 1 and 6) .  As the ionized gas produced by the bow shock wave i s  
inhomogeneously mixed with the cold ambient air in the turbulent f low 
f i e ld ,  the resultant gas mixture becomes a very good scat terer  of radio 
frequency electromagnetic r a d i a t i ~ n . ~  This is  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  Fig. 7, 
which shows the strong radio echoes observed by Lin, Goldberg, and 
Janney during re-entry of the MA-6 Mercury capsule carrying Lt.  Col. 
John Glenn in  his f i r s t  o rb i t a l  f l ight  on February 20, 1962. 
frequency employed i n  t h i s  case was 30 Mc/S and the al t i tude of the 
Mercury capsule during the observation was  about 230,000 f t .  
several seconds before and after the Mercury capsule passed overhead 
the observation s ta t ion,  the equivalent back-scattering cross section 
of the turbulent wake of the Mercury capsule was found t o  be several 
0 
The radio 
For 
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thousand times greater than the bare-body cross section of the  Mercury 
capsule i t s e l f  i n  f ree  space. 
COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH IOKtZED SHOCK LAYERS 
AND WAlCES 
With the above introductory remarks, we sha l l  now examine the fun- 
damental problems related t o  the radiation and ionization phenomena. 
In  particular,  we  sha l l  t r y  t o  identify the various physical quantities 
which govern the absolute intensi t ies  of these phenomena. 
the f ac t  t ha t  the problems of communication through the optical  window 
and through the RF window of the atmosphere &e somewhat different 
(even though the fundamental processes are somewhat re la ted) ,  we sha l l  
consider these two problems separately. 
"communication" i n  a somewhat general sense t o  include both the prob- 
lems of detection and of signal-sending. 
In v i e w  of 
Here we are using the word 
Communication Through the Outical Window: The problem of commun- 
ication through the optical  window invariably involves the question of 
absolute spectral  emissivity of the high temperature air produced i n  
a hypersonic flow f ie ld .  
heated air, nitrogen and omgen i s  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  Fig. 8. It is Been 
that  the spectra generally consist of intense molecular bands, atcmic 
l ines ,  and continua of various origins which spread over the major por- 
t ion of the visible spectrum. 
during re-entry, one is most interested i n  those parts of the spectrum 
where the emission is  the strongest i n  order t o  select  the most suitable 
optical  sensor. 
A typ ica l  set of emission spectra frcm shock- 
In  the problem of detection of spacecraft 
On the contrary, i n  the signal-sending problem, one is 
4x4- 
interested in  the other par ts  of the spectrum where the emission is 
t h e  weakest so that  the background noise within the communication 
channel (e.g., a narrow-band laser beem) can be avoided as much as 
possible. 
the absorption coefficient of the high temperature gas i n  the same 
spectral  region, so that  the sending of optical  signals through the 
shock layer can be made with a minimum amount of attenuatioti. 
In t h i s  latter problem, one is  a l s o  interested i n  knowing 
In order t o  determine the absolute spectral  emissivity and absorb- 
t i v i t y  in  the various par ts  of the hypersonic flow f i e ld ,  it is necessary 
f i r s t  of all t o  know the thermodynamic s t a t e  of the gas in  the various 
parts of the flow field.  
kinetic processes which determine the relat ive concentration of the  
different chemical species which participate in  the emission and ab- 
sorption processes. 
excitation mechanisms of the various energy s t a t e s  for  each chemical 
species.) 
energy s t a t e s  of the different chemical species, one needs t o  know 
further the absolute optical  transit ion probabili t ies associated with 
various molecular bands and atomic lines. 
Communication Through the RF Window: 
Secondly, one has t o  know a l l  the chemical 
(This includes also the excitation and de- 
Finally, a f t e r  knowing the relat ive population of the various 
Due t o  the great disparity 
between the atomic length scale and the wavelength of radio frequency 
electromagnetic waves, the bound s t a t e s  of atoms and molecules generally 
do not absorb strongly in  the radio frequency par t  of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. 
essentially involves the presence of f ree  electrons in  the high tem- 
perature gas. 
Therefore, the communication problem through t h e  RF window 
The problem of propagation of radio waves through ianized medium 
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has been a subject of intense study a t  the turn  of t h i s  century by 
physicists and geophysicists, such as Lorentz, Appleton, Chapnan, 
Sellmeyer , Heavyside, Hartree and others. lo* l1 More recently, t h i s  
12, 13 has a l so  been a subject of intense study by plasma physicists,  
but i n  t h i s  l a t t e r  case the  in te res t  has mainly been centered around 
t h e  problems of wave propagation and emission i n  a highly ionized gas 
i n  the  presence of a strong magnetic field.  
however, it suf f ices  t o  go back t o  the  c laes ica l  dispersion formulae 
as derived by Lorentz and others t o  i l l u s t r a t e  t he  point. 
In  the  present discussion, 
The propagation of a plane wave of amplitude 9 i n  a dispersive 
medium can i n  general be represented by the following equation: 
where 
4 n 5  112 y = n - i k = ( Z -  i y )  
i n  the  complex propagation constant; w is the  angular frequency; and 
* = C/w is the  free-space wavelength dived by 2 n. The r ea l  par t  
of t he  propagation constant n ,  known as the  "refractive index.'' 
determines the  velocity of propagation; while t he  imaginary par t  k, 
known as the  "extinction coefficient ," determines the rate at which 
the  amplitude of t he  electromagnetic wave attenuates with distance 
along the  direction of propagation 0 .  The re f rac t ive  index n and the  
extinction coefficient k are  i n  turn related t o  the  d ie lec t r ic  constant 
E 
For an ionized gas i n  the  absence of a strong magnetic f i e l d ,  t he  die- 
l e c t r i c  constant and the e l ec t r i ca l  conductivity a re  respectively given 
and the  e l ec t r i ca l  conductivity o through the  second ha l f  of Eq. (2). 
-1X-8- 
by (according t o  Lorentz, as modified by SeUmeyer, see Ref. 9 )  
I n  the above expression, w 
l inear ly  proportional t o  the square root of the number density of free 
electrons n such that  (e being the electron charge, and me being the 
electron mass ) 
is the  angular plasma frequency, which i s  P 
e’ 
2 
, ,2 P = m e ne 
The quantity V , known as the electron coll ision frequency, on the other 
hand, is a complicated averaged quantity which measures the rate  of 
damping of t he  organized electron motion due t o  coll isions with the 
gas molecules, atms and positive ions.” However, i n  a di lute  ionized 
gas, one may write BB an approximation 
SI where Fe i s  the mean thermal velocity of the electrons, n and 
are respectively the number density and velocity-averaged momentum 
transfer  cross section for  coll ision between an electron and the type-j 
par t ic le  i n  the ionized gas. 
particles except the electrons. 
SI 
The summation sign is t o  extend over all 
\ 
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From the  above expressions, it is seen tha t  t he  r a t e  of attenuation 
of electromagnetic waves generally increases with the  electron number 
density and with the  gas density. 
In 1956, the  author has made some rough estimates of t h e  amount of 
attenuation of radio frequency electromagnetic waves t o  be expected 
through the  shock layer  and through the  wake,14 using the  above die- 
persion formulea and t h e  then incomplete information concerning the  
properties of the  hypersonic flow f ie ld .  The results are  reproduced 
here i n  Figs. 9, lO(a) and (b) .  The surprising conclusion w a s  t ha t  even 
at re-entry velocity corresponding t o  tha t  of long range missiles (i.e., 
somewhat below the s a t e l l i t e  velocity) , it appeared very d i f f i c u l t  t o  
overcome the”communication blackout” phenomenon during re-entry, except 
perhaps through the use of extremely-low or extremely-high radio fre- 
quencies. 
molecular properties of high temperature a i r  as well as t he  hypersonic 
flow f i e l d  was too incomplete and uncertain at t h a t  t i m e  t o  allow one 
t o  consider such estimates very quantitative. To obtain quantitative 
information, one needs t o  ‘know again the  precise thermodynamic state 
of t h e  gas i n  the  various parts of t he  flow f i e l d ;  the  chemical k ine t ic  
However, the  basic information concerning the  atcmic and 
processes which govern the  rates of production and of disappearance of 
f ree  electrons; t he  momentum t ransfer  cross sections of t he  various 
chemical species i n  much the  same order as i n  the  opt ica l  communication 
problem. 
THE PROBLEM OF SIMULkTION 
From the  foregoing discussion it is  quite c lear  t h a t  t he  problem 
4x-10- 
of communication with a spacecraft during a re-entry crosses msny f ie lds .  
Its solution requires a simultaneous treatment of t he  f l u i d  dynamics 
problem, the  chemical kinetics problem, and t h e  problem of propaga- 
t i on  of electromagnetic waves i n  an inhanogeneous hypersonic flow f ie ld .  
Because of the  complexity of t he  problem, there  naturally arises the 
question of whether one can obtain an analogue-type solution t o  the  
overall  problem through the  use of properly constructed scale model i n  
the laboratory without going in to  t h e  intermediate steps of understanding 
the  various processes. 
the  re-entry communication problem can be eas i ly  simulated. 
t h e  answer seems t o  be discouragingly negative as far as d i r ec t  simulation 
i s  concerned. The reasons a re  many. For one thing, t he  chemical k ine t ic  
processes which govern the thermodynamic and chemical properties of  t he  
flow f i e l d  do not have a simple density dependence. 
endothermic processes which govern the  dissociation and ionization rates 
of air  i n  the  shock compression region mainly involve binary co l l i s ions ,  
I n  other words, there  i s  a question of whether 
Unfortunately, 
For example, t he  
whereas the  exothermic processes which govern the  atomic recombination 
r a t e  and t h e  electron attachment rate i n  the  expansion region mostly 
involve ternary coll isions.  For binary reactions,  t he  instantaneous 
ra tes  depend on t he  square of the  loca l  gas density; while f o r  ternary 
reactions,  the instantaneous rates depend on the  cube of t he  loca l  gaa 
density. This is i l l u s t r a t e d  by Fig. 11, which shows t h e  various re- 
gions i n  the  model s i ze  versus gas density plot i n  which the  scaling of 
t h e  chemical reaction r a t e s  i n  the  hypersonic wake is e i the r  binary, 
ternary,  o r  a combination of both.15 For another thing, i n  the  pro- 
pagation problem, the  refractive index n and the  extinction coeffic - 
i en t  K not have a simple density and wavelength dependence (see Eqs. 
-1x-11- 
1 through 6) .  Therefore, i n  order t o  obtain f u l l  simulation o f  a l l  the 
phenomena, one must duplicate the  physical dimension of t he  spacecrafi ,  
t he  f r ee  stream conditions, and the electromagnetic wavelength at the  
same time. 
While the  problem of full simulation appears very d i f f i c u l t ,  i f  not 
impossible, it is fortunate t h a t  there  i s  a na tura l  separation between 
the  dynamics aspect of the  hypersonic flow problem and t h e  chemical 
physics aspect of the  hypersonic flow problem, i n  the sense t h a t  the  
pressure and velocity d is t r ibu t ions  a re  r e l a t ive ly  insens i t ive  t o  the  
equation of s t a t e  of the  gas. Similarly, there  also exists a natural  
separation between the f l u i d  dynamics problem and the  electromagnetic 
problem of propagation, t o  the  extent t ha t  within limits of the  electro- 
magnetic wave power density there i s  very l i t t l e  interaction between the  
two phenomena. 
of the  problem qui te  separately and t o  carry out p a r t i a l  simulation 
whenever appropriate. 
This, i n  e f f e c t ,  allows one t o  t r e a t  t he  three aspects 
Final answer t o  the overall  problem can then be  
obtained through synthesis. 
done : 
We s h a l l  now i l l u s t r a t e  how this can be 
Referring again t o  the  schematic drawing of the  hypersonic flow 
f i e l d  shown i n  Fig. 1, the pressure f i e l d  i s  mostly controlled by the 
shape of t he  bow shock (see Ref. 1). Due t o  continuous decrease i n  
strength of the bow shock wave away from the  apex, the  chemical re- 
action and excitation processes occur mostly i n  those pa r t s  of the  
f l u i d  which are closest  t o  t he  f l i gh t  axis of t he  r e e n t e r i n g  space- 
c ra f t  ( t h a t  is, the  high enthalpy gas that has been proceesed by t h e  
nearly normal portion of the  bow shock wave]. 
of t h i s  gas is s m a l l  compared with t h e  total m a s s  of a i r  engulfed by 
Since t h e  t o t a l  mass 
.. . . .  ' . , . I .:* 
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the bow shock wave, it has relatively l i t t l e  effect  on the overall 
pressure f i e l d  of the hypersonic flow. On the other hand, the bulk 
of the gas which passed through the outer and relat ive weak part  of 
the bow shock wave experiences l i t t l e  temperature change end hence has 
l i t t l e  chemical activity.  
the hypersonic flow f i e ld  can be determined quite reliably through 
the application of hypersonic flow theories t ha t  have been developed 
for  perfect gases of constant specific heats.16 From the pressure 
f i e l d  80 determined, the velocity f i e l d  for  the high enthalpy flow 
near the f l i gh t  axis can in  turn be-determined from the (nearly one- 
dimensional) equation of motion. 
f i e lds ,  the t i m e  history of chemical reactions following each f luid 
element can then be determined i f  a l l  the chemical kinet ic  and excit- 
ation r a t e  constants were known.11 Knowing the distribution of chemical 
species i n  the high enthalpy f low,  the electromagnetic properties of 
Thus, the pressure distribution throughout 
From the known pressure and velocity 
I 
the hypersonic flow f i e ld  can i n  turn be calculated fran the atomic and 
molecular properties of the various chemical species. Fromthe known 
distribution of e l ec t r i ca l  properties of the flow f i e ld ,  a f ina l  s i m -  
ulation of the electromhgnetic propagation can be made through the use 
of models made of suitable dielectr ic  o r  diamagnetic material which 
duplicate the distribution of the complex propagation constant of the 
flow f ie ld .  
What we jus t  proposed is  in  effect  t o  subdivide the ent i re  simula- 
t ion problem into three separate parts;  namely, ( i )  an aerodynsmic 
simulation t o  determine the pressure and velocity f i e ld ,  using hyper- 
sonic wind tunnel or b a l l i s t i c  range fsCiUties  which simulate the f l i gh t  
Mach number end Reynolds number but not necessarily the stagnation 
-1X-13- 
enthalpy corresponding t o  t h e  f l i g h t  condition. I n  t h i s  connection, 
e x i s t i n g  hypersonic theor ies  based on non-reacting p e r f e c t  gases may 
w e l l  be u t i l i zed ;16  ( i i )  a chemical k i n e t i c s  and atomic physics s i m -  
u l a t i o n ,  using high temperatures shock tubes o r  molecular beams t o  
determine t h e  fundamental rate constants ,  e x c i t a t i o n  c ross  s e c t i o n s ,  
and o ther  atomic and molecular proper t ies  of i n t e r e s t .  
o f  course,  e n l i s t  t h e  he lp  of e x i s t i n g  chemical k i n e t i c s  and atomic 
t h e o r i e s  whenever appropriate;  ( i i i )  an electromagnetic s imulat ion 
using d i e l e c t r i c  o r  diamagnetic models t o  s tudy t h e  antenna p a t t e r n  
i f  e x i s t i n g  propagation t h e o r i e s  prove t o  be inadequate. 
Here, one may, 
Of t h e  above t h r e e  items, ( i )  i s  already adequately covered by 
Mr. P o t t e r  earlier i n  t h i s  seesion;17 (ii) i s  a t o p i c  which I would 
l i k e  t o  e labora te  on i n  a few moments; ( i i i )  is a t o p i c  q u i t e  outs ide 
t h e  scope of  t h e  present  sess ion .  
CHEMICAL KIETICS AND ATOMIC PHYSICS SIMULATION 
Within t h e  remaining time a v a i l a b l e ,  I would l i k e  t o  view b r i e f l y  
t h e  problem o f  chemical k i n e t i c s  and atomic physics simulation. 
p a r t i c u l a r ,  I would l i k e  t o  h ighl ight  some of t h e  s i g n i f i c a n t  results 
which have been obtained from recent  high temperature shock t u b e  
s t u d i e s  i n  connection with t h e  problem under considerat ion.  
I n  
Considering t h e  shock compression process across  the bow shock wave 
as a l o c a l l y  one-dimensional phenomenon, one .can q u i t e  r e a d i l y  reproduce 
all t h e  chemical k i n e t i c  processes i n  t h e  labora tory  using a high tem- 
pera ture  shock tube.  (Note t h a t  t h e  flow across  a plane obl ique shock 
wave i s  equivalent  t o  t h e  f l o w  across  a normal shock wave with a simple 
. 
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Galilean transformation i n  the direction tangent ia l  t o  t h e  shock sur- 
face.) 
described i n  previous l i teratures.18 As i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Fig. 12, the  
basic elements of t h i s  apparatus consist of j u s t  a high pressure chamber 
and a low pressure chamber connected by a suitable diaphragm. 
diaphragm is ruptured, a shock wave is  formed and propagates down the  
low pressure chamber during the  early transient of the  pressure equi- 
l i za t ion  process. 
phenomena at the  downstream end of t h e  l o w  pressure chamber througi t he  
use of suitably f a s t  detectors. 
shock tube can be adapted t o  perform quantitative experiments over wide 
ranges of temperature, density and chemical composition of the gas 
samples. 
desirable e f f ec t s ,  such as w a l l  contamination, flow inhomogeneity, e tc . ,  
t o  t he  leve l  of s m a l l  perturbations. 
gas sample ( t h a t  i s ,  t h e  region between the  shock surface and the  contact 
discontinuity i n  Fig., 12(b) ) approaches t h a t  of an idealized one-dimen- 
sional flow behind a plane shock wave. Figure 13 shows an actual photo- 
graph of a re la t ive ly  large diameter shock tube which has been con- 
structed some time ago at the  Avco-Everett Research Laboratory fo r  
chemical kinetic studies.  
The operatine principle of a shock tube has been adequately 
When the  
Observations can then be made of the  various physical 
By simple var ia t ion  of geometry, t he  
With proper care,  it is a l s o  possible t o  reduce all the  un- 
Thus, the  resu l tan t  shock-heated 
For simulation of t h e  chemical k ine t ic  processes behind a bow 
shock wave i n  f l i gh t ,  it is now only necessary t o  duplicate t h e  shock 
velocity and ambient air pressure i n  the  laboratory. Figure 14 shows 
the shock velocity and i n i t i a l  pressure ranges which a re  accessible t o  
shock tubes of various types.20 This mey be compared w i t h  the  velocity- 
density regime of i n t e re s t  t o  t he  f l i g h t  case shown i n  Fig. 2. Typical 
-1X-15- 
resu l t s  showing the equilibrium spectral  radiation in tens i ty  behind 
the shock wave; the r a t i o  between the  peak nonequilibrium radiation t o  
the  equilibrium radiation; the e l e c t r i c a l  conductivity of shock-heated 
air; some of t h e  momentum t ransfer  cross sections between electron and 
neutral  atoms; the electron density distribution behind a normal shock; 
the  peak nonequilibrium electron density; and the  charac te r i s t ic  ioniza- 
t ion  distance behind the  shock are i l l u s t r a t ed  respectively i n  Figs. 15 
through 21. For detailed information concerning the  individual experi- 
ments leading t o  the  resu l t s  j u s t  presented, t h e  readers are re fer red  to 
the referenced l i t e r a tu re  indicated i n  the  respective figure captions. 
Finally,  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  how the chemical k ine t ics  information mey 
be u t i l i zed  t o  determine the electromagnetic property of t he  hypersonic 
flow f i e ld  from a synthesis of the  aerodynamics and chemical k ine t ics  
simulation, a typ ica l  p lo t  of the  f ree  electron number density distri- 
bution i n  the  wake of a sphere at hypersonic speed, and t h e  absolute 
root-mean-square electron density flucutation i n  the  wake, a re  i l l u s -  
t r a t ed  respectively in  Figs. 22 and 23. Detailed descriptions of how 
such synthesis w a s  carried out may be found i n  'Refs.15 and 23. 
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ambient denaity and f l i g h t  ve loc i ty .  
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pigwe 4: 
Total emitted rndlation encru per unit volmc of high 
temperature air I n  full equilibrium an a function of temper- 
ature for conatmt vnluca of the density. (Bee Ref. 2 ) .  
pipme 5: 
Sonth htlnntir , tnkrn hy thc Avco-Everett Rcaenrch Laboratory Re-entry 
Experiment6 Operution (Rcf. 4). 
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figure 6 :  Eq*A:ibrium degree o f  ioc iza t ion  behind a n o m d  shcck wave 
i n  argon-free a i r  as a function o f  shock ve loc i ty  f o r  a racge cf v ~ z u e s  
. of i n i t i a l  pressure, p , i n  the  undisbxrbed gas. The variation of 
equilibrium tanperat& with s.hock speed I s  also sham ( s e e  Ref. 5 ) .  
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Mgurr 7: BaA-scatter cross sect ion of M A 4  Mcrc.wy capsule dur iw 
re-entry observed by E n ,  Coldberg and Janney(Iief. 5 ) .  
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Figure 8: 
ovgen Obtained by Keck. Csmm, K i v e l  and Wentink (Ref. 9 ) .  
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shock layer of a blunt body during re-entry (Ref. 14). 
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wake or a blunt body during re-entry for equilibrium ionization (Ref. 14). 
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Figure 12(a): 
( a ) :  
Schcmntlc drawing o f  a conventional shock tube  
x-t diagram shoving the  progress of  shock and expansion 
waves following the  diaphragm bur s t .  The gases  which 
were originally i n  t h e  high and l o w  pressure port ions 
of t h e  shock tube a re  separated by t h e  con tac t  dis- 
i-ontlnuity. 
( c ) :  The prrnnure d i s t r ibu t ion  along t h e  .hock tube at time8 
1' to and t 
Flgur r  13: 
Research Lsboratory (see Ref. 19 ) .  
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Figure 111: Appmxjmrrtc pfrformnnce lidits experirnced Yoor snack tubca '  
pmsen t ly  i n  use. The combustion-driven shock tubes (CET) are l i rnl ted 
by a 10,000 p s i  d r i v e r  pressure,  and low densi ty  test t ime l imi t a t ion  
d e p n d i n g  an diameter. 
t h e  energy densi ty  ava i l ab le  in t h e  driver, t h e  expansion r a t i o  between 
t h e  d r ive r  and dr iven sec t iona ,  and t h e  t e a t  tine l i m i t a t i o n  ( a f t e r  
C a m  M d  Roae, Ref. 20). 
The are-driven shock tubcs (ADST) bre l imi t ed  by 
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Figure 15: 
infrared gauges versus wavelength obtained on incident air shocks 
Us - 10 nrm/usec, P1 = 0.1 nm Hg. The degree of ionization is about 
10% (after Allen. Rose and Csmm, Ref. 21). 
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Figure 16: 
radiation velsun wavelength at supcr-sateUite velocity according t o  
Allen, Rose and Camm (Ref. 21). 
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conductivity of air behind normal shock wave (ace Ref .  3). 
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Figure 18: 
between electrons and the various neutral crmponents of high 
temperature a i r .  an functions of electron temperature (see Ref. 5) .  
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and PI = 0.02 nrm Hg. (See Ref. 22). 
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Figure 20: 
density behind the shock as a f'unctioi of shock velocity at PI - 0.02 
m~ ag (see Ref. 22.). 
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Figure 21: 
distance behind the dhock M a function of shock vclocity at PI 
llpp I& (see Ref. 22). 
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Figure 22: Radical distribution o f  electron density in a hypothetical 
axisynmetric. lamiusr. inviscid, but chemical4.reacting borpanonic wake 
behind a sphere of 1 ft. radius at 22,000 ft/sec velocity snd at wibient 
density corresponding t o  the ruiour indicated .Itit,am (888 Rei. 15). 
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Figure 23: 
quasi one-dimensional turbulent wake behind 8 hypersonic sphere (see Ref. 23) 
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FLIGHT REENTRY EXPERIMENTS 
bY 
Ilerbert A. Wilson, Jr. 
and 
Robert L. Wright 
NASA - Langley Research Center 
INTRODUCTION 
Reentry technolorn has long depended on the simulation provided hy 
Kind tunnels, shock tubes , arc jets, and a vexiety of other ground facil- 
i t ies t o  advance the experimental verification of the results predicted 
from theory or  postulated empirically f r o m  previous tests. 
cation of information thus obtained approaches the point of application 
t o  the design of f l i gh t  systems, the question of the extent t o  which the 
information can he applied with confidence inevitably arises.  
uncertainty are the assumptions necessary t o  obtain theoretical  solutions, 
the inadequacy Kith which the complex reentry environment can he t o t a l l y  
simulated on the ground, and the question of how w e l l  the  ground f a c i l i t y  
resul ts  have been validated by f l ight  comparisons. 
f l i gh t  reentry tes t ing is greatest when the tests ei ther  explore the 
nature of a phenomenon, d i f f i cu l t  or impossible t o  simulate on the  ground, 
or provide the validation for  use of a system or concept developed frcnn 
ground-based research. 
As the appli- 
Sources of 
Thus the value of 
. -x-2- 
The discussion presented outlines the current ac t iv i ty  i n  flight 
reentry research at the Langley Research Center i n  tern of the  tech- 
niques being used i n  a number of f l ight  projects t o  investigate re- 
entry environment, radio attenuation , materials behavior, and observable 
phenanena. 
Several of the  other papers given i n  these proceedinp have Mgh- 
l ighted some of the d i f f i cu l t i e s  of simulating f l i gh t  reentry phenomena 
in ground f ac i l i t i e s .  
can be tested,  the duration of the t e a t ,  and the level  of the variables 
determining heating rate. Virtually a l l  ground f a c i l i t i e s  make compro- 
mises i n  a t  least one of these significant variables. 
these caupromises is defined in  figures 1, 2, and 3. 
a l t i tude corridors for  b a l l i s t i c  and l i f t i n g  reentry bodies currently of 
interest  are shown i n  figure 1. 
called "cold" hypersonic f a c i l i t i e s  are superimposed on the reentry cor- 
ridors. These f a c i l i t i e s  (most notably the 22-inch helium tunnel) cannot 
match the stream enthalpy, therefore are limited as t o  heating input, but 
These center mainly on the s i ze  of the model that 
The nature of 
Typical Mach number- 
In  figure 2, the capabili t ies of the so- 
can provide high Mach number basic f luid dynamics data. Capabilities of 
the "hot" hypersonic f a c i l i t i e s  are shown overlaid on the same reentry 
corridors i n  figure 3. 
low velocity, but for  increasing flow velocity, they generally tend t o  
f a l l  off i n  t h e i r  simulation o f  the heating. 
sion tube which suffers t h e  characterist ic diff icul ty  of shock-type facil- 
i t ies i n  that  the experiment time is s m a l l ,  t ha t  is, milliseconds or 
microseconds instead of minutes. 
These f a c i l i t i e s  give a reaaonable simulation at 
One exception i s  the expan- 
-x-3- 
FLIG€I!l'-TEST IMPLENENTATION 
A reentering body, generally speaking, first meets the  atmosphere 
at a high a l t i t ude  and a high velocity and slows down as it penetrates t h e  
atmosphere. 
ment they traverse are shown i n  figure 4. 
Scout R-4 and Sr-8 reentries.  
ials test a t  40,000 f p s .  
t r a j ec to r i e s  similar t o  these,  with the  exception of t he  RAM (Radio Atten- 
uation Measurements) vehicle, which f l i e s  a straightaway t ra jec tory  (not 
shown) with a l l  data obtained on ascent. 
Typical f l igh t - tes t  t r a j ec to r i e s  and the  atmospheric environ- 
The t r a j ec to r i e s  shown are the  
The hashed area indicates a proposed mater- 
All of the  vehicles t o  be discussed l a t e r  fly 
This figure a l so  indicates several conditions, such as oxygen dis- 
sociation, nitrogen dissociation, and ionization which characterize the  
environment i n  different regimes and account fo r  a variety of different 
aerodynamic and flow-field effects.  
of greatest  concern at the present is indicated BS the Apollo Reentry 
The region of the  f l i g h t  environment 
Envelope and the current programs for  obtaining data i n  t h i s  envelope Kill 
be discussed l a t e r .  
Launch Vehicles 
Flight programs are  often ident i f ied  i n  terms of t he  launch vshicle 
which m a y  be misleading. Actually, the  vehicles exist t o  support the pro- 
gram, and not vice versa, but vehicle nomenclature does i n  many cases pro- 
vide a convenient reference t o  the  program. The launch vehicles currently 
being used are shown i n  figure 5. The four-stage Pacemaker vehicle i s  a 
low-cost vehicle capable of speeds of the  order of 14,000 t o  16,000 f ee t  
per second. 
work, end for f l i gh t s  providing some overlap with ground facilities. 
Its use enables low-cost f l i gh t s  f o r  preliminary exploratory 
-X-4- 
The payload capabili ty of the Pacemaker i s  approximately 40 pounds. 
RAM B vehicle i s  capable of boosting 200 pounds on a straightaway, ascend- 
The 
ing trajectory t o  a velocity of approximately 18,000 feet per second. 
Trailblazer vehicle, used mainly i n  the f i e l d  of reentry ObSeNableS, h- 
parts extremely high velocit ies (34,000 feet per second) t o  payloads on 
the order of 5 grams when equipped w i t h  a shaped-charge gun as a last stage. 
The workhorse for  our heavily instrumental payloads i s  the Scout 
The 
vehicle which is used i n  both the four-and five-stage configurations. 
entry velocit ies and payload weights of 26,000 feet  per second and 200 
pounds, respectively, have been attained with the four-stage configuration 
and 28,000 feet  per second and 150 pounds i n  the five-stage configuration. 
A photograph of t he  five-stage Scout vehicle i n  the launch tower is sham 
i n  f i g u r e  6. 
1s covered with a heat shield. Figure 7 shows a typical  five-stage Scout 
reentry, i n  t h i s  case the ST-8 heating and environmental t e s t  which w i l l  
Re- 
It should be noted that  everything forward of' the th i rd  stage 
be discussed in  de t a i l  l a t e r .  Launched from Wallops Island, the f l i gh t  
plan called for  two stages f i r i ng  upward and three downward or reentry- 
f i r i ng  stages. A peak velocity of 22,500 feet per second WBS achieved 
with impact southeast of Bermuda. 
A recent development is the Project Fire vehicle which consists of 
the A t l a s - D  boosting 8 saeond-stage X-259 motor equipped with a guidance 
and control system and a 200-pound spacecraft (fig.  5).  
rocket and the guidance and control systems are adapted Prom the Scout 
vehicle. The Nre vehicle i s  capable of a reentry velocity of approx- 
The second-stage 
imately 38,000 feet per second. 
Data Acquisition 
The spacecraft used d t h  the launch vehicles just described are 
. .  
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t a i lo red  t,o the  par t icu lar  program requirements. 
spacecraft is the  selection of the  sensors, transducers, and other data 
acquisition system components. A summary of t h e  measurements and sensor 
se lec t ion  f o r  t he  F i re  Project Reentry spacecraft is s h m  i n  f igure  8. 
Figure 9 shows a block diagram of the  instrumentation f o r  a typ ica l  
spacecraft f o r  monitoring and transmitting the  transducer data. 
data as temperature measurements are usually commutated, while pressures 
and, accelerations are measured continuously. 
vides f o r  broadcasting data i n  real time through one transmitter and 
antenna system. 
munications blackout, it is necessary t o  circumvent this problem with a 
delay t r a in .  A delayed tape unit  with a delay long enough t o  last through 
the  blackout period stores these data u n t i l  the  vehicle has slowed t o  l e s s  
than 10,000 f ee t  per second. 
occurred during reentry are rebroadcast u n t i l  impact. T h i s  technique has 
been very useful and is  used on all of the  five-stage Scout reentry shots 
and the  F i re  ProJect. 
A key fac tor  i n  each 
Such 
The telemetry system pro- 
Inasmuch as the  reentering spacecraft experience com- 
A t  t h i s  time, all of the measurements t ha t  
M t h  a recoverable system, an onboard recoverable recorder w i l l  pro- 
vide additional redundancy. 
was developed, consisting of a sequence of drogue-chutes and parachutes 
t o  provide a gradual descent i n to  the  ocean. Beacons provide locations 
aids f o r  rapid recovery and a l l  the  data are obtained from the onboard 
recorder. 
On the  Pacemaker vehicle, a recovery system 
T h i s  recovery technique system is indicated i n  f igure  10. 
FLIGHT-TEST PROGRAMS 
The preceding sections have reviewed the test conditions tha t  can 
- ~ - 6 -  
be simulated 4 ground f a c i l i t i e s  and f l ight  t e s t s ,  and outlined fl ight-  
test implementation i n  terms of available launch vehicles and methods of 
data acquisition. With t h i s  material as a background, the role  of simu- 
l a t i on  i n  f l i gh t  reentry experiments can be determined by looking at the  
details of some specific f l i gh t  programs. 
cussed deal with investigations of one or more of the follcwing problem 
axeas : 
The f l i gh t  programs t o  be dis- 
(1) Environmental (heating); 
(2) Materials response ; 
(3) Communications problems ; and 
(4 )  Observables. 
These categories are essent ia l ly  areas of i n t e re s t  vhich K i l l  provide 
basic data fo r  determining design parameters and trade-offs i n  the design of 
a full-scale spacecraft t ha t  must reenter the earth 's  atmosphere, such as 
Apollo or future interplanetary exploration vehicles. 
Environmental 
The first environmental spacecraft t o  be discussed is the Scout ST-8 
reentry package. 
Spacecraft components and pertinent dimensions are presented i n  figure 12. 
The chief feature of the environmental payload is the inconel nose cap 
calorimeter, whose purpose was t o  provide quantitative t o t a l  heat-transfer 
information during the f i r s t  15  seconds of reentry. 
nose cap was a teflon nose cap t o  protect the spacecraft and instrumentation 
package. 
provide further information on the heating during the l a t e r  part  of the re- 
entry. A canister contained the instrumentation, including the delay t r a i n  
system described earlier, v i th  the actual structure of the vehicle after- 
body serving as the antenna. 
A photograph of the spacecraft is shown i n  figure 11. 
Beneath the inconel 
Ablation sensors were mounted on the front of the nose cap t o  
-x-7- 
!he sequence of events during reentxy is indicated on the  velocity- 
a l t i t ude  diagram i n  f igure 13. 
obtained above 300,000 feet .  
spacecraft descended from 300,000 t o  200,000 feet, where the  inconel cap 
melted. After the  inconel nose cap melted, t he  ablation sensors i n  the  
te f lon  nose cap provided overa l l  measurements of t he  ablation recession 
due t o  t o t a l  heat input. A t yp ica l  temperature h is tory  obtained during 
the  prime heating period is shown i n  figure 1 4  t o  indicate the  good quality 
of the data obtained from the  f l i gh t .  
Low-level calorimeter heating data were 
The prime heating data occurred as the 
A fur ther  s tep  i n  investigation of hypervelocity environment has been 
undertaken by the  F i re  Project which has primary emphasis on the  heat- 
t ransfer  process at lunar return velocity of about 38,000 f ee t  per second. 
Figure 15 is a representation of t h e  t o t a l  heat pulse and radiative heat 
pulse t h a t  would occur for  a reentry at 37,000 t o  38,000 fee t  per second. 
A t  t h i s  velocity,  the t o t a l  heat i s  predominately convective, but the speed 
is  suf f ic ien t ly  high for  the  radiative heating t o  become appreciable. 
the  outset of the Fire Project,  there was considerable speculation on 
whether or not t h i s  radiative heating had a la rge  input due t o  nonequi- 
librium. A primary par t  of the  F i re  objective w a s  t o  evaluate the  non- 
equilibrium radiation. 
heating indicate the  problem t o  be considerably less serious than expected. 
Nevertheless, a major objective of the Fire Project was t he  determination 
of the  t o t a l  heating at high speeds and, i n  par t icu lar ,  t h e  division of 
the  t o t a l  heating between radiation and convection. 
A t  
Since then, however, estimates of nonequilibrium 
To f a c i l i t a t e  t h i s  ohJective, t o t a l  heat t ransfer  was measured by 
means of a rather complex succession of m e t a l  calorimeters on the  front of 
the spacecraft using thermocouples as sensors. Hot gas radiation vas 
-X-8- 
measured through uindows i n  the stagnation region, at the shoulder of the 
body, and in the afterbody. Spectral measurements were made at the stag- 
nation location and t o t a l  radiometers were provided at all three windom. 
Materials response (regression rates 1 and radio attenuation information 
was also obtained. 
The Project Fire  reentry package and its supporting s t ructure  (the 
conical adaptor on top of the l a s t a t a g e  motor) can be seen in figure 16. 
The reentry package, similar i n  shape t o  the Apollo, had three calorimeters 
which were designed t o  be effective at different times during the f l ight .  
The reason for  using three calorimeters is i l l u s t r a t ed in  figure 17. It 
is  obvious tha t  a single calorimeter could not be designed t o  survive 
the ent i re  f l ight .  The t o t a l  heat pulse curve shows that  portion of the 
heat pulse  for  which each of the three calorimeters would provide data. 
An ablation material was placed between the calorimeters t o  protect t h e  
subsequent calorimeter u n t i l  exposure. 
calorimeters, enough of the  t o t a l  heating pulse curve could be obtained so 
t h a t ,  with the aid of theory, the ent i re  heat pulse curve could be deter- 
mined. 
events i n  the Project Fire trajectory.  
feet  per second occurred i n  the vicini ty  of Ascension Island, 4500 miles 
downrange *om Cape Kennedy, the launch site. 
merefore,  with t h i s  sequence of 
Figure 18 presents the mission prof i le  and the major sequence of 
Reentry a t  a velocity of 37,800 
Figure 19 presents a summary of fl ight-test  data available from 
aerodynamic heating environmental experiments. 
obtained from blunt-nosed configurations. 
Apollo shaped and the other heating projects were mainly blunt nosed. How- 
ever, many of the spacecraft that  w i l l  fly i n  the future w i l l  not necessarily 
Most of the data have been 
The Mre Spacecraft which w a s  
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be hlunt-noaed bodiea by any means. An experiment on which preliminary 
work is  currently being perfonned, u t i l i ze s  the long, slender and rela- 
t ively sharp cone shown i n  figure 20. The objectives of t h e  experiment 
are t o  determine turbulent heat-transfer resul ts  at a velocity of approx- 
imately 20,000 feet  per second (approximately twice the speed fo r  which 
any similar data are available).  
for  long conical bodies, but fo r  vehicles such as the space plane o r  any 
type of gl ide reentry vehicle which operates at a relat ively high Reynolds 
number and depends on radiation heat transfer t o  dissipate some of its heat. 
Thus, this vehicle must be long (10 feet  ) and flown at re la t ively low 
alt i tudes fo r  at l ea s t  a portion of its t ra jectory t o  assure turbulent 
These resul ts  are important not only 
flow over the las t  pa r t  of the cone. 
Materials Reponse 
In  the materials response area, as discussed ea r l i e r  by Mr. Brooks, 
there have been diverse predictions made from the available ground t e s t  
data. 
are most re l iable .  
i n  an arc-heated f a c i l i t y  i s  shom i n  figure 21. 
shield of the same material from a f l ight  model which experienced a 
similar t o t a l  heating history is  seen i n  figure 22. 
the char layer from the flight t e s t  is much thinner than that  from the 
ground test. 
Flight t e s t s  therefore are  useful for determining which predictions 
A sectioned view of a 3-inch-diemeter specimen t e s t ed  
A section of a heat 
It is evident that  
In other cases, phenomena d i f f i cu l t  t o  test on the ground can be 
investigated. 
determine possible effects  on heat shield behavior of meteorite damage 
Figures 23 and 24 show the results of a f l i gh t  test t o  
before reentry. 
shown i n  f igure 23 before f l i gh t .  
The flat-faced model, roughly 6 inches i n  diameter, is 
Three ablation sensors uere mounted 
-x-10- 
across the front face and a lf4-inch-diameter hemispherical crater  w a s  
located approximately 1 112 inches from the stagnation point. 
indentation, simulating meteorite damage, is seen on the cylindrical 
portion of the spacecraft. 
maker vehicle and recovered. 
the change i n  the flow f i e l d  caused by the simulated meteorite asmage. 
A second 
The spacecraft was test flown on the Pace- 
Figure 24 shows the damage result ing fran 
The prime objective of the Scout R-4 experiment, flown A u g u s t  18, 
1964, was t o  provide a real environment test of a candidate material for  
the Apollo heat shield t o  verify t e s t  work done i n  ground f ac i l i t i e s .  
As the spacecraft and experiment were discussed ful ly  i n  the presentation 
by Mr. Brooks, no f u r t h e r  discussion is considered necessary. 
Communication Problems 
The communications blackout or attenuation of radio signals due t o  
the ionizing sheath around a spacecraft during reentry is currently being 
investigated by the RAM (.Radio Attenuation Measurements) program. Figure 
25 indicates the velocity regimes for  various ionization reactions, in- 
cluding molecular, atomic, photo and electron-impact ionization. 
noted in  the figure are  the regimes investigated by the  RAM flight tests. 
RAM A and B f l ights  have produced good measurements of the attenuation 
fo r  YHF C-band and X-band frequencies i n  the molecular ionization range 
with straightaway or  ascending f l ights .  
has also been done i n  t h i s  regime with ICBM tests. 
w i l l  investigate the velocity band where atomic ionization i e  M y  develop- 
ed. Future t e s t s  w i l l  measure the blackout region for  f l i gh t  velocit ies 
Also 
A considerable amount of work 
Proposed RAM C f l ights  
above 30,000 feet  per second. 
A diagram of the RAM C spacecraPt is shorn in qigure 26. The space- 
craf t  is 20 inches i n  diameter at the base, 38 inches long, and vei- 
-x-11- 
several hundred pounds. 
the VHF, C-band, and X-band antenna systems with the associated telemetry 
equipment. 
The important things t o  note on the diagram are 
Figure 27 presents the C-band and VHF blackout regions. The bound- 
aries were established with a combination of the theory and f l i gh t  t,ests. 
RAM and Mercury t ra jector ies  from which some of these data were obtained 
are indicated on the figure as is the proposed Apollo trajectory.  
Observables 
NASA and t h e  Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory are currently en- 
gaged i n  a joint  project whose purpose is t o  create a r t i f i c i a l  meteors. 
The objectives of t h i s  project are found i n  figure 28. 
Trailblazer I and I1 vehicles were used t o  impart reentry velocit ies 
of approximately 34,OQO f ee t  per second t o  a simulated meteor. 
diameter rocket motor was mounted atop the four-stage vehicle. 
charge accelerator was connected t o  the fif th-stage spherical motor as 
A 5-inch- 
A shaped- 
shown in  figure 29. After burnout of the f i f t h  stage, the shaped charge 
is detonated, compressing the spit-back tube i n t o  a pel le t  which i s  pro- 
pelled through the inhibitor as 8x1 a r t i f i c i a l  metoer a t  extremely high 
velocity. The velocity, deceleration, l ight  intensity,  and spectra of 
the simulated meteor can be measured. 
f i r ings,  pel le ts  can be recovered and the mass and shape determined. 
Also, with the aid of ground t e s t  
Thus, by. fnjecting an a r t i f i c i a l  meteor o f  approximately knom mass 
a t  a known velocity and a t  a location where observation stations have been 
placed, it is  possible t o  calibrate obsemables for natural  meteors t o  
determine more accurately the luminous and ionization efficiency. 
A typical meteor reentry f l ight  profile is shown i n  figure 30. 
first two stages f ire upraard t o  a t ta in  an al t i tude of about a million feet 
m e  
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and t h e  l a s t  three stages and shaped-charge accelerator f i r e  dounuard t o  
impart the needed reentry velocity. Launched from Wallops Island, the pellet 
impacts some 100 nautical miles downrange, making the east coast from Wallops 
t o  Hatteras available for  set t ing up optical  and radar ohsenration sites. 
Other meteor simulation tests, using two-stage Nike-Cajun vehiclea ui th  the 
shaped-charge accelerator, have produced reentry at lower velocit ies t o  pro- 
vide luminous efficiency data over a range of reentry velocit ies.  Figure 31 
shows some results of the Meteor Simulation Project. 
developed i n  1958, fo r  the luminous efficiency of meteors is indicated for 
a range of reentry velocit ies.  
The theory of Opik, 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The foregoing discussion has shown the way i n  which f l i gh t  tes t ing 
supplements, extends, and reinforces the usefulness of data from ground 
t e s t  f a c i l i t i e s .  Flight tests can provide an anchor point i n  evaluating 
ground test data. Although f l i gh t  t e s t s  can avoid some of the inherent 
problems of ground f a c i l i t i e s ,  they are expensive, putting a premium on 
each test t o  provide t h e  most data that  can be acquired. 
The portions of the reentry f l i gh t  spectrum which can be simulated by 
"hot" end "cold" ground f a c i l i t i e s  are reviewed and some of the current f l i gh t  
programs for  obtaining data i n  the Apollo Reentry Envelope are discussed. 
The programs are categorized as  t o  (1) environment (heating), (2) materials 
response, ( 3 )  communication problems, and (4 ) observables . A discussion 
of the launch vehicles, unknown parameters, and methods of data acquisition 
for each program is presented. 
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BACKGROUND OF PILOTED SIMULATOR DEVELO-T 
by 
C. B. Wes tbrook 
Wright -Patterson AFB 
ABSTRACT 
In t h i s  paper a review i s  made of the  piloted simulation f a c i l i t i e s  
commonly used i n  the United States.  
f a c i l i t i e s  and t o  understand how and why these f a c i l i t i e s  are needed and 
c~me in to  being and how they are used. 
of use of simulation a re  offered and conclusions presented. 
An attempt is made t o  c lass i fy  these 
Some thoughts on the  philosophy 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the  use of piloted simulators has become more and more 
In  t h i s  paper a redew widespread i n  the  research and development process. 
i s  made of t h e  simulation f a c i l i t i e s  i n  use i n  t h e  aerospace industry and 
re la ted  organizations. 
t o  understand how and why these f a c i l i t i e s  a re  needed and came i n t o  being, 
and how they are used. 
the codifications, and the  conclusions may be of benefit  t o  those who use 
and are planning t o  use simulation f a c i l i t i e s .  
An attempt i s  made t o  c lass i fy  these f a c i l i t i e s  and 
It is hoped tha t  t h i s  collection of infonuation, 
Before proceeding fur ther ,  it is desirable t o  discuss the  definit ion of 
' -xI-2- 
the word simulator. 
interests ,  it has a rather widely varying definition. 
considered i n  the  most broad sense as f a c i l i t i e s  which w i l l  allow an atdog 
representation of a particular control element, combination of control 
elements or the complete f l ight  control - airframe - p i lo t  system. 
would include simulators t o  obtain data on control hardware, t he  human p i lo t  
and h i s  display, the airframe with e l a s t i c i ty ,  and the couplete system. 
paper is particularly directed at piloted simulators, those in  which a human 
operator performs a control task; however, it is  f e l t  tha t  consideration of 
the wide spectrum of simulators under t h i s  broad definit ion i s  useful i n  
giving a perspective view of the subject. 
As commonly used by various individuals of differing 
Simulators can be 
l h i S  
This 
CATEGORIZATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATORS 
There are numerous W E ~ S  i n  which simulators can be classified or grouped. 
Several ways w i l l  be discussed briefly.  
computation as differentiated from simulation. 
simulators i s  by the phase of research and developent i n  w h i c h  they are 
commonly used. It wi l l  be observed that  t h i s  division does not occur very 
neatly. Finally, simulators can be categorized relat ive t o  the element o r  
elements of the f l i gh t  control system t h a t  they are intended t o  obtain in- 
F i r s t  there is the hazy concept of 
Another way of looking at 
formation on. 
F i r s t ,  l e t  UE look at the area of slmulators versus canputation, for  a 
moment. 
e l ec t r i ca l  device for  solving the longitudinal s t ab i l i t y  epuatioos. 
Reference 1.35 i n  addition t o  reporting the result of hie work, he predicts 
the possibi l i t ies  of extending his  device t o  r e a l  time and even t o  use of 
In 1935, Mueller at Massachusetts In s t i t u t e  of Technology devised an 
In 
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hand controls and perhaps investigation of p i l o t  training. During World 
W a r  I1 and the years immediately following, rapid progress was mde  i n  
development and application of different ia l  analyzers. 
analog computers o f  significance were beginning t o  be available. 
By 1948, electronic 
The 
avai labi l i ty  of these computers made possible the development of f l i gh t  
control system simulators as we know them today. 
panies i n  the United States have large general purpose analog computer 
f a c i l i t i e s ,  ranging i n  s i ze  from 200 t o  600 operational amplifiere or even 
larger. While simulators themselves, i n  a sense, these analog computers 
are wed  both for  general computational purposes and a l s o  for  connection 
with a cockpit andfor equipment t o  form a simulator. 
All major a i r c r a f t  com- 
While not a simulator by any s t re tch of the word, d i g i t a l  computers 
are making spectacular progress and have made improvement possible in  
sc i en t i f i c  and engineering computations. 
f l i gh t  simulators already use d i g i t a l  computers. It is undoubtedly t r u e  
tha t  the avai labi l i ty  of these powerful tools w i l l  make possible fur ther  
A number of advanced operational 
drast ic  improvements in  simulation as they have done already i n  computation. 
The phase of research and development of aerospace vehicles that  you 
are concerned with influences considerably your choice of and use of simula- 
tors .  
(3) development, (4)  f l ight  test  and (5) t ra ining and operational use. 
i s  the research phase i n  which knowledge is  gathered on various subjects of 
interest .  
preliminary design phase is  encountered followed by detailed development of 
the vehicle and a l l  of its components. 
special  needs for simulation. 
hicles  are i n  production and use and the operational conrmands are faced with 
These phases can be l i s t e d  as (1) research, (2 )  preliminary.design, 
F i r s t  
Upon in i t i a t ion  of a program t o  design and build a vehicle, the 
The f l i gh t  t e s t ing  phase has i t s  
Finally, the phase is reached where the ve- 
training and maintaining the proficiency of t h e i r  crews. 
Those using research and development simulators can thank the training 
simulator people fo r  providing the motivation for  and the development of 
many of the techniques and equipment6 necessary for  what i s  used. 
the l i t e r a t u r e  on simulation i n  past years now relates t o  t h i s  ares. 
the early years, World War I1 and somewhat before, various techniques and 
devices called trainers were developed t o  meet the vast training problems. 
Hundreds of millions of dollars were spent on t ra iners  during World War 11 
Much of 
During 
i n  the United States alone. 
much over actual f l i gh t ,  i n  f ac t ,  that  training i n  f l i gh t  would have been im- 
possible. 
modern training simulators became a possibil i ty.  
development and avai labi l i ty  of improved concepts and knowledge about servo 
systems and components developed in  World W a r  11, especially i n  Germany. 
Expert opinion is that  t h i s  expenditure saved 
With the availabil i ty of analog computers i n  the l a t e  fo r t i e s ,  
Also a factor was the 
Modern operational training simulators are large expensive devices care- 
fully designed t o  simulate as nearly as possible the actual cockpit envir- 
onment and the characterist ics of the production vehicle. 
fyct ,  however, numerous anelyses have shown that  these t ra iners  can quickly 
save f a r  more than they cost i n  reducing expensive f l i gh t  time needed t o  
maintain p i lo t  proficiency particularly i n  such nreas as instrument f l ight  
and simulated emergencies. 
AB a matter of 
There is  no sharp l ine between the first four phases i n  the kind of 
simulators used as will be apparent i n  l a t e r  discussions. 
t r a ine r  because of the special  needs and the special economic factors 
involved has been essentially a clearly separated category. 
The operational 
In view of the 
very limited production of future vehicles and the i r  highly specialized and 
c a p l i c a t e d  nature th i s  sharp line o f  demarcation may not remain. 
-xI-5- 
Simulators do group themselves, t o  a degree, with regard t o  the element 
or elements of the f l ight  control system tha t  they are t o  provide information 
about. To i l l u s t r a t e  n l ~ r  definit ion of the f l i gh t  control system cmsider 
Figure 1. This block diagram has a block representing the hrrman p i lo t ,  a 
block representing the control equipment needed inside the vehicle, and a 
block representing the dynamic characterist ics of the airframe. 
as used with respect t o  each of these system elements ViU. be diecussed. 
Simulatore 
Finally and most important of a l l  t o  the system engineer, simulators 
t o  examine and evaluate the t o t a l  f l i gh t  control system coxmisting of all 
these elements w i l l  be discussed. 
Assemblies of the various components of, fo r  example, the hydraulic or 
In some cases, these assemblies and the  electr ical  systems are of'ten made. 
test performed tend t o  become complex and t o  verge on what could be called 
simulation. 
laboratory t e s t s  unless combined with the airframe dynamics and a pilot .  
In general, however, the inclination is  t o  c a l l  these bench o r  
And now for  a few words on the block representing the human pilot .  
A great variety of simulators have been and are being used t o  determine 
man's tolerance t o  one or  more of the environmental conditions t h a t  he may 
encounter. There are  centrifuges and various other devices t o  subject men 
t o  accelerations, air bearing platforms and water tanka t o  attempt t o  s i m -  
ulate zero g,  and airplanes t o  actually demonstrate zero g. 
t o  subject men t o  intolerable noise and chambers t o  impose absolute quiet. 
Men have been exposed t o  extreme cold and roasted t o  high temperatures i n  
other tests. 
are being uti l ized. 
the dynamic characteristics of the human p i lo t  as a servo element. 
Chambers exist 
Confinement capsules resembling cockpits and space cabins 
Simulators have been and are  being used t o  determine 
-XI-6- 
These simulators have been of the simple flxed base type and will be 
discussed a l i t t l e  l a t e r  when considering simulators t o  examine the com- 
plete  f l i gh t  control system. 
To a great extent, t he  discussion t o  this point has been i n  the nature 
of giving perspective t o  the subject of simulation. 
is believed, i n  understanding each other, understanding how the  trend t o  
simulation came about, and making determinations of future trends. 
point, simulators of the complete f l i gh t  control system w i l l  be discussed. 
These, no doubt, are  what many first think of when simulation i s  mentioned. 
This is important, it 
A t  t h i s  
A bewildering variety of simulators is being used t o  analyze the 
f l ight  control system as a whole. 
f a c i l i t i e s  down i n  some logical grouping. 
between ground based and f l ight .  
Figure 2 is  an attempt t o  break these 
The first natural  grouping i s  
Figure 2 divides the ground based simulators i n to  groups as t o  the 
motions t h a t  can be imparted t o  the p i lo t ;  no motion, rotations,  trans- 
la t ions,  and combinations of rotation translation. In  Appendix I are 
l i s t e d  various f l i gh t  control system simulators that  are  available. 
l i s t i n g  is undoubtedly not complete. 
computer simulator that  is so common in  the industry and the various re- 
search organizations has been excluded. 
This 
The class of simple cockpit - analog 
The majority of the fixed base, and the motion simulators as w e l l ,  use 
instrment  displays, these range from simple scope or dial instrument dis- 
pleys t o  elaborate displey simulators. 
caning more common, usually for  approach and landing studies, VTOL inves- 
t igat ions,  and t o  simulate the space environment. 
o rb i t a l  vehicle can be simulated a t  a number of f ac i l i t i e s .  
External display simulators are be- 
The caaplete mission of an 
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In a few casea, an attempt t o  simulate accelerations hes been made by 
pulling on the shoulder straps o r  exerting pressure on the seat cushions. 
T h i s  is indicated by the "pseudo G" block of Figure 2. The wrth of this 
feature i n  improving correlation of data Kith actual flight is not known. 
It has become standard practice i n  a i rcraf t  end missile development 
t o  make  use of a category of simulator that  is called the "iron birdn o r  
the "iron monster". 
development process. 
is normally the use of a simple cockpit - analog cmputer simulator. 
Simulators such as t h i s  can be quickly b u i l t  up and adaptedto the problems 
of the particular mission and configuration by connection with the analog 
computer f a c i l i t i e s  that  are available i n  all companies. 
This category is  of great importance i n  the design and 
The f i r s t  step in the development of an "iron bird" 
As the design of the vehicle progresses and components of the control 
system are designed and begin t o  be available, the "iron bird" simulator 
i s  bu i l t .  Normally, these simulators go through a continuous refinement 
process a l l  through the years of development s t a r t i ng  with l i t t l e  actual 
equipment, then insertion of early components and then the production hsrd- 
ware. 
controls and presentation and f inal ly ,  i n  some cases, a very complete mock 
up. 
are included t o  provide adequate simulation. 
dynamic characterist ics also undergoes continuous revision 88 knowledge of 
the airplane grows with analyses and wind tunnel tests performed. 
The cockpit also normally shows such a growth s tar t ing with simple 
In some cases where it is  f e l t  necessary, s t ructural  e l a s t i c i ty  effects  
The simulation of the aero- 
In certain cases of extremely complex systems, a second pa r t id .  "iron 
bird" may be bu i l t  t o  obtain r e l i ab i l i t y  and qualification information on 
the system and the components i n  addition t o  the system performance informa- 
t ion normally sought on the "iron bird". 
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In some cases a final stage of simulation would be t o  connect the 
actual airpalne system with analog canputera t o  prove the performance. 
Referring back t o  Figure 2, le t  UB pass on t o  a brief discussion of 
the various mt ion  simulators i n  use. 
available with only one rotational degree of freedom. 
intended function of the simulator, two or three rotat ional  degrees of 
freedom w i l l  normally be incorporated. 
pi tch roll chair used i n  past years at NASA. 
degree of freedom simulators have recently came into being, motivated baeic- 
i a l l y  by interest  i n  space vehicles, VTOL configurations, and reaction con- 
t ro l s .  
are quite elaborate. 
high spin rates  are possible. 
Very f e w ,  i f  any, simulators are 
Depending on the 
An exemple of two rotations is the 
A number of three rotational 
Many of these devices u t i l i z e  a i r  bearings and i n  same cases they 
NASA - L e w i s  has a four gimbal type simulator i n  which 
The rotation simulators of the Link t r a ine r  type have limitations on 
the rotational travel.  
then "washing outtt the motion i n  actuali ty but continuing it on the instruments, 
By incorporating i n i t i a l  motion in to  the simulator and 
what is said t o  be a very effective simulation of continuous motion is ob- 
tained. 
simulator and is referred t o  i n  Figure 2 as "pseudo motion". 
This capability is incorporated in the A i r  Force general purpose 
Centrifuges, as is known, have been ueed t o  produce steady g forces on 
p i lo t s  t o  determine the i r  tolerance and capabili t ies w h i l e  enduring these 
forces. 
f a c i l i t y  i s  available which combines a centrifuge with a piloted capsule with 
two rotational degrees of freedom. 
f a c i l i t y  wi th  respect t o  the X-15 program. 
A t  the Naval Air Development Center at Johnsville, Pennsylvania, a 
Much interesting work was done on this 
An interesting f a c i l i t y  t o  simulate zero g was investigated by Lockheed, 
Marietta, Georgia. This f a c i l i t y  simulates zero g by spinning a man submerged 
. .  ~ . . '  . .  . .  .. 
i n  water about his longitudinal axis. 
The only simulator that  the author knows of that  has Just  one transla- 
t i ona l  degree of freedom and no rotational freedom is  the g seat  at G / D ,  
designed t o  study turbulence at low alt i tudes.  Normally i f  translational 
degrees of freedom ere included some rotational degrees are also included 
such as on the pitch - heaving 
North American, Columbus. 
g seats available a t  NASA - Langley and 
Grumman hss a unique f ac i l i t y  which incorporates pitch, r o l l ,  and heave. 
It has both external and internal display and incorporates "wash out" t o  
simulate large motions. 
f l i gh t ,  and approach and landing studies. 
It is especially useful for  VTOL, low al t i tude 
A large simulator is  available at Bell-Dallas t o  study VTOL problems. 
This simulator has a three degree of freedom cabin mounted on a s t rut .  !Chis 
s t r u t  can be moved up and down t o  provide heaving t o  the cabin and also can 
be moved i n  the other two directions t o  provide a corrected ve r t i ca l  accelera- 
t ion as the cabin is rotated. 
NASA - Ames has a s i x  degree of freednm simulator which has a three 
rotation cabin able t o  t ranslate  t o  a limited degree i n  all three axes. 
This would 'be intended for V/STOL arid approach and landing studies. 
Another impressive f ac i l i t y  i s  the NASA - Ames f a c i l i t y  having a three 
rotational degree of freedom cabin able t o  t ranslate  ver t ical ly ,  mounted on 
a centrifuge. 
A number of very elaborate and expensive simulators have been bu i l t  o r  
are in  construction t o  simulate various space missions, rendezvous, docking, 
lunar approach, and lunar landing. 
several simulators a t  NASA - Langley, LOLA and the Lunar Landing Facility. 
Expecially worthy of mention are  the 
To provide the various motions t o  the simulators as  discussed, results 
. . * ' .  . . . . .  
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i n  additional cmplexity and cost so t h a t ,  i n  general, as we move from left 
t o  right on Figure 2 the problems of constructing and operating the simula- 
t o r s  are increased. 
The purpose i n  adding these motions t o  the simulators, of course, is  t o  
add f ide l i t y  t o  the simulation, improving the correlation with actual  fu&t* 
Unfortunately, th i s  correlation is  i n  a very imperfect stage and the answer 
t o  what is the minimum motion t o  provide acceptable f i d e l i t y  of simulation 
is not available. 
It is  quite possible for motion of one s o r t  or  another introduced into 
a simulator, w h i l e  being impressive t o  see,  t o  do more harm than good as far 
as giving resul ts  comparable t o  the flight situation. 
About f i f teen years ago as a resul t  of the newly developed knowledge and 
ab i l i t y  i n  a r t i f i c i a l  I s t a b i l i t y  and canputation, an idea w a s  born of a flight 
research f a c i l i t y  which has been called the variable s t a b i l i t y  airplane. 
the present stage of advanced concepts, a be t t e r  name might be in-flight 
simulation. 
A t  
The latest versions do much more than vary the  s tabi l i ty .  In 
Appendix I1 of t h i s  paper are l i s t e a  all o f t h e  variable s t a b i l i t y  aircraft 
of which the author has knowledge, i n  more or l e s s  chronological order. The 
development of the concept and the increasing c a p l e x i t y  and eJ.so capability 
of these a i r c ra f t  can be followed by reading through t h i s  l i s t i n g  and the 
descriptions. 
its high point with the Air Force-Cornell T-33. 
has t h e  features of variable s t a b i l i t y ,  control, feel, displey and LID. 
has the capability t o  vary s t a b i l i t y  and control characterist ics with t i m e  
such as occur8 in  a re-entry. It does not as yet hew the ab i l i t y  t o  vary 
without varying other derivatives. 
The l i s t i n g  starts wi th  the Cornell-Navy F4U-5 and has reached 
The A i r  Force-Cornel1 T-33 
It 
This  would be a desirable addition. 
The T-33 can also be used as a fixea base ground simulator by connecting it 
t o  an analog computer i n  i ts  hanger. 
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In the area of V/STOL variable s t ab i l i t y  a i r c ra f t ,  NASA - Ames has a 
limited variable s t ab i l i t y  instal la t ion in  an X-14 a i r c ra f t  and NASA - Langley 
has an instal la t ion i n  a helicopter. 
the X-22, which i s  designed from the beginning as a variable s t ab i l i t y  ma- 
chine. 
Coming i n  the future i s  a new a i r c ra f t ,  
Being such a r ea l i s t i c  simulator when properly done, the variable sta- 
b i l i t y  a i rcraf t  is a most valuable research tool.  
evaluation of preliminary design concepts and in  training and indoctrinating 
It is also valuable i n  
f l ight  test pilots.  
trainers.  
s t ab i l i t y  ideas. 
and d i f f i cu l t i e s  t h a t  exis t .  
for  the future,  however. 
The concept has been proposed for  use i n  operational 
Enthusiasts have even proposed a universal t r a ine r  using variable 
Such thinking does not recognize the pract ical  l imitations 
There may be certain possibi l i t ies  i n  this idea 
Experience has shown t h a t ,  i n  common with most f l i gh t  t e s t s ,  use of these 
airplanes for  research and development i s  expensive and time consuming fo r  
each data point obtained. In  the opinion of the author the most suitable 
usage of these airplanes is t o  make f i n a l  checks and correlations of data 
points that  have been explored as well as possible i n  ground simulators. 
See Appendix I11 for  extensive references t o  variable s t ab i l i t y  a i rcraf t .  
TYPICAL USE OF SIMULATION IN RESEaRCH AND DEVEIRPMEWT 
A t  t h i s  point it may be interesting t o  indicate what would be typical 
use of simulators during the research and development cycle. 
Figure 3 shows the various phases of t h i s  cycee. Relatively simple 
fixed base simulators are widely used in  research programs involving the 
human pi lot .  For research purposes, t h i s  simplicity is not necessarily a 
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handicap; It is more important t o  c y e f u l l y  control the experiment and 
specii'y the controlled element precisely than t o  cane t o  as exact similitude 
as possible. 
There are meny basic studies yet t o  be performed on t h e  pilot-vehicle 
cambination for  which extremely simple simulation is ent i re ly  adequate. 
example, use is s t i l l  being made of Dr. Elkind's data, obtained at MIT many 
years ago, following a target  on a scope with an electronic pointer. These 
For 
basic studies end the associated simple simulators are particularly suitable 
for  the university environment. 
s t ab i l i t y  aircraPt,  a Navion. 
a very effective tool  for  demonstrations and research studies e i the r  by 
thesis students or  the faculty. Government f a c i l i t i e s ,  as has been shown, 
have and operate many elaborate simulators for  research purposes. There is 
tendency for these studies t o  become oriented t o  some system under study o r  
development such as Apollo, SST, CX-HIS, C-142, etc. 
tend t o  be related t o  one l a t e r  phase of the research aud developnent pro- 
cess. 
One university, Princeton, has a variable 
It has a simple instal la t ion,  however, it is 
These studies then 
The three phases of primary importance t o  an aircraft canpany are shown 
i n  the center of Figure 3. 
the simple cockpit simulator would be made t o  firm up design requirements 
and t o  give information on specific problem are- not suff ic ient ly  covered 
by general research programs. 
programs would be caused by the mission and configuration. 
the present time t h i s  phase of simuletlon would be considerably higher i f  a 
VTOL fighter were under consideration than i f  a more conventional f ighter were 
in  design. As i e  no doubt obvious both the kinds of simulators used and t h e  
types of programs conducted are very similar t o  those in  the research phase. 
During the preliminary design extensive use of 
Considerable variation in  the extent of these 
For instance, at 
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Variable s t a b i l i t y  a i r c ra f t  can and have been of use i n  examining par t icu lar  
problem areas of spec i f ic  designs not suf f ic ien t ly  understood. 
In  the  detailed development phase, heavy emphasis is l a i d  on the  "iron 
bird" simulator. 
be placed on the equipment development and proof testing. 
I n  a not too  sophisticated system most of the  e f for t  may 
Preliminary 
exposure of t he  f l i g h t  t e s t  group t o  the characterist ics of t he  system W i l l  
be provided i n  order t o  allow proper planning of the  f l i g h t  t e s t  program. 
I n  view of the  elaborateness of the  "iron bird" simulator, consider- 
However, able expense is involved i n  both constructing and operating it. 
i ts  m e  i s  universally endorsed by the  industry, with no exceptions t o  t h e  
knowledge of the  author, as a time and money saver. Basically i t s  use is a 
function of the complexity of the design, t h e  degree t o  which the  design is  
pushing t h e  s t a t e  of the  a r t ,  and, re la ted  t o  the  f i r s t  two, t he  dol la r  cost  
of t he  system. 
t e s t  stage,  the  fan tas t ic  cost of f l i gh t  test time, and the horrendous economic 
waste caused by mistakes, miscalculations, and redesign, the  "iron bird" is  
f e l t  by a l l  t o  be an essent ia l .  
With the  tremendous cost of bringing a design t o  the  f l i g h t  
As t h e  a i r c ra f t  progresses in to  the  f l i g h t  t e s t  stage,  increased em- 
phasis may again be placed on the  cockpit simulator. 
off the  simple simulator and it may be improved t o  demonstrate dangerous 
conditions t o  the p i lo t s  and t o  guide the  t e s t  program. 
u t i l i zed  i n  evaluating the  f i n a l  equipment t o  be used i n  the  production air- 
c raf t .  
The dust may be brushed 
The "iron bird" i s  
I f  t he  par t icu lar  design i s  conventional both i n  aerodynamic configura- 
t i on  and i t s  control system and is of re la t ive ly  low performance, simulators 
may not be used. 
economic factors referred t o  previously and t o  what could be called a 
A judgment tha t  they a re  not needed would be based on the  
"confidence factor". 
engineers are of t h e i r  knowledge and theoretical  calculations. 
This "confidence factor'' i s  a function of how sure the 
Such cases 
with a high "confidence factor" w i l l  be very feu i n  the  future. 
On the  other extreme are the designs which push the  state of the  art 
t o  the extreme such as Dyna Soar, and certainly Apollo. 
research type information is needed and w i l l  be gathered through all the 
phases indicated. 
the basis of the high cost of the t o t a l  system. 
necessarily of high performance or of new design and consequently needs 
much simulator evaluation. 
normal. 
a t ional  use phase merges into the normal f l i gh t  t e s t  phase w i t h  result ing 
readjustments i n  the  consideration of f l ight  t e s t  and operational training 
simulators. 
In  these cases 
Extremely complex simulation can be eas i ly  ju s t i f i ed  on 
Much of the equipment is 
Pi lot  t ra ining needs are much greater than 
I n  view of the research nature of many such vehicles, the oper- 
Users of a i r c r a f t ,  the operational ccmmands of the services and the 
a i r l i nes ,  are most concerned with the operational use phase. 
discussed, very elaborate operational t ra iners  have becane very common. 
The accent has been on procedural training. 
behavior has not been an essent ia l  objective and only recently have any 
motion cues been considered worthy of providing. 
the A i r  Force i n  providing motion cues t o  simulate various maneuvers and 
emergency conditions. Even the a i r l i nes  have become interested as a result 
of the recent ser ies  of incidents and accidents of J e t  transports caused by 
As has been 
Exact matching of t h e  dynamic 
There is n m  interest  i n  
turbulence i n i t i a t e d  maneuver6. 
a i r l i nes  and FAA i n  use of a variable sterbility a i r c ra f t  as a f i n a l  operat- 
ional t r a ine r  for  SST operation. 
There has been considerable in t e re s t  by the  
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NEED FOR AND PHILOSOPHY OF USE OF SIMULATION 
I n  the main, the discussion t o  t h i s  point has been concerned with %hat" 
simulators are available and i n  use. Some of t he  discussion has been con- 
cerned with "where" these simulators are used. 
as t o  "how" t h i s  trend became possible, basically the avai labi l i ty  of cam- 
putation equipment and servo system knowledge and capability. It mey be 
interesting t o  examine br ief ly  some of the underlying reasons "why" t h i s  
trend has become established and is expanding. 
Some comments have been made 
Fundamentally, simulators are used where basic knowledge is weak, 
complex interrelationships are not f u l l y  understood and calculations, 
estimates, or  judgments are not trusted. 
factor,  referred t o  previously, i s  low. 
factors. 
sign through the f l ight  t e s t  phase may be a bi l l ion dollars o r  more. 
on Figure b are some facts on system costs. 
such as Apollo, or  beyond, on the chart the costs would real ly  go t o  an 
asymptote. When we examine the configuration, the speed regimes t o  be 
traversed, and the complexity of'the vehicle t o  perform i ts  mission, the 
reasons for  differences i n  cost between the Wright Flyer and the F-111 
become apparent. These economic "facts of l i f e "  underlie any discussion 
of the trend t o  simulation. 
In other words the confidence 
Also involved are the economic 
With a modern complex weapon system, the costs of carrying a de- 
Shown 
I f  we were t o  include systems 
Another factor t o  be considered is the f ac t  that  for  modern systems 
there may be no extensive production, as such, t o  eliminate "bugs". Under 
such conditions major errors or deficiencies in the design are intolerable. 
The use of simulation is affected by the philosophy of development of 
new a i r c ra f t  i n  a country. Rapid exploitation of the s t a t e  of the art invites 
the "cut and try" approach. 
United States,  exemplified by the research series of d r c r a f i .  
developtuent of new types of a i r c ra f t  proceeded at  a slow steady pace. 
research would normally be properly accomplished prior t o  in i t i a t ion  of 
the design and a designer would not have the compulsion t o  use such ex- 
tensive simulation. 
ledge, however, has become a way of l i f e  and it is not believed tha t  it 
w i l l  change under present conditions. 
Such a philosophy has been followed in the 
I f  the 
This rapid pace of development application of know- 
From the above factors a continual and increasing trend toward complex 
simulation can be predicted. 
Simulators are not only costly i n  dollars t o  build and operate but more 
importantly they are  costly i n  technical ta lent  t o  operate. 
ta lent  of high grade is  not plent i ful  and i f  too much is  t i e d  up i n  
related t o  simulation, t o  the detriment of analytical  studies and planning, 
the consequences can be serious. 
t h a t  sometimes develops, t o  simulate without thinking. This is deadly. It 
results i n  blind repet i t ive programs of l i t t l e  real worth. 
There i s  a very r ea l  danger involved, however. 
Techniei 
Most serious of a l l  is the type of a t t i tude 
This is  not t o  imply opposition t o  simulation, t o  the contrary. Rather 
it is a plea for t h e i r  intel l igent  use. 
Another thought related t o  the above is with regard t o  the organization 
of simulator groups. 
times tend t o  look on the simulator. f a c i l i t y  as t h e i r  g d  and t r y  t o  con- 
t inually develop and improve it whether it is needed or not. 
preferable for  an organization t o  be problem oriented, havlng and using 
simulators 88 necessary t o  solve t h e i r  problems. 
It is the author's feeling that  simulator groups many 
It apperrrs much 
CONCLUSIONS 
In  the  preceding discussion an attempt has been made t o  give S O W  
perspective t o  the subject by c lass i f ica t ion  of simulators in various W B y S .  
a review of various f a c i l i t i e s  available i n  the  United S ta tes  and sane 
h i s to r i ca l  background given. 
system simulators, par t icu lar ly  the "iron bird" type used extensively i n  
development. An indication of t he  typ ica l  use of simulators i n  research 
and development was made. 
of use of simulators were made. 
Discussed in more d e t a i l  were f l i g h t  control 
Finally some notes on the  need for  any philosophy 
I n  closing, it can be s ta ted  tha t  simulation is  a t oo l ,  use it as such 
and do not l e t  it use you. 
The assistance of R. Sickeler,  P. Pietrzak and F/L Harris, RCAF i n  pre- 
paring the  Appendices following i s  acknowledged. 
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